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McMurdo

Silver's

MAS IRPIECE,Ifl
Now

in the Antarctic with Byrd

because two great eastern

universities acclaimed it the most efficient all -wave receiver.

Now
the preference of Broadcast Executives
and technicians
their
tests, it shows greater sensitivity and more perfect

because, by

fidelity of tone on broadcast

as well as

foreign short wave reception.
Not only has my Masterpiece II been accorded the distinction and
honor of serving Admiral Byrd in the Antarctic, but ... it is also the
preferred choice of Broadcast Executives and Technicians.

J. Kelley Smith, director
of radiostation WBBM says.

"I was particularly im-

pressed with the excellent tone
quality of the rec -i,,:, that
seems to be practically flat
from 30 cycles to upwards
of 5000 cycles. This is not
only important for excellence of tone quality in the
broadcast band but even
more so for clear, satisfy-

ing reception from
foreign points on short

wave

broadcasts that

might not be intelligible on a receiver with
average tone quality,
but which on your
receiver are delivered clearly and distinctly

And R. B. Stephenson. Western Sales Manager of WBBM,
KMOX, WCCO, WJSU, WKRC, WBT and \\'PG says, ".4s you
know, I have been very enthusiastic about my present receiver. a very
well known. custom-built, all -wave set. But, I must admit That in this
comparative demonstration, you have entirely changed my mind. A
surprising discovery also was the superb tone quality of your receiver.
To my surprise, your receiver has much better definition, and a pure,
liquid naturalness that snakes all other receivers sound "boom-y"
in comparison."
So, why should you accept less dependability in world -wide reception than Admiral Byrd demands? \\'hy should you be content with
less tone quality than such competent authorities as J. Kelley
Smith and R. B. Stephenson consider necessary?
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Wave length Range lO to
3 air -tuned intermediate
570 meters or 520 to 30.100 stages. Most accurate interkc. Four position wave mediate amplification ever
change switch. (External
developed.
unit extends range from 700
Sensitivity better than )t
to 2000 meters.)
micro-volt absolute average.
Tuned R.F. stage on both Interstation noise supBroadcast and entire Short
adjustable to exact
Wave range yet single dial location
pressor requirement.
tunes the receiver. Greatly
Automatic volume conimproves signal -noise ratio
trol holds all stations 20
on 12,000 male reception.
microvolts
lts and up at conBand -spread tuning on stant volume
to the ear.
short waves. Makes short
Selectivity absolute 9 Ke.
wve tuning actually easier
for ?urine., better than I'. S.
than broad,am uum e.

A

T I

O N

S

needs (21 Kc. wide 10,000

times down).
Fidelity perfect over 30
to 4,001) cycle audio range.
Undistorted power utpt.
watts. Automatic andd
manual
m
tone controls.
Special impregnation for
tropical climates.
Built -in beat oscillator for
easy finding of S. W. and
w eak broadcast stations.
Chromium plated steel

Send for a Masterpiece II. Try it 10 full days. If for any reason you
want to return it, you can have your money back instantly, without
argument. It's just as simple as that. But, first send the coupon for
the full detailed story of this great receiver designed especially for
Admiral Byrd
and for you who are entitled to just as much.

...

McMurdo Silver, Inc., 1735 Belmont Ave.. Chicago. U.S.A
Send me full information on Masterpiece II.

shielding case eliminates
need for cabinet.

Name

McMURDO SILVER, INC.

Street

1

1735

BELMONT AVENUE

-

- - CHICAGO, U.

S.

A.

Town

State

is published monthly. on the fifth of the month preceding that of dale: its subscription price is $2.50 per year.
(In Canada and foreign
countries, $3.00 a year to cover additional postage.) Entered at the postofce at Mt. Morris, III., as second -class matter under the act of March 3,
1879.

RADIO -CRAFT

clecao at Home
to IllakeMotellioney
I'll train

You Quickly for Radio's
GOOD SpareTime and Full Time Jobs
Why slave your life away in a no- future job?
J. E. SMITH, President
Why skimp, why scrape, trying to pay your
National Radio Institute
The man who has directed the
bills? I'll train you quickly for the live -wire
Home Study 'Train ing of more
men for the Radio industry
field -the field with a future -RADIO. $40,
than any other man in America.
$60, $75 a week-that's what many Radio Experts make. $5, $10, $15 a week extra money-that's what many of
my students make in their spare time shortly after enrolling. My free
book tells you about Radio's spare -time and full -time opportunities
about my tested training-about my students and graduates -what
they are doing and making. Get this book. Be a Radio Expert. The
Radio field is big enough to absorb many more properly trained men.

-

I'll train you for jobs like these
BROADCASTING STATIONS offer
many fascinating, interesting, and good
pay jobs to the trained Radio man.

Spare -time and full -time Radio Servicing, Operating, Broadcast, Aircraft Radio, Commercial Land, Ship and Television stations, a Radio
service business of your own. I'll train you for these and other good
jobs in the manufacture, sale and service of Radio, Sound and Television apparatus. My FREE book tells you about the many moneymaking opportunities in Radio.

Save-learn at home in your spare time
You don't have to leave home and spend $500 to $1,000 to study Radio.
I'll train you quickly and inexpensively right in your own home and in
your spare time for a good Radio job. You don't need a high school
or college education. Many of my successful graduates didn't even finish
grade school. My amazingly practical 50 -50 method of training-half
with lessons, half with Radio equipment-gives you broad practical
experience -makes learning at home easy, fascinating, practical and

rapid.

(Continued on other side)

LOUD SPEAKER installation and
service work is another growing, moneymaking field for trained Radio men.

PLACE

ONE
CENT
STAMI
HERE

MR. J. E. SMITH, President
NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE
16th and
TELEVISION, the coming field of great
opportunities, is covered in my Course.

Dept 4AX

U

Streets, N. W.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

(Continued from other side)

Many make $5, $10, $15 a week Extra
in spare time almost at once

My book shows how my special training, instruction material, plans,
ideas and my twenty years experience training men for Radio careers has
helped many students make $200 to $1,000 a year quickly in their spare
time. My Course is famous as "the one that pays for itself."

Your money back if not satisfied
I'm so sure you will be satisfied with my training that I agree in writing
to refund every penny of your money if you are not entirely satisfied
with my Lessons and Instruction Service when you finish.

Find out what Radio offers you
Act today. Mail the post card below. My 64-page book will be sent free
to any ambitious fellow over 15 years of age. It tells about Radio's
opportunities-explains the eighteen star features of my Course -shows
letters of what others are doing and making. There is no obligation. Put
a one cent stamp on the post card and mail it now.

J. E. SMITH, President
NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE
WASHINGTON, D. C.

SET SERVICING has paid many N. R.
I. men $200 to $1,000 a year for their
spare time. Full-time men make as much
as $40, $50, $65 a week.

Some Other Jobs
N.R.I. Trains Men For
Broadcasting engineer
Operator in broadcasting station
Maintenance man in broadcasting station
Superintendent in Radio factory
Engineer in Radio factory
Inspector in Radio factory
Radio operator on ships
Sales manager for Radio stores
Service manager for Radio stores
Buyer for Radio stores
Government Radio electrician
Government Radio supervisor
Operator of government Radio beacon
stations
Aircraft Radio operator
Aircraft Radio dispatcher
Television engineer
Television transmitter operator
Television maintenance man
Engineer in commercial Radio land
stations
Installation man on loud speaker systems
Serviceman on loud speaker systems
Automobile Radio installation and service man
Police Radio transmitter operator
Police Radio receiver serviceman

Here's Proof
$50 to $75

0

s_--:s
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"Made $6,000 in 2 years"

Mr. J. E. SMITH, President
National Radio Institute, Dept. 4AX
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Smith: Without obligating me, send your book which
points out the spare -time and full -time job opportunities in Radio and
explains your amazingly practical 50 -50 method of training men
quickly and inexpensively at home in their spare time to be Radio
Experts. (Please print plainly.)

"Soon after the depression started, I
found myself without a job, but I was
well protected with N. R. I. training. 1
swung right to full-time Radio servicing and I have made over $6.000 in
a little over two years. " -WM. SPAR TIVENT, Sparty Radio Service, 93
Broadway, Newark, N. J.

"$500

a

Year in Spare Time"

"Although doing spare -time Radio
work only. I have averaged about $500
a year extra in addition to my regular
income. Full -time Radio work would
net me many times that amount."
EDW. H. FAWCETT, Slough Road,

-

Ladner, B. C., Canada.

"Good Position, Good Pay"

Name

"I am Chief Operator at Radio Sta-

Address
City

a week

The National Radio Institute put me
in a position to make more money
than I ever made in good times. I am
in the Radio service business for myself, where it is possible for me to
make from $50 to $75 a week. Service
work has increased because people, who
in normal times would buy a new
Radio, now are contented to have the old one
'pepped up'.
BERNARD COSTA, 150 Franklin
St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

State

tion WSMK. This is a good position,
with good pay. I have advanced in
Radio right along. I recommend N. R.
I. to anyone who wants to be successful in Radio. "-JOHN HAJDUK, JR.,
8 Broxey Apts., Southern Bills, Dayton, Ohio.

LEARN RADIO N IO WEEKS!

PAYABERYOU6ßADUA1E
I am making an offer that no other school has dared to do.
I'll take you here in my shops and give you this training
and you pay your tuition after you have graduated.
Two months after you complete my course you make your
first payment., and then you have ten months to complete
your payments. There are no strings to this offer. I know
a lot of honest fellows haven't got a lot of money these
clays, but still want to prepare themselves for a real job so
they won't have to worry about hard times or lay offs.
I've got enough confidence in these fellows and in my
training to give them the training they need and pay me
back after they have their training.
If you who read this advertisement are really interested
in your future here is the chance of a life time. Mail the
coupon today and I'll give you all the facts.

A scene in the big, busy Radio Shops at Coyne. Here you see
fellows working on real Radios-not reading about them from
books or lessons. This is THE way to prepare for the biimoncy field of Radio!

TELEVISION and TALKING PICTURES
Television is already here Soon there'll be a demand for THOUSANDS of TELEVISION
EXPERTS The man who learns Television now can have a great future in this great new
field. Get in on the ground -floor of this amazing new Radio development! Come to COYNE
and learn Television on the very latest, newest Television equipment. Talking Picture and
Public Address Systems offer opportunities to the Trained Radio Man. Here is a great new
Radio field just beginning to grow Prepare NOW for these wonderful opportunities! Learn
Radio Sound Work at Coyne on actual Talking Picture and Sound Reproduction equipment.
!

!

!

PREPARE NOW and be

machines and Sound equipment. You learn Wireless Operating on
actual Code Practice apparatus. We don't waste time on useless
10
theory. We give you the practical training you'll need

-in

ready for Radio's many
opportunities
-lay-

MANY EARN WHILE LEARNING

(iROWING MONEY -MAKING TRADE. Here's your chance of a
lifetime to get it! Hundreds of opportunities now open in Radio.
My sensational offer, explained below, makes it possible for you
to START AT ONCE!
The right way to learn Radio is the Coyne way -not by books,
but by actual, practical work on actual Radio, Television and
Sound equipment. Here at Coyne you'll service and operate scores
of modern Radio receivers, huge Broadcasting equipment, late type
Television apparatus, Talking Picture machines, Code transmitters
and receivers, etc. In 10 weeks you can step into a REAL JOB,
leading to a salary of $50 a week and UP!

COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL

offs -unemployment! Don't be tied down to
Forget pay -cuts
an untrained man's future. You NEED TRAINING IN A FAST-

short, pleasant weeks.
You get Free Employment Service for Life. And don't let lack
of money stop you. Many of our students make all or a good part
of their living expenses while going to school and if you should
need this help just write to me. Coyne is 33 years old. Coyne
Trainingistested- proven beyond all doubt. You can find out everything absolutely free. Just mail coupon for my big free book!
H. C. LEWIS, Pres.
RADIO DIVISION Founded 1899

500 S. Paulina St., Dept. 14 -8H Chicago, 1H.

Mail Coupon Today for All the Facts
H. C. LEWIS,

President

Radio Division, Coyne Electrical School

ALL PRACTICAL WORK

500 S. Paulina St., Dept. 14811 Chicago,

ALL ACTUAL, PRACTICAL WORK. You build radio sets,
install and service them. You actually operate great Broadcasting equipment. You construct Television Receiving Sets and actually transmit your own Television programs over our modern Television equipment. You work on real Talking Picture

Name

At COYNE in Chicago

Address
City

RADIO -CRAFT

for

JANUARY,

1934

111.

Dear Mr. Lewis: Send me your big FREE Book; details of
your FREE Employment Service; and tell me all about your
special offer of allowing me to pay for training on easy monthly
terms after graduation.

Stale

(idio.aft\
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IN OUR NEXT FEW ISSUES:
A BEGINNER'S SHORT -WAVE

SET.

At last

we can offer

to the experimenter who wishes to delve into the field
of short -wave radio reception a simple little "battery"
set made up in "breadboard" style. The design is so
easy to build that almost anyone can construct it in an
hour or so.
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Diode Multimeter

The author describes an easily built unit that may be constructed at very low cost; and
which may be useful, or merely entertaining- depending
upon the particular use to which it is put. A word
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How to Make and Operate an Ultra- Modern Set
Analyzer
Charles Sicuranza

Making

A VOICE -OPERATED CONTROL. Electronic devices are
now found in every field of endeavor. One of the most
interesting from the standpoint of the experimenter is
that of electro-dynamics, or the electrical control of
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of Servicing Material

NEW 1934 Manual

THE necessity of GERNSBACK Manuals in the
radio field has been shown by the fact that the
total sales of the first three OFFICIAL RADIO
SERVICE MANUALS, including the new CONSOLIDATED EDITION, now exceed 80,000 copies. Radio
Service Men and others engaged in various branches
of radio know the importance of such books, and how
they must depend upon them for reliable information.
Whether for public- address work, tube information
or a circuit diagram, the material needed is certain
to be found in one of the OFFICIAL RADIO SER-

VICE MANUALS.
In preparing this new edition many of the outstanding problems of the Service Men have been considered
-methods of servicing, the new equipment constantly
needed to cope with new tubes and sets, and the
other fields of radio, such as public-address systems,
short waves, auto radio and others.
The Illustrations in the 1934 Manual are more explicit
than before inasmuch as the diagrams are not limited to the
schematic circuit, hut other illustrations show the parts layout. positions of trimmers. neutralizers. etc. There are
hundreds of new circuits included, and not one from any
:

previous editions of the manuals has been repeated. This
we unconditionally guarantee.
As in previous years. the 1934 Manual also includes a
FREE QUESTION AND ANSWER SERVICE. In each book
will be found 23 coupons, which entitle you to free consultation on any radio service topic. These coupons give you a
complete mail service- questions on servicing and operating
any set or circuit are answered promptly and accurately
by the editors. Remember that. at the regular rate of 25e
per question which is usually charged by radio magazines,
this service alone is worth $b.00. And for the Manual, we
charge only $3.50.
It is quite evident that the 1934 Edition of the OFFICIAL
RADIO SERVICE MANUAL is a decided improvement over
previous colntns.

ORDER YOUR COPIES NOW
It is important to every Radio Service Man and Dealer
to get his copy of the 1934 OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE
MANUAL now. The new book will prove itself to be Invaluable as those volumes of previous years.
No need to delay sending us your order -the 1934 MANUAL. like its predecessors. is a necessity in your business.
We strongly advise you to order your copy today.

Contents of the

1934 Manual in Brief

ever beDiagrams and service notes, more complete than hook
-ups
schematic
fore in any MANUAL. Not merely the
layouts.
parts
showing
drawings
chassis
but
will be found.
sitions of trimmers. neutralizers. etc.
Voltage readings for practically all sets. as an aid in
checking tubes and wiring.
All values of hrtermediate- frequency- transformers tuned
in superheterodynes, with the manufacturers' own suggestions as to correct balancing.
Detailed trouble- shunting suggestions and procedure as
outlined by the manufacturers' own engineers -In other
words, authentic "dope" right front headquarters.
on all diagrams.
Values of all parts indicated directly
Section for reference to A.C.-D.C. cigarbox midgets.
amplifiers.
address
Section for reference to publicSection for reference to short-wave receivers.
systems.
Section for reference to remote -control
A complete compilation of radio tube data, covering both
the old and the many new types.
Section devoted to text equipment, analyzers, etc., with
information.
full diagrams and other valuable
A complete list of American broadcast stations with their
useful in calibrating
frequencies in kilocycles; extremely calibrating
receivers.
in
and checking teat oscillators and
Free Question and Answer Service, the same as in our
Manuals.
two
last
No theory; only service information in quickly accessible
form.
nothing that
Absolutely no duplication of any diagrams; appear
in the
appeared in any of the previous Manuals will
1934 MANUAL. This wv- unconditionally guarantee.it easy'
making
Index
master
-consulted
easily
handy,
A
your service
for you to find almost anything pertainingalltothe
diagrams
includes
problem instantly. This index GERNSBACK
as
published in all the previous big convenienceManuals,
and
time
A
1934
diagrams.
well as the
saver:

p
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- Mail

This Coupon Today

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
96 -98 Park Place, New York, N. Y.
of $3.50
Gentlemen: Enclosed you will find my remittanceOne
Copy
for which you are to send me, Postage Prepaid,
[Send
MANUAL.
SERVICE
RADIO
of the 1934 OFFICIAL
letter if it
remittance by check or money order;U.orS.register
Postage stamps.]
contains cash, currency or unused

Name
Address

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, INC.
96 -98 Park Place
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The kadiofaft Library ,Series corers accurately
erery branch of Raclio -ancl thoroughly, too
Presented on this page are the new books of
the RADIO -CRAFT LIBRARY-the most complete and authentic set of volumes treating individually, important divisions of radio. Each book

in these books will increase your knowledge; you
will find them a real help in your work and they
will cont ibute to your money earning capacity.
Read these books during your spare time at home.
The au hors of these books are well -known to
everybody. Each one is an expert radio man;
an authority on the subject-each is thoroughly

bas been designed to give radio men the oppor-

tunity to specialize in one or more of the popular
branches of the industry. The material contained

TO THE RIGHT

Book

WILL BE FOUND

No.

books.

Book No- 4

I

Radio Set

A SHORT RESUME
OF EACH BOOK

familiar with the field which he represents.
This is perhaps the first real opportunity that
you have ever had to build a radio library of
books that are authentic. rightup- to- the -minute
and written so that they are easily digested and
clearly understood. Mail coupon below for your
Book No

Analyzers
And How To Use Them

The Best

With Full Instructions and Descriptions
of
Analyzers,
Set
Tube Checkers. Oscillators, Etc.
By L. VAN DER MEL
This book explains thoroughly

the operation of set analyzers.
tube
checkers.
oscillators
and
other
test ing efU!potent.
For
every radio man this book Is extremely helpful.
It rovers every
phase of testing and gives you

short ruts; completely
Illustrated with photographs and
diagrams to facilitate the use of
modern testers. Recently reprinted.
valuable

For Service

WASHBURNE
It is fascinating Io the experimenter, or even to the up-to-date
By R.

ce
uits.

A

Complete

Latest

Included

over

130

Book No.

And How They Work

By ROBERT HERTZBERG
S101)IiRN VACUUM TFItES
the fundamental electron theory which Is the basis of
all vacunul tube operation, and
Progressively from the sim-

plest two -element tubes right up
to the latest pentodes and thyratrons.
It Is written In clear.
simple language and Is devoid of
the mathematics which is usually
so confusing.
Valuable reference
charts and characteristic curves
of standard and special tubes are
to lue found. also diagrams of
sockets and pin connections.

Commercial

By GEORGE J.

A

a

By

of One

R.

D.

there is one subject that
fascinating to every radio
man, It Is that of Itome Recording. Of course. this volume
Is not all on "Hone" record
hog. but the Information contained !herein is Important to
commercial radio men, studio
operator, engineers and other.
interested in this phase of radio.
The art of recording and reproducing broadcast
bet'mina more impurtantl every
day to radio men. experbnenters and Service Slen.
Equipping donee hails. auditoriums.
churclhes, restaurants and homes
with nubile address ,ystenis and
:niplllier, brings many extra
dollars

Year

income.

There have been enllittei a st ide
variety of questions srhi,h have
Into our editorial offices during the past two years. and only
those whose answers would benefit
the majority of n en engaged in
radio have been Incorporated in
lhls amazing question and answer book.
A tremendously long
list of topics is treated.

The ambition of n any men in
radio today' is to become a first erule Service Stan. It is not as
dlmrull as one might believe. but
it cannot be done In a fete short
months.
Following very carefully
the advice of Mr. Martin. who
has dealt with the problems of
thousands of Servire Men.
book deals very r rvlullY stilli the
essential .stages 'In the preparation for qualifying as a Service

till

an

Book No.

II

excellent

Point-to-Point Resistance Measurements

The

ing

Modern

Method

of Servic-

Radio Receivers
By CLIFFORD E. DENTON

Of the difficult problems which
Service Slen fare today when

repairing receivers, the greatest
is that of replacing
replar lóg proper e-

Book No. 9

Automobile Radio
and Servicing

Man.

and often

WASHBURNE

nome

By LOUIS MARTIN

SALIBA

If

Selection of the Most Important of 5.000 Questions Submitted by Radio Men During the

Colins

Serv-

Is

Book No. 8

5

Machines,

icing. etc.

Radio Questions
and Answers

How to Get Started and How to
Make Money in Radio Servicing

describes

the
and

money earned.

Radio Service Man

Tubes

taneous
Recordings,
Micro phones. Recorders, Amplifiers,

short rut or radio wrinkle that
will solve a problem quickly. In
business, ".short ruts" n
time
anti money saved. and to the Service Man
"time saved" means

elr-

How to Become

on

Short -Cuts

A Complete Treatise on Instan.

By C. W. PALMER

Set and others.

With complete Technical Data on
All Standard and Many Special

Compendium

Radio

10

All About It

Experi

It often becomes necessary for
experimenters anti Service Men to
rdl upon their memory for sonie

nitIch include the famous
Peridvne, Cash-Box A.C. -D.s'.

Book No. 2

Modern Vacuum
Tubes

Men and

mentors

Money - Savers

D.

Service Sian, to take a tot:menlal
set and to change It Into one using a famous hookup that Is not
found in
ny manufactured set.
hlany excellent circuits have never been commercialized. but limbed only oh to home set builders.
Thousands of these popular Mrmoils have been requested from
time to time. and in this book
have

Book No.

Home Recording and

Wrinkles

Radio Cirtults

Complete Compendium of the
Most
Important Experimental
and Custombuilt Receivers

A

7

Radio Kinks and

Modern Radio
Hook-Ups

o

iuTn iCH
^ daÌir,`L.ë.

Ìr

resistors^I°ore

'

:pó°.:i

A

Beek No. 3

Book No.

6

The Superheterodyne Bringing Electric
Sets
Book
Up to Date
All About Superheterodyne'
How They Work. How to Build
and

How

to Service Them

By CLYDE

FITCH
There Is no more fascinating a
subject in the large array of radio
eircuils than the famous superheterodyne circuit.
Whether you
are
rvice Man or experiment r. Itrst -hand knowledge about the
s

superheterodyne
re.
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very important.
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ALL BOOKS
UNIFORM

By LOUIS

MARTIN
Automobile radio: -ro up and

With Pentodes, MultiMus. Dy
amie Speakers-Complete Information How to Modernize
A. C., D. C. and Battery Operated Receivers

coming, and someone has to mulee them properly.
It therefore

behooves you to read this immensely important new hook on
the art of .luloinohile Radio. The
book is concise, and full of illustrations,
photographs, diagrams
and hookups.
A few of the really Interesting

-

By CLIFFORD E. DENTON

In this country there are over
ten million electrically operated
receivers that could he modernized-by Placing in them news r'pe
tubes. new speaker equipment and
other modern improvements. This
lousiness

tin

of
improving old
go to the
xperimenters

Sien if ethey
jump into action.
Service

Complete Treatise on the Sub-

ject Covering All Phases from
Installing to Servicing and
Maintenance

chapters;
Introduit Ion; A homo
live Radio Installations; Complete
Descriptions of Commercial Automotive Receivers; Servicing AutoSmotive Receivers: The Ignition
ystem; General Service ConsiderMinns; Effects nf Temperature on
Power Supply'; Conclusion.
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SETS

An Editorial by HUGO GERNSBACK
amplification (which is available in most of the modern ail wave sets) the little losses from the switching -coil arrangement do not cut much ice after all. The owner wishes to get
reception and there is no question that the modern all -wave
set gets this reception, often uncomfortably loud. That Is,
of course, providing the set is well designed otherwise, has a
sufficient amount of amplification and is well engineered from
the short -wave standpoint. And, it might be said that set
manufacturers are rapidly learning how to turn out creditable sets which pull in overseas stations regularly.
One more point about these sets is often overlooked. If
you are in the city or even a suburb where there is man -made
static, where there are many automobiles, etc., the usual type
of aerial is totally unsuited for the all -wave set. It simply
will not do for short wavelengths -for, with the usual aerial,
all that you will get are noise and disappointment. Some of
the manufacturers who are putting out these sets are aware
of this fact and point out the remedy in their literature.
Others, and there are a good many, do not seem to bother
about the results which their customers will get, and refrain
from giving any information.
Now, it is a fact that the ordinary aerial will pick up
entirely too much noise on the shorter wavelengths-noise
which will affect practically all reception unless you operate
the set in an isolated neighborhood, far from electrical appliances, telephone lines, and automobiles on the road.
What is vitally necessary with these all -wave sets is a
transposition lead -in, and a twin half -wave aerial with wires
high above the street level and stretching in opposite directions. A number of such aerials are now on the market and
are the only effective answer to the short -wave noise problem.
The transposition lead -in aerial usually is composed of two
wires which, running over flat insulators, criss-cross each
other down to the aerial coupling coil of the set. Other safeguards must be taken such as the use of a shielded ground
wire, etc., and the entire aerial installation must be of such a
nature that it does not allow the pick up of extraneous, manmade static. With a well-engineered transposition aerial, the
reception on the all -wave sets should be good no matter where
located, and excellent reception should be realized practically
all of the time.
Then, of course, the man who owns an all -wave receiver
should not expect to pull in the foreign stations at any and
all times. The short -wave magazines and log books publish
regular schedules showing at which times of the day reception, in America, of foreign stations will be most suitable.
Thus, in eastern United States, the western European stations
core in best in the afternoon. Australian stations can only
be received well in the early morning hours, from 4 o'clock
to 8 o'clock, A.M. Then, of course, the owner of one of these
new sets should know that there is such a thing as time
difference. He should know that when Big Ben strikes the
Midnight hour in London, it is five hours earlier, that is
7 o'clock in New York, etc.

radio industry is now in the midst of another new
cycle, while a new series of radio sets is being developed
under the name of "all- wave" sets. To be sure, the
design of all -wave receivers is nothing particularly
new, but the point is that practically all of the large manufacturers are now engaged in turning out sets of this type,
which is indeed a departure from the former practice. Up to
this year, the so- called all -wave sets were a misnomer because
such sets only tuned down to the police band of about 170
meters and up to 600 meters. It should be particularly noted
T,

that the great and fundamental difference between so- called
"all -wave" sets of 1931 -'32 and the present sets is that the

older models were converters. a highly inefficient type as
compared to the present straight type all -wave sets. The
newer all -wave models which are now coming on the market
are intended to cover the entire short -wave spectrum from
15 meters up to 200 meters, plus the broadcast range from
200 to 550 meters.
Fundamentally, there is nothing technically new or exciting
in the design of these sets except in the coils and switching
arrangements used to tune down to the lower -wave ranges.
In practically all such sets, with few exceptions, the changing
of wavelength is done by means of a switching arrangement.
If we may venture the criticism, we might say that up to
the present time no perfect switching arrangement has been
developed. Practically all of these sets have the short -wave
coils so bunched together that one coil reacts upon the other.
It is a well-known fact that a coil, even if it is not connected
into the circuit, if it comes within about two inches from
the "live" coil, will affect the latter and cut -down its efficiency.
For that reason, the short -wave expert will never use a
switching arrangement under any circumstances; he will,
instead, stick to the use of orthodox plug-in coils. He has
found from experience that only plug-in coils give- everything being equal- maximum results. And for that reason,
the short-wave enthusiast will not be likely to have a set
which has a switching arrangement.
There are some exceptions to this rule, as there are one
or two circuits where a switching arrangement can be used
since the losses, due to exceedingly powerful regeneration,
do not cut down the efficiency appreciably. But it is also
true that most commercial sets could not use these circuits;
and the attendant losses in the switching system are usually
high.
It should be noted that this criticism is only from the
standpoint of the short -wave expert. The average man who
is out for distance and for the reception of foreign stations is
not unduly bothered by 10 or 15% lower efficiency. He does
not wish to be annoyed with plug-in coils which, to him, are
entirely too technical and too fussy. He wants to get results
and wants to get them quick, and for him the switching-coil
arrangement is the best solution. Then, it must also be said
in favor of the switching-coil systems, that given sufficient
389
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BROADCAST CHAIN
BUSINESS IMPROVES

in

which resulted in a large expansion in
the number of listeners.
This is pleasant knowledge to the
long -established chains but it isn't going
to do one chain any good -we mean
none other than the Ed Wynn chain
which we forecast last month was
headed for the ash can, where it now
reposes.

THE 1020 KC. CLEAR
CHANNEL CASE
good friend
Schnozzle Durante

AS OUR
U. II. .\ Lssw
Iii
Wh ose campany has morcd to Radio City.

BROADCAST advertising is an
index to busi-

ness conditions" declared M. H. Aylesworth, widely -heralded president of the
NBC, in a recent interview with the
press. And when the head of so prominent a radio company makes a statement about business, it is well for Mr.
Average Man to "prick up his ears" and
listen.
President Aylesworth continued to say
that in times like the present, broadcast
advertising is a "barometer which indicates the state of mind of the advertiser, the director of commerce and
industry.
"If manufacturers and business men,
many of whom have cut their advertising appropriations to the bone during
the past few years, are making a general
move toward the resumption of their
normal advertising campaigns, then
there must be a general increase in
confidence."
And as if to reiterate his statements,
comes a report that 6 stations connected
with the NBC chain have just increased
their rates for commercial programs during the evening hours. These stations
with their new and old rates are as
follows:
New

Station
WEEI

-

Radio Commission gave the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company permission. recently, to move station KYW from Chicago to Philadelphia.
This decision brought to a close the
long drawn -out case regarding the 1020
kc. "clear channel." Numerous applications were sent to the much abused
F.R.C. after they ordered this channel
to be moved from the midwest to the
east, more than a year ago.
The Westinghouse people intend to
build a 10 kw. transmitter near Philadelphia. This station will use an antenna system that has directive properties, so that interference with New
Yorkers and residents of Baltimore will
be minimized.
This change of location for popular
KYW will be sad news for radio fans of
the World Fair City, who have become
used to the fine programs that have
been transmitted from it. Let's hope
the Quakers will be equally appreciative.

"Ile picked

Doc It.fol0
up his bed and

,

.

." flew.

AMATEUR
TO THE RESCUE
tales of
heroism and
MANY
public service have been told about amateur
operators who have offered their unique
communication networks in time of
need. Now, comes Ed. Stevens, another
ham, living in Seattle, Wash., who is
adding his laurels to the "hall of fame."
The story is that friend Ed. was "talking" to the operator at Aiaktalik on
Kodiak Island, off the coast of Alaska,
and heard of a sick five year old boy.
Ed. asked for the symptoms and
passed them on to a Seattle medico who
diagnosed peritonitis, advising that the
boy be rushed to the nearest hospital
Anchorage, Alaska.
Aiaktalik was unable to "raise" Anchorage by radio, so Ed. proceeded to
do tricks with his station and got a
message to the army radio at Seattle,
which passed it on to Anchorage, whence
an airplane was dispatched to pick up
the youngster with the pain in his
"tummy."

-

THE WAVELENGTH

Old

ALLOTMENT
"BUG -A -BOO"

Rate
Rate
per hr. per hr.

Location
Boston
$400
$250
WFAA
Dallas
300
190
WJR
Detroit
500
340
WKBF
Indianapolis 190
WSB
Atlanta
300
190
WSM
Nashville
300
190
The increase in the rates of these
stations are justified, according to statements made by NBC, because of increases in the power of these stations
since the rates were originally set;
390

would say

"Flash; Washington, D.C." -The Federal

NOW

that the North

American radio
conference has

STATION I: VW

Good-bUr. i'hi

Ilriia, Philip!

fizzled out, with nothing accomplished
except a pleasant round trip vacation
for the lucky (or unlucky -as you wish)
representatives to Mexico City in a
special train, some of the members of
the Brain Trust are getting more serious about the radio broadcasting situa-
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Radio is now such a vast and diversified art it
has become necessary to make a general
survey of important monthly developments
throughout the field. RADIO -CRAFT analyzes
these developments, and presents here a review of those items which are of interest to all.

REVIEW

POLICE
MOTORCYCLE
RADIO SETS
IT IS interesting
to note that
after two years

research, Harley - Davidson, well
known maker of motor -bikes has introduced a radio set for use on police
motorcycles.
The cops' motorcycle radio is a 7 tube
T.R.F. set mounted on a shelf behind
the driver, with a magnetic speaker
fastened between the handle bars.
The set is mounted entirely on the
cycle-a side car for the "chief" can be
added or removed without disturbing
the installation. The aerial for the set
is a flat strip of metal under the foot
rest.
The use of motorcycles equipped with
receivers in addition to the radio squad
cars should prove an improvement over
existing methods -as efficient as they
are due to the superior speed and
meneuverability (many motorists will
shed a tear at recollections, not so fond,
to this effect) of the motorcycle.
In answer to our inqueries to the
above -mentioned company, the following
information is vouchsafed: "At the
present time, there are between 175 and
200 radio equipped police motorcycles.
Many more would be in use were it not
for the fact that police departments
generally throughout the Nation lack
funds with which to make purchases."

are pushing harder than ever
for a New Deal in radio.
As a result of this conference the
genial boss of the Federal Radio Commission, Harold F. Lafount has recommended that the number of 50 kw. stations be increased from 20 to 40, just
double the previous number. This extension in power was sought by the
bright- brained heads of a number of
stations a few years ago, but they were
cold -shouldered out of the idea by a lack
of encouragement from the F.R.C. and
by the increasing seriousness of the
economic situation.
However, the editor wonders if the
station owners now will be as anxious to
spend those thousands of dollars for
super -power stations as they were several
years ago when they invaded the portals of the F.R.C. clamoring for more
power!
Another result of the Conference is
the threat of Mexican stations to increase their power. This is a serious
situation to many of the larger broadcasters in the U. S. as these Mexicans,
perched right on one of our fences,
transmit on the same frequencies as
those allotted as "clear channels" by
Uncle Sam and the Mexicans are not
nearly as hard-boiled about frequency
adherence as the F.R.C. Result
"birdie whistles" in sets tuned to that
frequency.
The recent conference over the pond
(Amsterdam, Holland) to settle questions raised about the decisions of the
Lucerne conference of the Union Internationale de Radiodiffusion met with
equal success in failing to iron out differences of opinion- Europe's headache.
Lion and

-
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ASCAP vs. NAB
mechanisation of music a flop?

THE MURDER
OF MUSIC?
THE American Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers (ASCAP, to you) which is
still dissatisfied with arrangements
made with the Broadcaster has circulated
a booklet with the title "The Murder of
Music," in which they attempt to show
by a series of graphs (three of which
are reproduced here) that radio broadcasting assisted by the movies is responsible for the falling off of monies to
composers and music publishers (approx. 80 per cent, according to their
figures).
The contents of the booklet are reprinted in part below:
"From twelve to eighteen hours a day,
every day, several hundred broadcasting
stations repetitiously and endlessly din
into the ears of millions of listeners
old music and new music, good music
and poor music -music sung, played,
whistled, hummed and crooned, by artists and aspiring artists, by professionals and amateurs.
"These charts constitute a serious
challenge to all who are interested in the
continued creation of American music.
Under present conditions the lovely art
of music and its creators are being
starved to death.
"A sad result of the mechanization of
music is the effect upon employment of
(Continued on page 417)
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RECENT

RADIO DEVELOPMENTS

ILLUSTRATED

Figures A and B are two views of the smallest X -ray tube made in this
country. It is rated at 58,000 V. and IO ma. which is a marked contrast to the
mammoth 800,000 V. tube recently installed in Chicago. It operates from an
ordinary electric light outlet, and has many uses impossible with more permanent
units.
In Figures C to G are shown some recent European developments in cabinet
designs for radio sets. Figure D has a peculiar type of dial that shows directly
which station is tuned -in. Figure G is a piano- shaped, combined radio and
phonograph. It has space for many spare records.
Figure H shows a new television transmitter developed by Manfred von
Ardenne, the well -known German inventor. This unit uses a Braun tube or oscilloscope which scans by a "spray" of electrons. These move fast across a dark area
and slow where the reproduced intensity is to be most brilliant.
Figures I and J show a picture and layout drawing of a new German television receiver developed by Dr. Tug. George Schubert. This unit employs an
endless, intermediate "movie" film which is exposed by the light from a television
receiver; developed, and projected by a regular movie projector; and then
re- sensitized.
The process is repeated as long as reception continuos. This
system permits television images to be projected on a large screen.
A new acoustical wavemeter for measuring the frequency of sound waves
has been developed at Indiana University.
This unit gives a visual indication,
being independent of the ear. Professor R. R. Ramsey and Dr. Herbert Hazel
are shown in Fig. K with the apparatus which is shown schematically in Fig. L.
A German automotive radio set for limousines is shown in Fig. M, below.
le+Ir:- \.IS, -G. E. Co.; t'.II, F:.F. NI Dr A. Nesburger; G- Keystone; B -Dr. F. Noark
Photo ,
I,J. -Dr. T. G. Schubert; IC,1.,- Indiana Universlt5.
-,
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"DIALING" 42 WORLD -WIDE PROGRAMS
AT THE NEW RADIO CITY HOME OF NBC
te.

The auditorium studio.

Sliding "acoustic" panels.
Amost novel feature is being
installed in the new offices of
the NBC at Radio City, New
York. This consists of a dial
phone system in conjunction
with a group of highly- sensitive radio receivers, so that
the executives of this vast
corporation can listen at any
time to the programs being
sent from any of the NBC
studios, or any local or distant
station "on the air."
Each time a combination is
dialed," explained O. B. Hanmanager of technical
son,
operations, "it connects the
office loudspeaker with a receiver (in a special monitoring
room), which has been pre -set
station or
to the desired
studio." Small buttons on the
dial permit the listener to increase or decrease volume.
Mr. Hanson explained that
certain combinations are used
regularly for the networks and
studios. For instance, to hear
what is going on in studio BH,
it is necessary simply to dial
that combination.
In addition, a daily list is
distributed showing any special
pick -ups which are to be made,
such as foreign stations. Also,
if an official of the company
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By
sound - proofing panels.
pressing buttons in the control
booth, the operator can slide
back any or all of the panels
to any degree desired, thus

surfaces
resonant
exposing
which reflect sound and make
the studio more "alive."
The entire system is built to

accommodate television.

11111111MINIIIIIMOI

Photos courtesy of NBC.

Cable terminal rack.

An engineer "tracing' dial -selector cable wires.

RADIO -CRAFT
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desires to hear any special
station not included in the 42
listings, he needs only to admonitoring control
vise the
room and an engineer will
"pull the station in for him.
Richard C. Paterson, Jr.,
executive vice - president of
NBC is shown to the right of
the upper central photo trying out one of the dial units.
He and Mr. Hanson are standing before the cabinet of
dial selector switches.
The central illustration is
of Radio
part of a sketch
City with the walls removed to
show some of the 35 studios,
including the auditorium studio
shown in the upper right -hand
photo. The latter is 78 x 132
ft. and is three stories high.
A unique feature of this
studio is the use of sliding

JANUARY,

I
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A mobile

transmitter for sound and television.
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LATEST RADIO

EQUIPMENT
PHONOGRAPH CUTTING DEVICE
item shown here is a recording
THE
feed -screw device which moves any
record cutting head across the face of
the recording disc and thereby grooves
the record at the time of recording.
There are no critical adjustments required in the operation of the device and
the instrument will fit any phonograph
turntable. Records up to 12 ins. can be
accommodated and the thread is cut at
the rate of 80 grooves per inch.
14 -tube ali -wave super. (No. 366)

ALL-WAVE SUPERHET.
AN all -wave superheterodyne receiver,
using 14 tubes to supply the highest
useful gain, with good tone quality, has
been recently introduced. This set is
entirely up -to -date in design, including
inter- station noise suppression, amplified
A.V.C., parallel push -pull power amplification, full-vision tuning dial for all
wave bands, and automatic tone compensation.
This receiver covers not only the
broadcast band, and the short waves
from 9 meters up, but also includes the
waves up to 2,000 meters. In this way,
the powerful long-wave European stations, operating on wavelengths above
the usual broadcast band can be tuned
in. Technical details and a complete
schematic circuit, with constants, appear
on page 414.

A DUAL -RESISTANCE INDICATOR

Recording mechanism

ANUMBER of unique features have
been incorporated in this useful
little device. The two wire -wound resistors covering two ranges from 0 -100,000 ohms are wound with the heaviest
possible size of wire, to insure long life.

(No. 368)

Dual

MODERNISTIC SUPERHETERODYNE

Modernistic Set (No. 367)
Name of manufacturer of any device

394

will

resistance inducator

(No. 371)

P.A. SYSTEM AND 70 W.
POWER STAGE

RECEIVER

THE modernistic set show n bs lo w is
modern not only in appearance, but
also in technical design. It contains 4
tubes, in a superhet. circuit; reflexed
A.V.C.; a voltage -doubling plate supply
and a 5 in. dynamic speaker. The tubes
are as follows: 6A7, 43, 6B7 and 25Z5.
The cabinet is 101/4 x 7 x 4g/, ins. deep.

Amplifier system (No. 370)

DETECTOPHON E- STETHOSCOPE
THIS comprises a microphone system
with a pre -amplifier, a power amplifier, a headphone, a sensitive microphone
and several accessories such as a 25 ft.
cord, gain control, etc. It weighs 5 lbs.

two units have been designed

THESE
to cover the needs of P.A. users,
Unit analy:cr

(

No.

369)

A UNIT -TYPE ANALYZER

THIS up -to-the -minute servicing kit

is

made up of 5 separate panels, each
of which is complete in itself. The use
of units of this type prevents the entire
analyzer from becoming obsolete in case
a new development in sets, tubes, etc.,
is introduced.
The first unit is a set analyzer with
a rotary switch to permit any measurement.
The second is a tube checker for testing tubes up to 7 prongs-either size.
The third is a test oscillator which
covers frequencies from 100 to 3,000 kc.
The fourth is a volt-ohmmeter using
a 50 microampere basic instrument.
The fifth is a capacity meter with a
microfarad and an A.C. voltmeter scale.

be sent on receipt of

a

self- addressed, stamped envelope.

where more than ordinary coverage is
required. The first unit is a complete
P.A. system of high quality. The second
is a power amplifier for super P.A. work.
(Continued on page 420)

A -P.A. amplifier
B -Power stage.

(No. 372)

Kindly give (number) in description under picture.
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Record cutting device (No. 373)

RECORD CUTTING DRIVE
THIS unit permits high- quality recordings either from original sounds or
for copying existing records. The equipment is simplified by the use of a flexible drive shaft on the record which
carries the cutting head across the
record, thus preventing vibration from
affecting the "head."

THEATRE AMPLIFIER
SINCE the situation regarding talking
movie equipment has changed, many
companies are introducing new equipment to cover this fertile field.
The amplifier shown below is made
entirely in duplicate so that if any piece
of apparatus becomes defective, the
"show can go on." Different types are
available for either 4 A., 8% V. or 5
to 71/2 A., 10 V. exciter lamps, while
the necessary potential of 50-120 is applied to the photocells.
Four. stages of amplification are used,
feeding into a 15 ohm speaker line, thus
eliminating the necessity of using external matching transformers. The units
include a self- exciter dynamic monitor
speaker with a separate volume control.
Tone control devices are provided to
compensate for theatre acoustics. The
meters indicate constantly the photocell
voltage and exciter lamp current for
quick check -up in case of failure.
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HAND
TUNING

An unusual re-

that

ceiver

turns itself on
or

off at

any

predetermined
time (No. 378)

AUTOMATIC RECEIVER

411
Theater amplifier
Cable plugs

(No.

376)

(No. 374)

RUBBER -CAPPED PLUGS

FIRE -SCREEN SPEAKER
a home "boasting"

THIS series of plugs of both the male
and female types has been designed
for unusually hard usage such as encountered in portable P.A. work, etc.
They are available with either 4, 5,
6 or 7 prongs and receptacles for use
with large or small cables.

MINIATURE PHONES
ANEW type of phone for use either
with hearing aids or radio receivers
has been introduced on the market. It
is made to lit into the ear as shown below. Different types are available with
resistance values up to 2,000 ohms. They
have good frequency characteristics.

Miniature phone (No. 375)
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ARECEIVER that turns itself on and
off and tunes itself to any one of
14 predetermined stations for any desiréd time lias just been introduced.
This receiver is a distinct departure
from usual set design and offers one
more money -making item for the Service
Man to "sell."

THE resident in

Signal generator (No. 377)

of a fireplace will find this new
speaker both ornamental and useful. It
combines the "atmosphere" of the colonial home with the latest in radio
reception.
A dynamic speaker with its own,
heavy -duty A.C. - D.C. field supply is
housed in this screen. The circuit diagram of this unit, Model 38, is shown in
(Continued on page 421)

SIGNAL GENERATOR
DUE to the complexity of modern cir-

cuit design, overall gain has increasingly become the criterion as a means
for checking receivers. Not only has a
mere rough check of sensitivity and
selectivity become necessary, but very
recently it has become more and more
imperative to know their exact value.
In order to afford the Service Mall
with an instrument which will give him
this information at a price which is
within reason, a well known company
has designed this signal generator.
This generator will supply an unmodulated broadcast signal of any intensity and frequency, with an accurate
indication of intensity from 1/4 of 1
microvolt to .1 -volt. It will modulate a
broadcast signal with a measured percentage of modulation from 0-50 per
cent modulation. The dimensions of the
unit are 10 x 5 x 8 ins. The weight is
15 lbs.
I

9 34

Flre- screen

speaker

(No. 379)
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LINE -MATCHING UNIT
IT

frequently

IS

necessary to obtain

various voltages from the 110 V.
power lines. Transformers having taps
for the various voltages are ordinarily
used for this purpose, but have the disadvantage that a change in voltage necessitates an interruption of current, as
one tap must be disconnected before another can be applied.
A practical solution of the problem of
obtaining exact operating voltages.
The unit shown below overcomes this
difficulty. It is a toroidal auto-transformer with a sliding contact on the
winding. This supplies an unbroken
variation from 0 -130 V. by moving a
knob on a calibrated dial; capacity 5A.
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TRANSFORMER-.
Ultra-violet light kit (No. 382)

P. A. call system (No. 360)

ULTRA -VIOLET LAMP KIT

ALTHOUGH the radio Service Man

INTER -OFFICE CALL SYSTEM

communication system
A\forinteruse in factories.
manufacturing
-office

plants, offices, etc.. has just been introduced. It consists of a 3 -stage vacuum
tube amplifier, a carbon microphone and
one to five dynamic speakers, depending
upon the requirements of the installation. The amplifier has a gain of 87 db.
at 1000 cycles and a maximum undistorted output of 20 W. The amplifier
operates from the 110 V., 60 cycle power
supply line. It is housed in a case 18
x 10 x 91_ ins. deep. and weighs 34 lbs.
The output coupling device of the
amplifier is variable so that it can be
adapted to any number of speakers up
to the limit of five.

12 -TUBE

60

VOUS

J

CYCLES

OUTPUT

right. This receiver incorporates all
the latest features; such as double
shielding on the I.F. amplifier, A.V.C.,
tuning-light indicator, and a full -vision
Glial for all bands; with the ability to
tune over both the short waves and the
regular broadcast band.
The circuit diagram of the receiver
appears on this page. It will be seen
that a 4- section multi -point switch regulates the tuning front one band to another. The tubes used in this set are
as follows: R.F., type 58; oscillator,
type 56; first -detector, type 58; I.F., 58's;
second-detector, Wunderlich; first A.F.,
two type 56 tubes in parallel; and,
second A.F., two of the new type 2B6
tubes in push -pull.
The I.F. amplifier in the set contains
three stages, comprising 8 tuned circuits,
which, combined with the oscillator, antenna and R.F. circuits, makes a total
of 11 tuned circuits! The I.F. transformers are litz wound and are tuned
by air -insulated condensers to insure
constant calibration.

Variable auto The
transformer.

circuit

is shown
at the left.

(Continued on page 420)

(No. 381)

ALL -WAVE

ANEW superheterodyne receiver covering wavelengths front 15 to 550
meters is shown in the photo on the
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INPUT
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may regard ultra-violet lamps as
being out of his line, it is a specialty
which is steadily gaining in popularity
throughout all classes of homes. The
kind of selling required, coupled with
the simplicity of installation and instruction to the buyer, seems to indicate that
ultra- violet lamps can become a profitable line to the radio Service Man.
Few Service Men would not welcome a
legitimate way to increase business; the
sale of these lamps is promising.
The reasons for this indication of success are somewhat as follows: There is
much misinformation on the subject of
ultra-violet rays. This means that correct information must be spread around.
It is not expected that the Service Man

SET

The dial of the set is novel in construction. It consists of a needle -like
station indicator which revolves over a
full 280 degrees. The dial has a vernier
ratio of 40 to 1 which eases the difficult
task of tuning -in foreign stations on the
short -waves.
Two audio amplifier arrangements are
available for this receiver either single
channel, or split and using two reproducers to cover the audio band.

12 -tube all -wave super.
Slow-tuning Is a
feature; as is "double shielding." (No. 383)

' :x -(
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Circuit diagram of the 12 -tube superhet. -all available data
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INTERNATIONAL RADIO REVIEW
HERE is what the radio experimenter has been wanting for a
long time
semi- technical review of the thousands of new
ideas which are continually appearing in overseas publications. Each month there are received at the offices of RADIO CRAFT hundreds of daily, weekly
and monthly magazines originating from every point on the
face of the globe.

-a

METAL

TO

FIELD COIL

RECTIFIER

4

MF,
(EACH)

O0
A.C.

'X'.

FILAMENT

CONNECTIONS

THERMAL DELAY SWITCH

SINCE the cost of subscribing
to each of these would be prohibitive for most radio men, we

Fig. 1
The circuit of the metal -rectifier power unit.

A

arranged with technical
translators to prepare for our
readers reviews of all the really
important, new developments illustrated and described each
month in these international
radio periodicals.
have

TUBELESS POWER SUPPLY UNIT
AN

interesting power supply unit

was

described with a modern superheterodyne receiver that appeared in a
recent issue of Port'I-AR WIRELESS, London, England. This receiver, which was
introduced at the Olympia Radio Show,
was given the name "The Olympia Super" to commemorate this fact.
The power unit is unusual in several
respects. First, it uses a full-wave metallic rectifier, the output of which is fed
into a voltage doubling circuit, as shown
is Fig. 1. A thermal time delay switch
is incorporated in the unit, so that the
tubes in the receiver are heated with
filament current first, before the "B" circuit is closed. This serves the double
duty of protecting the rectifier from
overload, and also tends to lengthen the
life of the tubes in the receiver.

NOTE that the only available information is that which is published; the experimenter must
adapt the ideas to whatever
equipment he has on hand.

CABINET RESONANCE ELIMINATOR
AVATEUR WIRELESS, London, England,
has contained several articles, in
recent issues, on the subject of eliminating bass-note boom or cabinet resonance
from speakers installed in the usual box type baffle.

Fig. 4
A pentode oscillator for

servicing

work.

Fig. 3
Capacitative coupling adapted to I.F. circuits.

One method described, consisted of lining the inside of the cabinet with a
fibrous material, known as slag wool. A
canvas lining in the form of a funnel con-

tained this material.
The second method, shown in Fig. 2.
consists of inserting a series of air chambers in the cabinet, to absorb both the
sound and mechanical vibrations. This
is done by means of a series of rings and
squares of a sound absorbing material,
such as acousti- celotex. The smallest
ring is placed at the front of the cabine
to which, of course, the speaker chassis
is screwed. The size of this ring depends
on the size of the speaker. The object is
to arrange rings and squares of everwidening radius from the center ring to
the outermost square at the edge of the
cabinet.
To make up this new form of baffle.
only four complete squares of celotex
are needed, each the size of the cabinet.
Take one board and cut a circle, having
a diameter of 15 ins. This leaves the
square with a circular hole in the center
which becomes piece "C" in the cross section, Fig. 2B. From the remaining
circular piece cut another circle 12 ins.
in diameter; and from this last circle
cut another hole, leaving a small ring
(Continued on page 429)
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Improved quality

is

claimed for this speaker.
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HOW TO MAKE A

RADIO GROWLER

TESTING RADIO AND
ELECTRICAL UNITS AND CIRCUITS
FOR

"

-A

F

SOME OF ITS USES:
in low -, medium -, and high- resistance circuits. For two -way code telegraphy; and
as an R.F. circuit driver.
Locating concealed
wires, pipes and other conducting mediums. Tests
for grounds, shorts and continuity of cabled leads.
Finding shorts, grounds and opens in various units.

Continuity tests

TRANSFORMER

RADIO

-GROWLER

Fig. A
Use of the

"growler" in testing the windings

THE scope of the tests which can be made with the few
simple bits of equipment herein described is surprising.
Indeed, most of the material, if not all, can be retrieved
from the shop `junk box" and the twenty -eight tests
described are only a part of the tricks that can be done.
Figure A shows test No. 7 being "used" on a transformer.
Figure B shows the complete test equipment; it is entirely
portable- except possibly for the magnetic collector. ( Some
day I shall make a more imposing looking, really portable
collector, by mounting the iron plates on a hinged, stained
and varnished oak board.)
For my own work, I have found a buzzer, fitted to replace
the lens and reflector of a flashlight, very convenient. Note
Fig. C and the two contacts (marked "battery" in Fig. 1),
one of which is bent to form a short "L" that will just touch
the central contact of one cell, and the other, the long Lshaped spring at the side of the case. The bakelite disc is
keyed with a slot, to the case, so it will not turn.
Figure 1 shows the connections for the buzzer arrangement.
It is frequently necessary to solder or connect a wire from
terminal 2 to the inside of the buzzer. Terminal 1 must go
to the free end of the magnet coil, and terminal 2 must be
connected to the other end of the coil -the end of which also
is connected to one of the vibrator contacts, as shown. Terminal 3 is connected to one of the battery terminals. (Unless
the buzzer is of the "radio" type, giving a high -frequency
note, it must have its contacts and springs bent, and paper
wedges inserted between its armature parts, etc., until it will
give a good high- frequency tone.)
Either a pair of phones or a single phone may be used. I
use a single phone for listening; it is lighter to carry than
two units. The parts of a second, single phone are required
in making the search coil. Thus, a pair of phones is required.
After the search coil is assembled as shown in Fig. 2 it
should be taped up, using narrow strips where necessary. (A
coat of varnish will "kill" the sticky feeling of the tape.)
If a magnetic collector (the search plates) is not going to be
used, even the poles may be covered up.
The search -plate collector may be made as shown in Fig. 3,
or in any other way that is convenient. The only requisites
are that the plates be made of iron; that they make contact
with the pole pieces of the search coil; and the parts which
hold the plates and search coil together be made of a metal
other than iron, or nickel. If desired, instead of clips, another search coil may be permanently installed.

Circuit Continuity Test
4 -1, on low- and medium- resistance

Use this test, Fig.
398

FRANCIS M. BECK

of an A.F. transformer.

circuits; closed circuit produces a buzz, open or high- resistance circuit results in no buzz.
Alternative. -Use this method, shown in Fig. 4-2;. on
medium- or high- resistance circuits. Hold the contact several
seconds, (to charge circuit); an open circuit supplies little
circuits -no buzz. Fig. 4 -3.)
Ground Test
Use this test for low- and medium-resistance grounds; a
grounded circuit gives a buzz, high- resistance or ungrounded
circuits, -no buzz. Fig. 4 -3.)
Alternative.
more sensitive test than method No. 3.
Hold the contact several seconds, (to charge circuit); circuit
not grounded results in little or no click on contact. (Fig.

-A

4-i.)

Transformer Test

For transformers with low- resistance primaries use the
method shown in Fig. 4 -5. A change in buzzer tone is heard
if the secondary is shorted. (Alternative No. G is generally
I

%referable. )
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BUZZER

Fig.

C

The flashlight houses both the buzzer and the battery.

Fig.

B

The entire layout of parts for the buzzer test
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Most test units are exceedingly complicated. Consequently, it is quite refreshing
to find a really simple design in an instrument which, in the hands of even a tyro, is
capable of many versatile uses. A headphone and a buzzer constitute the essential
"growcomponents of this test device
ler" adapted from old electrical practice
and redesigned to meet the needs of not
only the electrician but also the radio experimenter and technician. Make this unit
part of your regular test equipment.
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Condenser Test

The method shown in Fig. 4 -3 indicates very defective
condensers; shorted condensers show a buzz. (Alternative
No. 9 is much more sensitive and generally preferable.)
Alternative. -Hold contact some seconds, longer for large
condensers. After allowing time to charge, a good condenser
causes little or no click. A shorted or leaky condenser causes
a continued loud click. (Fig. 4 -9.)
Alternative.-Charge as explained above; let stand some
time, then test remaining charge. Small condensers cause
a weak click; large condensers, a loud click. Leaky or
shorted condensers after standing produce little or no click.
(Fig. 4-10.)
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Line Tests

shows how to pick a
This method, shown in Fig. 4
wire from a number of wires in a cable. When both clips
are on the same wire you hear a buzz.
when
Alternative. -Use the method shown in Fig. 4
the resistance of the line and ground return is so high that
the buzzer will not operate. When both clips are on the
same wire a loud buzz is heard in the phone.
Picking a Pair from a Group of Wires
Where no ground return is available, use one of the wires
to complete the circuit as shown in Fig. 4 -13.
Alternative. -Use this method (Fig. 4 -1¡) on long, or
high- resistance lines, or where a phone indication is more
desirable.
(Continued on page 430)
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Alternative. -For transformers having low- resistance primaries and high -resistance secondaries, use the test shown in
Fig. 4-6. Good transformers cause a buzz in the phone;
loudness varies with transformers and transformer ratios.
Alternative. -Use the method shown in Fig. 4 -7, when
primary resistance is so high that buzzer will not operate
through it; good transformer causes a buzz in phone.
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of the many possible tests which may
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LIST OF PARTS

One pair 2,000 ohm headphones (without headband);
One single -phone headband;
One Signal, type R -60 high- frequency buzzer (assembled as
described; seo Fig. I);
One set of search -coil plates (the magnetic collector shown
in Fig. 3);
One Eveready No. 2604 flashlight case (with battery);
One search -coil (made as shown in Fig. 2);
Six miscellaneous leads (make up as required).

E

po

I

BATTERY
s

3

J

L

Fig. 1, above; Fig. 2, right
The schematic circuit of the buzzer.
details of the search -coil unit.
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Fig 3
Details of the search-coil plates.
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A
SUPER - POWER

AND -QUALITY

P.A.

SYSTEM

of this article were described the mechanical details of the $100,000 super -sound system at "The Romance
of a People" pageant -here are the electrical features.
In

Fig. G
Two amplifiers are mounted on three racks.

Part

I

C. W. PALMER

W

is not feasible for
average experimenter to
construct P.A. systems of
this type, due to the difficulty
in balancing the individual amplifier
circuits, etc., we are showing the wiring
diagrams of the units so that a better
understanding of the effects can be
Mileit
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Fig. 6
From 30 to almost 20,000 cycles, fiat!
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8 -Cycle Transformers
The transformers used in the entire
system were hand wound in the laboratory of the manufacturer and have frequency response characteristics that run
(Continued on page 437)
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It might be well to state here that direct current is used for the tube filaments. This is necessary because the
frequency response of the amplifier is
"flat" to a frequency well below the
power supply frequency of 60 cycles. If
alternating current were used for the
filaments, there would be a strong pickup of the 60 cycle hum which would be
projected by the bass -note speakers, and
no practical filters would eliminate this
difficulty.
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Fig. H
The D.C. filament and plate supply panels.
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PART II
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1150 V

Fig. 5
One of the push -pull power amplifiera.
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Fig. 2
The single -stage pre- amplifier circuit.
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Fig. 4, above
The 3 -stage voltage amplifier

circuit.

Double resistance coupling retains the high quality.

Fig. 3, lower left
The 2 -stage pre -amplifier feeding into the voltage amplifier shown in Fig. 4, above.
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Meet Mr. E. R. Haas (left) and Mr. J. E. Smith
(right). The National Radio Institute school ',Ad.
ing is shown above
.

e

THE
OF

BIRTHDAY
A RADIO SCHOOL
20TH

THE TREND OF
RADIO DEVELOPMENT
Maneuvers
IiOCCrn

This month marks

the 20th anniversary of a famous radio
school. In this article, Mr. J. Kaufman tells how the school
developed with the radio industry to its present world -wide
prominence. A geneological table illustrates the point.

ment

Commer-

cial

Messages

Naviga-

Army

Navy

Govt business

Time signals

Pictures
Trans- Ore attic 8- Contincntal

Weather data
Facsimile
Newspaper
Coded
Telephone
Typewriter
Multiplexing

Railway

bates thing

Don acids

Message traffic

Warning
Mistress
Communication
& Land
Navigation
Voice proAll -wave. Short Broadgrams
& Itr'dcast. bands
casting
Television
Moving pictures
Hone talkies Sound projection
Photocell pickup
Home use
Recording &
Reproducing
home receiving
Radio
Remote control
Automotive radio
Analyses & tests
Measurement
Servicing
Repairing
MainteNoise location
Mince
A.t. & n.C.
Measurement Power circuits
Hotels & hospitals
Sound
Public
Apt. houses
I hroJecAddress
Halls, outings
Talkies
tion
Theatre & Studio
Power
Machine control
Light, elev. &
Draught control
Alarm systems
industrial
Color snatching
Counting. grading & sorting
Analyses
Elec'rrssmc control
tron leg
Metallurgy
Analyses
Measurements
Musical
Piano, Violin,
Inst's
Organ & Theremin
Medicine
Curative & surg'ry
Botany
Speeding growth
Biology
Killing insects
Prospecting
& Geophysics
í11t ra-It igh
Radio &
frequencies
Elec.
Ugh t -heam
tronics
transmission
Research
Altimeter,
Recorder
Sonic & Supersonic work
Remote control
Mobile Ship,

Immomm J. KAUFMAN*
ONE can review the history of
radio from the days of "wireless" ( colloquial reference to
code communication by radio
Technical Editor) without feeling that
scientific miracles have been worked and
that twentieth century civilization has
been greatly enriched. A radio school
which started in the "wireless" days
and which has kept up with radio's
kaleidoscopic development down to the
present, can look back upon its own
history and probably feel that its own
growth and the achievements of its
graduates parallel the romance of the
radio industry.
A radio school to be worthy of recognition must contribute to the radio industry, which means that the men it
trains must be fitted for useful places
in it. Such a school renders a valuable
social service to its graduates, as well
as to the industry.

anchor among the many currents and
tides which are continually sweeping
through radio and altering its surface
appearance. Only a knowledge of the
past will enable a school (or a man) to
avoid the pitfalls of the present. This
is not enough, however. A keen understanding of what is actually going on in
the industry is of immediate importance
in training men to meet their present
problems and it insures, also, accurate
gauging of the future, so that men are
trained to cope with the problems of the
future as they inevitably crop up.
Contrary to popular belief, the creation of a radio course is the result of
constant and long continued effort on
the part of an educator and staff of
instructors thoroughly versed in the
various branches of the science, and
experienced in gathering, arranging,
and presenting facts. To teach effectively, it is necessary to comb the entire
radio field and analyze every developBasic Knowledge is Essential
ment for probable future tendencies,
The first aid to sound training In months and often years ahead.
radio, as in every other field, is an
It is just as essential that the personal
intimate understanding of what has qualifications and requirements of the
been done. Sound experience built up men to be trained be kept thoroughly
over a long period of years is the best in mind. Their background, ambitions,
el firector of Education, National Radio Institute
(Continued on page 422)
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RADIO
Hints,

SHORT -CUTS

"kinks," ideas and suggestions that

enable the amateur and professional to save

time, money and equipment.

( -7
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CW-
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"CHECKING UP" THOSE
.c-

Fig. 1
Lengthening the shaft.

Fig. 2
32 V. farm "A" supply.

SHAFT EXTENSIONS
D. Vernon Chambers
I HAPPENED across a job with a thick
panel and a line switch so located
that it took about a 1% in. shaft overall to make the proper replacement.
And the following kink came back to
me; it is used in the blacksmith game.
Take an old shaft from a condenser or
an old rheostat, brass is best, and bore
a V2-in. deep hole with a rh -in. drill
in the switch shaft and addition, as
shown in Fig. 1. Get a screw about
% -in. long that will just slip in. Put one
shaft in a vise and half fill it with solder;
then dip the screw in soldering paste and
shove it into the shaft. Do the same with
the other shaft and press them together,
keeping them hot. When the solder sets,
hold them at right angles in the vise
and till the space between them with
solder all the way around. When cool,
file down even and you have a job that
will hold. About 30 minutes work saved
me a trip to town, and the expense involved.

FILAMENT SUPPLY
Frank Myer
OFFER a 32 V. filament supply circuit,
for a battery set, which may be a
help to radio men in rural communities,
where the 110 V. line is not present.
(See Fig. 2). Values for OlA tubes follow.
Resistor R1 is 12.5 ohms with a capacity of 60 W.; R2, 5 ohms; and R3 and
402
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CHOKES
ANUMBER of methods for testing
R.F. chokes have been devised in the
past. One of these methods was recently described in WoRLO- RAnro, London, England.
Chokes may be tested for their good
conduct by means of any controllable
regenerative circuit covering the frequencies or wavelengths at which the
choke is to be tested. In many cases a
radio set itself can be used, but it is a
simple matter to rig up such a circuit
as that of Fig. 3. The tuned circuit Ll,
Cl should be as efficient -free from loss
-as possible. It will then oscillate
very easily, with the oscillation condenser, C2, at a low setting of the scale.
The beginning of oscillation can be detected by listening in on a nearby receiver, or by watching a meter in the

plate circuit.
On connecting the choke, R.F.C., across
Ll, Cl, with no additional leads (any
that are necessary should be already in
position) two things will happen. The
frequency of oscillation will be shifted
by the self-capacity or inductance,
whichever
predominates.
And
the
threshold regeneration setting will be
changed due to the loss introduced by
the choke. Both these effects should be
small in a good choke. They can both
be measured -the first by noting the
shift in Cl required to restore the original frequency. If Cl has to be decreased, then the choke is effectively a
capacity; if increased, it is a negative
capacity, or in other words, an inductance. The equivalent resistance of the
choke is estimated by comparing the
effect on the setting of C2 with that of
small resistors of various values.
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(rheostats) about 6 ohms.
For 199 type tubes: RI, 45 ohms; R2,
7 ohms; R3 and R4, 20 ohm rheostats.
Choke coil should be able to carry 3
amperes.
R4,

iat
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Fig. 3
Testing the "choking" ability of R.F. chokes.
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Fig. 4
A simple form of short-wave converter.

Fig. 5
Modernizing old Freshman receivers.

AN EXTERNAL OSCILLATOR FOR
SHORT WAVES

Kenneth W. Kean
sketch, Fig. 4, shows, very
little needs to be done to any set
with an untuned screen -grid first stage,
to convert it into an S.-W. superheterodyne. It will, perhaps, be a little
harder, if the first stage is a 27.
I have tried other methods of mixing
but this is the simplest and most efficient. A switch to cut out the biasing
resistor, R. might help the first- detector,
V2. My set is a Silver -Marshall Model
AS

MY

30.

Once the broadcast set is tuned to a
clear channel (around 1,500 kc. if possible), all the tuning is done on the
oscillator. With the set tuned to 540
kc. and a suitable plug-in coil used, the
outfit becomes a broadcast superheterodyne and works fine, too.
The antenna stays right on the broadcast set.

IMPROVING OLD FRESHMAN SETS
Clarence A. Glover
THOSE having occasion to modernize
the old Freshman QD -16 -S usually
find that the most common complaint
is lack of selectivity. A few simple
changes will cause a vast improvement
in this respect.
(Continued on page 424)
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READERS' DEPARTMENT
A department in which the reader may exchange

TETRADYNE
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thoughts and ideas with other readers.

LA HEISER

RADIO -CRAFT:

About a year ago, I made the Tetra dyne, model H2, which was described in
RADIO-CRAFT and was designed by Mr.
H. Hill.
I fussed with this set for almost a
year and tried all the suggestions Mr.
Hill could give, but I just could not
get anything on the short waves, below
the police band.
I had many supers. previous to this
one and always had good results and I
could not understand why this one would
not "perk."
Among other things, I replaced the
combined oscillator and first -detector
with a separate first -detector, but this
did not help.
Finally, I replaced the 175 ke. I.F.
transformers with 465 kc. coils and removed a few turns from the oscillator
coils and then tried the set out on the
25 to 45 meter band. The first station
I picked up was London, England.
The following are stations I have received to sate on the short waves.
l'nll
DJD

his

4:1.15

49.74)

°1.50

Location
Zeesen, lier.

Sonigswusterha a sen.
Zeesen. 11er.
Davcntry. Eng.
Daventry. Eng.
Daventry. Eng.
Paventry. Eng.

Paris. France
Rome, Italy

Madrid. Spain
I ;,n,va, Switz.
Winnipeg. Can.
Bo wins nr i lie, Fan.
Ilii mmond vil le. t'an.

Fig. A
Mr. H. t. Phillips' radio shop and truck.

enterprising dealer with initiative to grasp an opportunity of serving his community better, has cashed in
during the past season selling and installing aerial filterizer systems for
eliminating noise pick -up by the antenna
lead-in.- Technical Editor.
of how an

We llave sold and installed over fifty
Tobe aerial filterizers this past Fall

and Winter and every installation that
we have made has been highly successful. The customer is more than pleased
with the reduction in radio noise. One
particular customer of ours who bought
a Stromberg- Carlson receiver from us
some time ago and who has been a
chronic complainer of radio noise ever
since said, after we had installed a
filterizer on his premises at a cost to
him of $32.00, "For several months I

Rocky l'oint. N. Y.
Round Brook, N. d.
Wayne. N. .1.

Schenectady. N. Y.
Bernd Brook, N. J.
t'inri nanti. fl.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
thicng°. M.

Rocky l'oint. N. Y.
:11.:10
\V5XIi
Pittsburgh, Pa.
48.80
\V2XE
49.02
Wayne. N..1.
W3XAU 49.50
Philadelphia. l'a.
I have also heard many other stations

HAROLD L PHILLIPS,

Willimantic, Conn.

whose calls I could not understand. I
will appreciate it if you will print this
so that Mr. Hill can see what results I
have had with his set after getting it
to work.
EDW-ARD

M. HEISER,

Route 2, Bor 124,
Bre. ksrille. Ohio.
CASH IN "FILTERIZERS"
The following experience of a moderate size radio dealer, whose shop is
shown in Fig. A, is a splendid example
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had been able to hear only one strong
station in Hartford. The local radio
noise blanketed all other stations. After
you installed the filterizer, I logged 26
stations on the receiver without any
interference from the local radio noise."
(The abnormal cost of $32.00 resulted
from the necessity of shielding electrical
equipment on the customer's premises,
indicating extended possibilities in radio
noise service work.)
In general, the cost of the aerial filter izer plus its installation runs between
$12.00 and $18.00. Filterizers can be
installed at a smaller cost to the customer, but to give the customer the type
of an installation that really makes a
satisfied radio listener, takes time and a
small bit of experimenting in each case.
However, we have never had one case of
radio noise that our Service Men have
not been able to lick by the proper installation of the aerial filterizer system.
One of the outstanding means of finding so many prospects for the aerial system is that we pay our radio salesmen
a commission on each filterizer kit installation they sell. The salesmen understand that they should try to sell a
filterizer system with each receiver they
sell, not only for the assurance that the
receiver will stay sold in noisy areas,
but to eliminate the necessity of expensive free service calls when tile set
owner is bothered with a new noise that
may develop in a hitherto quiet neighborhood.
Figures obtained show that our salesmen were responsible for the sale of
40% of the kits installed and that our
radio Service Men were responsible for
the other 60%. The Service Man obtains splendid opportunities to talk
confidentially and in an authoritative
manner to customers whose receivers he
services in the home.

"And how is the net going, sir ?"
"Like an express train."
"Er- indeed, sir ?"
"Yes, it whistles at every station!"
(From Wireless Magazine)
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A BOOST FOR "TALKIES" SERVICE
Editor, RADIO- CRAFT:
I have just read Mr. Aaron Nadell's
article on servicing the talkies and wish
to thank the staff of RADIO -CRAFT for
bringing this to the radio Service Man.
For a long, long time I have been
wondering whether or not we would
ever get a chance to service theater
equipment and now it looks hopeful.
(Continued on page 438)
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HOW TO MAKE

THE

BEGINNER'S PIANOTRON
Musical instruments of the
"electronic" type are becoming more and more popular. This unit in the form of
a 16 - key electronic piano
plays" individual notes, is
easy to build and will afford
the builder a lot of enter-

LOUDSPEAKER
OSCILLATION
CONTROL

tainment.
FRANCIS

RADIO principles and radio parts -though the fact is not
well known to the average radio experimenter-are
used in many ways other than for transmission and
reception of broadcast programs. In fact, the latter
use is coming to be one of the smaller fields of application.
The identical apparatus and principles are used for such
widely different purposes as measuring the thickness of paper
to insure its uniform manufacture; counting the number of
operations made by a machine; grading cigars according to

HARRIS

finally the use to which we are going
tu put them this month -the production
of a musical instrument.

Flo. A
This musical Instrument Is played Ilke an organ.

The Pianotron in operation.

R.

A Home -Made Musical Instrument
We have previously built a number of radio sets, each different in design, but all having the sanie purpose; to take music
front the air and reproduce it for entertainment. These sets
all use practically the same parts arranged in different hookups. We are non. going to use those same parts, plus a small,
mica-type variable condenser, arranged in another hookup but
this time we will have not a reproducing instrument, but one
which will allow us to create our own music.
However, it will be, to all intents, a radio set -just like the
others, depending upon the same principles of vacuum tube

color; opening and closing doors when someone approaches
them or guarding those same doors against unauthorized
approach; measuring the distance from ship to shore or from
an airplane to the ground; guiding airplanes so that they
can be safely flown and landed in a fog so dense that no
light, however powerful, would be of the slightest use and

circuits which underlie their action. Remember the superheterodyne we built, and the explanation of how it worked?
Remember how we demonstrated the heterodyne action by
producing squeals between a regular broadcast frequency and
MAGNETIC
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that it is fundamentally made up of two R.F. oscillators and
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WHAT WILL THIS
"PIANOTRON"
COST ME TO MAKE?
For the man who has been following the series of beginner's
articles, the entire cost will be
less than $2.00 for a semi -variable condenser, and some wood
and sheet metal for the panel
and sub -panel. All other parts
will be on hand if previous Beginner's articles have been followed.
For the man who has not constructed the previous Beginner's
units, the cost will, of course, be
higher. But even here, the
amusement and education that
will be derived will be well worth
the small cost.

...

BATTERY
SOCKET

16TUNING
SLIDE IN AND
OUT TO TUNE

that

CONDENSERS

our super's oscillator? (RADIOThe rear view
September, 1933, page 160.-Technical Editor.) Of course in the design
of a radio receiver the presence of such squeals is very undesirable and every effort is made to keep them out but in
the present case the operation of our apparatus depends upon
their presence.
There used to be an old Joke about the Chicago meat packers
who used every part of the pig but his squeal; we are going
them one better, we are going to use every part of a radio
set-including the squeal!
of

CRAFT,

Fig. B
showing the locations of all the parts and the details of the key board.

oscillating at exactly the same frequency there will be no
beat between them and hence no sound in the loudspeaker.
If, however, we tune one of the oscillators to a frequency
differing by 60 cycles per second from the other we will
immediately hear a 60 cycle tone in the loudspeaker. This
same thing will occur for any difference between the two
frequencies so long as the difference frequency is audible.
Having a means of producing an audible tone of any pitch
we desire, all we need to make a musical instrument is some
way of conveniently producing these tones in steps corresponding to the musical scale in any definite sequence we
desire- either as full notes, or in combination with half- notes.
(Continued on page 432)

Principles
Suppose we set up two R.F. oscillators and couple them
through a common circuit into an amplifier tube feeding a
loudspeaker. If we tune these oscillators so that they are
CR
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Fig. 2
Pianotron, which the beginner will find easier to follow than the sehematlo circuit.
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HOW TO MAKE

A

MODERN
CAR RADIO SET

An "honest to goodness" 7 -tube superheterodyne receiver
which includes all the latest features such as A.V.C., remote
control, push-pull A.F. amplification, tone control and "B"
power from a motor -generator. Although descriptions of
auto - radio receivers have appeared in past issues of
RADIO -CRAFT, none have contained the concise details of
this one. Part discussed the mechanical construction; the
electrical details, plus coil data appear here in the concluding article, Part II.
I

Fig. A

HEINZ A. MUELLER

PART II
TO CONTINUE the design of the
auto radio receiver which we be-

type 85 tube as a combination second detector and A.V.C., one type 37 tube
in the first A.F. stage, and two type 89
tubes in push -pull as second (output)
A.F. stage.

gan in the last issue, Fig. 15 shows
a general wiring diagram of the
complete set and all the accessories.
The radio set consists of 7 tubes used
as follows: one type 39 tube as first
R.F. amplifier, one type 39 tube as a
combination first- detector and oscillator,
one type 39 tube in the I.F. stage, one

Wiring the Chassis
The whole wiring job of the chassis
can easily be accomplished by following
the connections shown on this general

P
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50,000
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01.0.45

.05-MF

One model of the car radio.

wiring diagram and adhering strictly
to all resistor and condenser values
specified. Connect the wiring to the
chassis socket as shown in Fig. 9 (shown
last month) where the back view of the
socket is given -the actual view of the
socket when looking into the chassis.
The cables as specified in the parts list
are also shown in the general wiring
diagram and all the accessories such as
AFI
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Schematic
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circuit of the automotive superheterodyne, showing the cable wiring to the motor-generator, car battery
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the remote control unit, Fig. 16, the
speaker unit, Fig. 17, and the plug and
socket drawing, Fig. 9, are combined as
one unit on the general wiring diagram.

From the remote control box, one
cable is connected to the ammeter and
one cable with three wires is brought
from the remote control junction box
to the plug. From the plug, one cable
with two wires is shown going to the
motor-generator and one cable with
three wires is connected with the
speaker. Another cable with one wire
makes connection between the remote
control and speaker. When making connections to the cables, tie all the cable
shields together and securely ground
the shields.
When making the coil connections,
refer to Fig. 18 where all the coils are
shown and their respective connections
explained either by color code or numbering. A study of this drawing should
answer any question better than words.
Figure 19 shows the composite I.F. oscillator coil (P -20) ; Fig. 20 shows the
antenna, R.F. and I.F. Coils, parts Nos.
18, 19, and 20, respectively.
Referring again to Fig. 17 it will be
noticed that the tone control consists
of one .15 -meg. variable resistor in con junction with a .02-mf. condenser. The
variable resistor can either be mounted
directly on the speaker box, or by means
of the bracket shown in Fig. 21; the
tone control can be mounted underneath
the instrument board of the car, thus
making the operation of the tone control easily accessible for the driver.
Figure 22 shows a proposed installation of the entire unit and accessories
in the car. The chassis, together with
the chassis box are mounted under the
rear floor. However, in certain instances
the chassis box can also be mounted
under the rear seat. The mounting is
done by cutting a hole in the floor board
to provide an opening for the box. When
making this hole be sure to make hole
not larger than the actual perimeter of
the box itself. After putting the box in
place, mark the four corner holes and
the box cover holes. Then drill the four
corner holes through and countersink
the other markings to make clearance
for the 8 -32 bushings on the box itself,
thus assuring a flat seating of the box
rim on the floor board. The chassis box
is then fastened to the floor board at the
four corner holes with round head bolts.
(The same also applies to the motor generator box if one is used.) The
chassis is then placed in the box, and
the packing and box cover are put over
it. After the boxes are assembled in
the car and all the adjustments on coils,
as well as trimming condensers are
made, close the boxes with the covers
and the car carpet can now be put over
the floor again, making the whole installation invisible to passengers. The
remote control can be secured to the
steering rod, the speaker can be placed
on the dash board or wherever desired
and the remote control junction box
placed in one corner of the front com(Continued on page 426)
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Speaker and remote control wiring details.
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SERVICING
THE "TALKIES"
the November, 1933 issue of RADIO -CRAFT we announced this new series. In the
present article the author continues his preceding detailed discussion of a representative
sound talking motion picture installation -the "talkies" system of a Metropolitan theatre.
In

PART

AARON NADELL

III

preceding installment of this series pictured a
theatre sound installation, rather larger than the typical system, but one that contains almost every type of
HE
sound apparatus likely to be found in a theatre. A
portion of the equipment shown in those pictures was described at that time.
Before going on to describe the rest of this installation,
however, it should be helpful to present a diagram of the
elementary relations between the various portions of the
system. Such a diagram, Fig. 3, accompanies this article -a
block schematic, showing in outline how the different parts
of the installation are hooked together. Only "speech" lines
are shown; the power supplies are omitted to avoid confusion, but are mentioned in the description below. Also
in the interests of simplicity, the four emergency amplifiers
are left out of the block schematic; they switch into the
"synch.-non-synch.-announcing" panel at one end, and to the
matching auto -transformer at the other.
By referring Fig. 3 to the illustrations previously shown,
the reader will readily note that the electrical sequence of
the apparatus, as drawn here, has very little to do with the
physical distribution of the various parts. Those parts are
scattered about the projection room, and other rooms adjoining it, as convenience of operation dictates, and are wired

IN SUCCEEDING ISSUES

T

(I)

N4.1

.1

l
I

I

AMPLIFIER

A continuation of the description of theatre

sound equipment from a semi- technical point of
view.
functions and psy(2) An exposé of the problems,

chology of the theater manager.
An outline of the background, psychology and
problems of the average projectionist (without
whose cooperation the radio man can get nowhere).
(4) A detailed analysis of the conditions under which
the Service Man can offer superior service and
assistance to the theatre.
(5) Suggestions of methods of sales approach to
both manager and projectionists that will produce results.

(3)

to one another mostly through conduit and a central connec
ion box. Because of their positions, and the network o

conduit interconnections, these scattered parts often create
an impression of complexity and confusion that in fact does
not exist, the reader will agree that nothing could be simpler
or more straight -forward than the actual relationship shown
in the block schematic. That schematic should be compared
carefully with the pictures printed last month, and with the
written description that follows.
(Continued on page 434)
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Mr. Nadell will continue his discussion of this timely
subject. The topics will include-
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the sound system shown last month.
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TRANSFORMERS

Although past issues of RADIO CRAFT have contained considerable information concerning the
design and construction of A.F.

transformers,

a

information

has

theoretical.

good part of this

peen entirely
Consequently, this

article by Mr. Lester H. Carr
will be of exceptional interest,
since it combines the theoretical
Fig. C
Various types of A.F. transformer components and the assembly of these units.

and practical viewpoints.

HOW TO MAKE YOUR OWN

TRANSFORM
AND CHOKES

4

THE design and construction of A.F.
transformers vary greatly from
that of power transformers. Audio
transformers must pass a wide
range of frequencies (evenly) while
power transformers work on a single
frequency. The losses in A.F. units are
very serious because they vary with frequency thus causing poor frequency
characteristics. The loss in core material is due to eddy currents and to
hysteresis. The eddy currents vary
as B; F2, and t; where B is core flux
density, F is frequency, and t is the
thickness of laminations. The hysteresis
loss varies with Bc.a and F. From this
we can see that the loss increases rapidly at the higher frequencies, also that
the flux density should be kept low and
that thin laminations should be used.
It is needless to say that the highest
grade of transformer steel should be
used if the transformers are to have an
even response up to high audible frequencies. The flux density should be
kept low not only for the purpose of
keeping the eddy currents down, but
also to prevent any saturation which
would cause harmonics to be generated
in the transformer output. This can be
accomplished by having a large core.
Because small air gaps at the butt joints
tend to prevent saturation, these joints
are preferable where a considerable
amount of D.C. is flowing in the transformer winding.
Consultant Engineer, Franklin Transformer

Company.
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Two Important Factors
There are two very important factors
to be considered in building the windings of A.F. units. First, the primary
and secondary windings should have
very close proximity to prevent too much
flux leakage; and second, the capacity
across the windings due to capacity between turns should be kept at a small

value.

This shunt capacity (the sum of the
inter -turn capacities) not only tends to
attenuate the high frequencies but also
forms a series resonant circuit with the
leakage reactance which results in a
peak of high magnitude in the frequency
characteristic at this resonant point. In
high -grade audio transformers this resonant point is raised to as high as 20,000
cycles by keeping the above mentioned
factors low, while in poor units this is

sometimes as low as 4,000 cycles. Regardless of the fact that the amplitude
of this resonant peak can be lowered by
using more resistance in the secondary
winding, it is important to keep this
resonant point at a high frequency, because, above the resonant frequency, the
winding acts like a condenser and the
response drops off rapidly. It is very
desirable to use "pi" windings when possible, along with double silk or cotton
covered wire in coil construction, to
limit the coil capacity.
It might be well to mention here the
different methods of shielding used in
transformer construction.
A static
Shield consisting of a strip of thin cop-

I934

PART

LESTER H.

CARR*

per between the primary and secondary
prevents any electrostatic coupling between the two coils. This is an important feature in A.F. transformers such
as those used in the input and output
circuits of P.A. amplifiers or other equipment located where surrounding interference often causes the equipment to be
unstable and noisy. Such construction
is also of great importance in radio
transmitters to prevent R.F. voltages
from feeding back into the speech equipment where it would cause undesirable
effects.
In addition to the static shield is a
magnetic shield consisting of a high permeability metal box which encases
the whole transformer. With this feature the unit can operate in a high mag-

netic field without any injurious results.

Core Material
Turning now to the consideration of
high -grade commercial A.F. transformers in use at the present time, we find
that the cores of such units are not of
the ordinary silicon steel type but are
an alloy of steel and nickel. This kind
of core has a very low loss and a high
permeability making it possible to decrease the number of turns greatly and
still have the correct inductance.
By thus decreasing the number of
turns in a winding the effective capacity of the winding is decreased, thus
raising the high- frequency response.
Further, all units except those to be
(Continued on page 428)
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Resistance values to a megohm, current to 0.5 -A., and potential to 1000 V. are read on one meter.

HOW TO MAKE AND OPERATE AN

ULTRA -MODERN SET ANALYZER
Details of a valuable service tool. Only one meter for internal and external set and tube
tests. Ranges: I ohm to I megohm; 5 to 000 V., A.C. or D.C.; I to 500 ma., A.C. or D.C.
1

CHARLES

SICURANZA

Fio A
Above, rear view and, below, front view of the analyzer.
410

THERE are, at the present time,
many good set analyzers on the
market. All of them possess some good feature, and
also some particular feature which is not so good.
Some are too bulky or too heavy to carry around; some
have inadequate meter ranges; some are too frail to stand
the abuse of constant service, etc.
After having tried seven commercial makes of analyzers
in the past four years, learning, through the medium of
testing and repairing over 4,000 sets, just what an analyzer
should and should not do, the author decided to develop bis
own. The completed instrument, illustrated in Fig. A and
shown by diagram in Fig. 1, possesses the following features:
Only one meter to read.
Voltage and current tests on all tube elements.
Point -to -point resistance tests using the analyzer cable,
with a resistance range of 1 ohm to 1 megohm.
All tube elements can be measured with a variable range
of 5 V. to 1000 V. on A.C. or D.C.
All tube elements (except heater) can be measured for
current with a variable range of 1 ma. up to 500 ma.
All ranges are available externally through 5 pin jacks on
the analyzer panel; 2 jacks are used for resistance measurements.
No external batteries are required for the high -resistance
range.
The output range is from 5 V. to 100 V.; the meter is
isolated from D,C. by a condenser.
(Continued on page 425)
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CIRCUITS

-

INSTRUMENTS

-

SYSTEMS

Recently granted patents are here
described for wide -awake radio men.

earlier stages to be carried forward
through
the interstage
couplings. thereby affecting the
to which a transmitted frequency grids of the later stages in such
is supplied, having a number of a way that the opposing effects
stages connected in "cascade' and bear such relation to one aneach stage Including an amplifier, other that disturbing variations
in the output circuit are subn frequency multiplier (requiring
a minimum amount of energy for stantially eliminated.
operation,
connected
to
the
its
output circuit of the amplifier)
and an interference eliminator
coupled to the output of the cir1,920,194. Frequency Multiplier
This is a frequency multiplying
arrangement composed of a device

cuit of the multiplier and suppressing practically all frequen-

-

TOOLS

-

COMPONENTS

NEW PATENTS
operating frequency another long surface covered with a mixture of
transmission line coupled to the powdered metal and finely divided
other reactance for causing the graphite in a suitable binder.
other electron discharge device to
FLEXIBLE MATERIAL STIFFENED
operate at a frequency on the
AHD COATED WITH MIXTURE OF
GRAPHITE AHD PowDERED METAL
other side of the desired mean
operating frequency; coupling between the tubes so that they
operate at the mean operating frequency, and provision for applying frequency- modulated signals to
the tubes, rendering them relatively more or less conductive in
accordance with the frequency of
1.922.008. A Novel Floor-Mount
the signals.
:

Radio Set

except a harmonic of the
frequency impressed on the input
of the multiplier.
cies

1,920,665.

A portable radio receiver in a
cabinet setting directly on the
floor ; a tuning device in the container, controlled by an extended
knob positioned above the container at n level convenient for
the hand of a person standing.

Symmetrical Loop
Receiver

1,920.576. Combined Amplifying
and Rectifying System
A rectifying and amplifying circuit including an audion having
grid and plate electrodes, a two part cathode emitter and a beater

for the emitter (the heater being
adapted to be connected directly
to a source of A.C.) a high resistance connected across the
heater, an input circuit including
the grid which is connected to the
approximate center of the resistance, a connection between the
two parts of the cathode including a high resistance and an output circuit including a connection
from the plate to the approximate
center of the second resistance.
whereby the A.C. is fully rectified
and applied to the plate.
Ti

1,921,226. A Circuit for Balancing
Out Internal Noises
A vacuum tube signal receiving
system having an IL.1'. amplifying
section, a detector stage and a
resistance -coupled A.F. amplifier;
the amplifying units having a
common plate circuit return in-

A method of developing oscillations consisting of balancing
the oscillations in a loop by dividing the loop into symmetrical circuits, conducting the oscillations
from either side of the loop to an
element of a vacuum tube and bypassing part of the oscillations to
a different element of another

whereby the local oscillations set up by either tube are
neutralized.
tube,

Wavemeter for
Ultra-Short Waves
A micro -ray wave meter containing two sections of transmission line of fixed length and
a section of transmission line of
variable length between the two
fixed sections, in which for the
range of frequency to be measured) the characteristic impedance
of the variable length section is
large compared to that of either
fixed length section. The length
of the intermediate section is adjustable to indicate the length of
the wave being measured.

for

1.921,476.

Relaxation Oscillator
Amplifier System
An oscillator system for genand

erating electrical oscillations containing a thermionie tube having
a cathode. an anode, an inner
grid, a central grid and an outer
grid: a circuit arrangement including impedance elements inter-

The tuning
controls are located in an extension projecting above the cabinet. of substantially less cross sectional area than the cabinet.
An enlargement at the upper end
of the extension contains an indicating dial.

connecting the cathode. anode and
central grid and outer grid for
the generation of oscillations and
a device for supplying a biasing
potential to the inner grid to
prevent the tube from operating
at the point of saturation.

1,921.117.

cluding a relatively low resistance
1.922.290. Detection of
and the detector stage having a
Frequency-Modulated Signals
plate circuit return including a
relatively high resistance. In adA system for detecting fredition, a device for supplying the quency- modulated waves comprisplate circuits and with D.C. which ing a pair of vacuum tubes each
is subject to occasional variations having an anode. a cathode and
and which tends to create dis- a control electrode; a reactance
turbing variations in the plate connected between the control
circuits: and a means for causing electrode and cathode of each of
the variations applied to the the tubes, a long transmission
line coupled to one of these re*Compiled by Patent lb Technical actances for causing one of the
Information Service, Washing- tubes to operate at a frequency
ton, D.C.
to one side of a mean desired
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1.921.501.

Piezoelectric Oscillation
Generator

A generator of electrical oscillations comprising a piezoelectric
element and support, an amplification system and a magnetic re-

producer. The latter is acoustically coupled to the piezoelectric
clement for applying sound impulses against the piezoelectric
crystal element in synchronism
with the electrical impulses generated by the piezoelectric element. for reenfercing the vibrations of the piezoelectric crystal
frequency.

1,924.803.

Loudspeaker

acoustic diaphragm composed of loosely woven material
having its interstices filled with
a stiffening agent and having its
An

A
A

D E P

NEW
R T

M

E

N T

Patent specifications disclose
to the trained investigator
Howmany profitable ideas.
ever, they are couched in
terms that confuse the average
technician.
therefore
RADIO -CRAFT
has arranged to present in
these columns lucid excerpts
of interesting patents that
have been recently granted.

Inquiries concerning patent
invited.

law, etc., are
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MAKING

0-500

A

DIODE
MULTIMETER
BERT

MICROAMMETER

BETHIANY, JR.
FEATURES:

MEASURES A.C.
and D.C. operating
ages from 0 to
and current values

(R.F.)

volt500;

from

to 0.5- and 5 milli amps. Most technicians
have all the necessary
components on hand.
0

Detailed directions for building a multi meter with a sensitivity of about 5,000 ohms
per volt. This design permits accurate
voltage readings to be obtained in operating high- resistance circuits.
Fig. A
View of the "5.000 ohms per voit" meter.

TIIIS instrument measures A.C. voltages from 0 to 500 V.; D.C. voltages from 0 to 500 V., and direct
current from 0 to 0.5- and 5 milli amps. (the former figure may be taken
as 500 microamps., and the latter, 6,000

any inductive effect of C, at R.F., and
the binding posts. The portable 0 to
500 microampere meter is connected to
the two binding posts at the bottom of
the panel. The panel layout and a
graph for A.C. readings are shown in
microamps.)
Fig. 2.
For D.C. voltages, the meter imposes
The binding post marked + Com. is
a constant load of 1. megohm on the common for all readings and is positive
circuit being measured. This is about for D.C. readings. The 37 tube is used
5,000 ohms per volt at ordinary radio set for A.C. readings only.
The meter shunt resistor, R2, is a
voltages of 200 or 250 V. For A.C., the
load is approximately 1,_ the value of 10 ohm filament resistor. It is adjusted
by connecting a .1 -meg. resistor In series
resistor R, that is 1,-megohm.
and
The instrument, shown in Fig. A, is with a 45 V. "B" battery, to the
r Corn. posts; the reading should be
accurate, easily built, and the parts cost
about 450 microamps. Switch Sw2
only about $12.00.
In the D.C. section, an accurate meter should then be thrown to the 0 to 6 ma.
and resistor measure directly the volt- position and the shunt resistor varied
age or current, as shown in Fig. 1. In until the meter reads 1/10 of its former
the A.C. part, this same resistor and value; the resistor is then fixed at this
meter used with a type 37 tube form value.
Incidentally, when reading voltages
a diode rectifier type of meter. The
diode current read on the meter is di- which might be greater than 500 V. be
rectly proportional to the A.C. voltage sure to get the reading first on the 0
to 5 ma. range, then switch to the lower
impressed on diode -connected tube Vl.
range.
With the input connected to
D.C.V.,
Construction
and the switch, Sw.2, in the 0 to 5 ma.
The case and the filament transformer position, the meter reads 0 to 5,000 V.;
were taken from an old 90 V. "B" elim- the accuracy depends upon the care
inator, found in the junk box. The taken in adjusting the shunt resistor.
case measures 6 x 6 x 3 ins. wide and
contains the 37 tube and socket, the
D.C. Readings
condenser, C, and the transformer. Only
The D.C. voltage readings are exthe primary and filament windings of actly the same as the scale of the meter;
the latter are used.
that is, if the meter reads 130, the voltOn the 3 x 5 in. bakelite panel, which age is 130 V., etc.
is separated one inch from the case by
The direct current readings are the
four pieces of brass tubing, are mounted same as indicated by the meter scale
the shunt resistor R2 and its switch for the 0 to 500 mlcroamp. range and
Sw2, the diode resistor Rl, the mica are 10 times the scale reading for the
condenser C2, which is used to bypass 0 to 6 ma. range.

-I

A.C. Voltage
The meter must be calibrated for A.C.
voltages. This is done by connecting
the binding posts marked A.C.V. and
+ Com. to the 110 V. A.C. line. A reading of 120 to 150 microamps. results,
depending upon the tube used and the
line voltage.
Since the line voltage is usually
known or can be easily determined, then

(Continued on page 419)
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Fig. 1

Circuit of the diode -type multimeter.
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NEON-TYPE, METERLESS CHECKER

Past issues of RADIO -CRAFT have described meterless tube

checkers, direct- or "English- reading" tube checkers, and
the "column of light" design of neon tube and its characteristics, but it has remained for a progressive instrument
manufacturer to market a service unit incorporating all of
these new ideas. The height of a column of neon light indicates the relative worth of a tube.
Fig, A
Front view of the "neon" tester.

C. H. HOCKNER*
ADIO Service Men as well as dealers have long felt the need of a
reliable and accurate low price

"English reading" tube tester
which would withstand the rapid
changes in tube specifications and numbers. To produce a tester to meet this
demand, research was started months
ago and resulted in the development of
the neon tube as a means of testing
vacuum tubes. The exterior and interior
of this new tube tester are shown in
Figs. A and B respectively.
This neon vacuum tube tester utilizes
a special neon glow discharge lamp,
operating on 2 to 11 ma. at 86 V., to
indicate the value of tubes, instead of
using a meter. A column of light
travels along the cathode of the neon
tube much in the manner of a thermometer and an accurate reading is
obtained from a vertical, "English reading" scale. Different voltages are applied to the eight sockets through a
simple switch arrangement and a variable shunt resistor set at predetermined
points, according to the tube to be
tested as shown in Fig. 1. This enables
the tester to give an "English reading"
test to tubes up to and including the
25 V. series. This arrangement makes
it possible to test the many tubes in
present use, and in addition, tubes to
be developed in the future.

detector tubes such as Wunderlich and
KR22. The same switch which is used to
tie cathode to plate is ganged with another switch to tie plate to cathode. and
suppressor to ground potential. Socket
No. 5 is used to test all 6 prong pentodes
where control is returned to a prong
at the base. Socket No. 6 checks all
6 prong R.F. pentodes which have the
control-grid at the top. Socket No. 7
is for all small base 7 prong tubes and
socket No. 8 is also a 7 prong socket
taking the large base 7 prong tubes such
as 59 and Arcturus PZH.
The power transformer is tapped for
the following voltages: 1.5, 2.6, 6, 12.
and 25. Any of these voltages may be
applied to the various sockets through
a 5- position control switch, Sw.3. A 230
V. winding is provided for plate voltage.
"English reading" is obtained by a variable shunt resistor across the neon tube.
To check leakage between filament
and cathode an additional single -pole
single -throw switch of the push -button
type is provided. One pole of this switch
connects to all cathodes and another
pole to ground potential. If, on breaking this switch, the neon tube still
glows it shows filament- cathode leakage.
(Continued on page 4391

Fig.

Interior view.
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Panel lettering.
Refer to Table 1.

R2

Operation Methods

Socket No. 1 is used to test all triode
tubes and socket No. 2, all rectifiers.
In the plate circuit of socket No. 2, a
1,500 ohm resistor is placed to equalize the "English reading" circuit as the
rectifier tubes have a higher current
drain. Each plate of the rectifier tube
is tested by tying the grid and plate of
this socket to a single -pole double -throw
switch Sw.7. Socket No. 3 checks five
prong tubes, a switch, Sw.1, is provided
to return the cathode to ground or to
plate, to check pentodes, type 33 or 47.
An additional switch, Sw.2, ties grid to
plate to check all screen -grid and R.F.
pentode tubes. Socket No. 4 is used to
test duodiode, class B and all full -wave

R3 1,

L0

for

110V.,A.C.SW.6
Fig. 1
Diagram of the new neon -type. meterless tube checker.

*Engineer, Acme Mfg. Co., Inc.
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Radio Service Data Sheet

105

MIDWEST MODEL 16 -34 SUPER -DE LUXE 16-TUBE
(Incorporates

5 -band

reception from

9

This superheterodyne operates at an I.F.

of 450 kc. The amplifier is peaked on output developed in A.F. and not on A.V.C.
voltage as customarily used. The tube layout is shown in detail A.
The A.V.C. amplifier transformer, the
small single tuned transformer, is peaked at
minimum trimming. bearing in mind that
the local station used is not too powerful
to ride over the A.V.C. action.
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control full on.
The "I:" band. The lower center knob
is the band selector. When the switch is
in the extreme left position, the band env.
Bred will be about 150 kc. to about 730 kc.
This band includes the European long -wave
stations, ships, aviation and weather stations.
'Ilse "A" Band. When the switch is rotated one notch to the right the band colored will be from 530 to 1,500 kc. This is
the regular American broadcast band.
"I:" Band. If the switch is rotated into
the third position the range will be from
about 1.5 to 4.1 megacycles. covering police,
amateurs, television and airplane stations.
"M" Band. With the switch in the fourth
position the range will be from about 4.1
megacycles to 11.7 megacycles. This covers
the commercial, foreign amateurs, American.
Canadian and South American stations.
"II" Band. When the switch Is rotated
to the extreme right, the band will be from
about 11.7 to 33 megacycles. '1'hls coves'S
amateurs and ultra-short -wave stations.
The procedure in reducing any slight
background that may be heard is to slightly
twist T1 on its single bearing, as shown in

-.2-

-1.000 ohms;
1112A.

125

Sup.-t:.

Volts

";elect -o- band" tuning.)

lI Suppressor -grid voltage, V2. V.
Readings taken with Stat -o-mit and volume

1110, 1133, 1138 -10,000
1125. 112711, 1139-.1meg. ; Rl5. 1118-3 meg.: 1119, 11:36, 1136A52A00 ohms: 1121, ß21A-4.000 ohms: 1128
ohms.
-.5-meg. Volume Control; I131
119

ohms;

V3

V12
Vl'3
V14

ohms;
113, 1112, 1114, 1117, 1122
75,000 ohms: 112. 118, 1113, R10
meg.: 114 1120. 1130. 1132, 11322A, 114050.000 ohms: 115, 1111, 1134-15,000 ohms;
117, 1123. R26, 1127. 112227A. 1129-.5-meg.;

R1-

\':e

125

V1

-10

-8

S. -1:.

Volts
240
230

V-7

-80

-1

Plate

VO

040, C42, C43. C45, C49, C49A, C4911, C50,
mud.:
1'51, C54. 47.7. (7.9. 061:\, 0113
C4. C5, 1'6, t'12. l'14. C16, C19, C24, C25,
('26 -.05 mf. ; CT. C20, C28 -305 mmf.;
C10. C1R. C43A -25 mmf.; C22-.1-mf.;
C29-160 mmf.; C30-3220 mmf,; C31 -720
mmf. ; C82 -.003 mf.; C33 -500 mmf. ; C34
-.002 mf.: C36-.04 mf.; C52 -.01 mt. ;
mf.: C53A
mf. ; C56C53. C55
mt. ; 061. C62 -.001 mf.;
12 mf.: C58
C64, C65, C66
mf.; C67 -.225 mf.
ß1A,

Tube
Type
VI

\'4
Ví

The R.F. amplifier and mixer adjustments
are also made on the A.F. output.
Tone control action is as follows :-due
to the nutoma tic tone compensa t ion in the
reeeiver the tone control has little effect at
low volume levels. but is very effective at
high volume. The tone at low volume is
taken care of automatically.
To align the "A" circuit, tune on the "A"
broadcast band to some weak, distant station in the region of 1.450 Ice. Adjust trimmers marked "A" hand trimmer in the ILF.
section. and "A" band trimmer in the mixer
section. shown in detail illustration B, until
the station comes in with maximum volume.
The values of the components are as follows:
ClA, C46, C47-250 mmt. ; Cl, C11, C23
-RO mmf.; C2, C3, C8, CO, C13, C21, C38,

-25

ALL -WAVE SUPERHETERODYNE

to 2,000 meters; inferstation noise suppression; amplified A.V.C.; and

R24,

-700

illustration

Tube operating voltages are as follows:
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Radio Service Data Sheet
KADETTE MODELS

A AND

106

A.C.-D.C. SUPERHETERODYNE

B, 5 -TUBE

(Incorporates short- and broadcast -band reception; A.V.C.; uses the new tubes 6A7, 6B7, 6D6, 43 and 2525.)

Tube operating voltages for this set are
given in the detail illustration. The cabinet of the model A set is of molded bakelite ; the model B receiver, illustrated. is
made of wood and on the style of one of
the structures at Chicago's Century of

Progress.
The components have the following
values: Condenser C3, 16 mmf.; C5, 730
mmf.; C6, C7, C8, C9..15 -, .05 -, .05-, .006mí., in one condenser block; C12. C17. C21.

C'22, .15 -, .05 -, .05 -, .006 -mf.. in one conden-

ser block ; C15, C16. 350 mmf. ; C18, .003 inf. ; C19. C20, .01 -, .08 -mf., in one block:
C23, 24 mf.
Resistors Ill, R7. 119 (volume control).
.25-meg.; 112, R5, 50.000 ohms; R3, 140
ohms; I16, R10, 1 meg -; R8. 50.000 ohms
(tone control) ; R11, 160 ohm power cord:
1112, 20 ohms.
Low sensitivity is generally caused by n
poor 6A7. 3ficrophontc howl and tendency
to overload or be critical in tuning may be
caused by the 6B7.
Low plate voltages
where there is no defect in the set indicate
a weak 25Z5.
Greatest sensitivity and volume are obtained when n slight amount of regeneration is introduced. This is controlled by
altering the position of the braided shield
covering the 6DO grid wire.
The I.F. is 262.5 he.; align the broadcast
band on 550. 1000 and 1.500 ke. A weak
signal is necessary to get below the action
level of the A.V.C. circuit.
Since this model uses an A.V.C. tube it
is impractical to use the conventional A.C.
output meter in the output circuit when
balancing the set. Instead, a microammeter
with a range up to 50 micro -A- is required
to measure the bias potential applied by the
A.V.C. tube to the 6D6 I.F. amplifier. A
l meg. variable resistor is placed in one of
the leads of the meter. The positive lead is
fastened to the ground which is the rotor
plates or frame of the variable condenser
while the negative lead is attached to the
mid -point of the secondary of the second
LP- (the bottom connection of the volume
control). To align the I.F. units, connect
the test oscillator output wire to the grid
of the 6A7 tube. The positive lead of the
meter is to be inserted between the plates
of the oscillator section of the variable condenser in such a manner as to short out
this condenser so that the oscillator is not
operating; this is the section nearest the

rear of the set.
to

Tune the service oscillator

he. and, with the volume control

21',-_,5

full on. adjust the four nuts at the ends of
the I.F. units.
To align the 2 -gang variable condenser on
the broadcast band first be sure the switch
in the rear of the set is turned to the long
wave, Le., broadcast, side. Remove the positive lead of the meter from between tinplates of the oscillator condenser and attach it to the frame of the variable condenser. Remove the service oscillator output wire from the 6A7 grid clip and attach
it through a 100 mmf. fixed condenser to
the antenna wire. With the service oscillator set at 150(1 he., open up the variable
condenser until maximum reading is indicated on the micrommeter. Adjust the trimmer on the antenna section of the variable
condenser until maximum reading of the
meter is indicated.
Next, turn the service oscillator to 550
Ice. and move the condenser slightly back
and forth while tightening or loosening the
screw which adjusts the output to the point
of highest indication on the meter. When
this has been found, rock the condenser
slightly back and forth while tightening or
loosening the screw which adjusts the series
padding condenser on the cad of the oscillator coil. By tightening or loosening this
screw the series capacity of the oscillator
eon be so lied that the antenna and oscillator circuits are correctly matched.
Finally, reset the service oscillator to
1,000 kc. and, with a thin Bakelite, celluloid.
or mica feeler strip inserted between the
plates of the variable condenser determine
whether the circuits are correctly matched
(the change in dielectric value changing the
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resonance of the circuit). This method
should be used on both circuits. This can
be corrected by bending the outside rotor
plates outward at the point where they
enter the stator. If it has been necessary
to bend plates at the 1,000 ice. setting, it
will be necessary to re-check the 550 kg,
setting.
To adjust the short-wave section, snap
the switch in the rear of the set to the
short -wave position. Select a harmonic of
the service oscillator which is found with
the rotor condenser plates in approximately
the same position found while the set was
being aligned at 1.500 ke. on the broadcast
band. Adjust the small trimmer condenser
attached to the short -wave antenna coil until maximum reading of the microammeter
is obtained. Next, select another harmonic
of the service oscillator which will be found
with the rotor plates of the variable condenser at about the same position that was
experienced at the 550 ice. test of the broadcast band. Check the alignment with the
"dielectric feeler." If the antenna stage
appears to have too little capacity. it will
be necessary to spread vet;v carefully one or
two turns of the short -wave winding of the
oscillator coil. (This is the narrow winding
next to the padder on the oscillator coil;
use extreme care in handling this stage of
the service.) On the other hand, if the
antenna section appears to have too much
capacity. a few turns may be spread on the
short -wave antenna coil.
Do not change the adjustment of the trimmers on the condenser gang or the padding
condenser on the oscillator coil when checking on the short -wave position.
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THE ANALYSIS OF RADIO RECEIVER SYMPTOMS

OPERATING NOTES
VICTOR

SETS

of these models display the same symptoms -with the exception of the fading
the breaking down of the 7,000 ohm

Cu

RECEIVERS of late 1931, '32 and early
'33 vintages have by this time given
normal use and are showing amazing
regularity in their breakdowns.
The Victor Micro- Synchronous models
R -35, 39 and 57 are showing two defects.
The first is fading and low volume on
radio reception in models 35 and 39.
In the model 57, the record reproduction and home recording show O.K. but
radio recording and reception do not.
This is due to the failure of the 11 :.megohm resistor in the screen -grid circuit of the detector tube. This condition
can be checked by pulling out the tube
which is inclosed in the shield nearest
the phono, terminal strip at the left
side of the chassis from the rear. When
this tube is rein.verl. the radio signal
will appear and then fade; presto, half
your call is then completed. The faulty
1?. -meg. resistor is colored white with

-is
RI

GRID
RETURN

R2

Fig. 3

Circuit of the repaired input transformer.
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An ordinary A.F. transformer restores service
in case of P.P. transformer break -down.

110 T0
1

u1IÌ
L

G

Fig. 5

Fig. 4
A common fault in Majestic model 70 sets.

Fig. 1
Resistor R5 causes failure of the receiver.

:ONG

red end, and can be found on the
under-side of the terminal strip, as illustrated in Fig. 1. This strip is located
in the R.F. section of the chassis, between the R.F. and detector sockets.
Another common failure in receivers

a

resistor.
This resistor, color coded
green and red, is connected to terminal
posts one and seven of the filter block
in the power unit.
While on the subject of Victor, it
would be well to mention the RE 45
V,hjeh is the old 10 tube job using 26's.
complaints of noise while tuning are
quite common and can be traced to the
The original connections to ground are
copper strips used for rotor contacts.
loose and turning the dial causes the
strips to make a better connection, resulting in noise. Faulty record reproduction together with noticeable blasting (on base notes in particular) are
usually caused by a worn -out rubber
damper in the pickup head. This
(lamper can be replaced at a cost of
three cents; it is Victor part No. A605.
(Continued on page 440)

circuit diagram of the Brunswick

DC -14 and DC -21 receivers.

.2

The input

200
120
OHMS

OHMS

J
YELLOW

GREEN

IBV

-12V

BLUE

transformer to the push -pull 71 tubes camus tri ruble.
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THE RADIO MONTH
IN REVIEW

1

... thrills ... adventure of a

he

Have the fun

ly

RADIO TOUR

¡lined fa,,,,, 1,1.,1
prate- stounl musician. \\ loaf possible enouragetnent is there under such conditions
fur n youth to study music with a View to
making it his profession':
"Before radio. pcopie bought mush in large
.luautities. They no longer use their pianoslisten in.' Sale- of sheet music, by
t

Fascinating new Game!

three leading firms, whose records indicate
the tend lu the "hole trade. have decreased)

0111 It peak of :::.11",-,77:1 in 19r26 to $x17.15;
in 1932. a decline of 174 per rent, because of

Ise of music.
"Before radio song hits had an average
-ales life et la months. People heard a song
ill hea or, and music stores and bought copies
of the sheet nutsit. An outstanding sung hi,
would sell at the average rate of 1.13(,u(11
copies.
"'l'hen Cainea radio. '111.. composer's !maim,
from the sale of sheet music mud phonograph
records der lined. Always on the lookout for
son(ihi11g lien'. radio seizes each new lilt,
plays it to death in a few works and then --t'I;. \ SI I
Hie Iola! sale for even an 'must'.
aft, onlsl:nldiug song hit now averages about
__:Lunn copies'.
%Vt
propose to refute the unreasonable
.Mhos of the "big bad wolf" \S('.\P, in lour

the radio

t

:

Acme

A "First Night" in Hollywood -get the thrill
of it on a Radio Tour!

Arm.
Sioux Indians in the Black Hills stage a primitive
tribal dance -what an adventure on a Radio Tout!

.

'4:11.11m111S.
I I
Jiro :t!lrnsliug has 1101 lows t..I the level
of musk 111,01c1ia1 full. IIU the contrary. it is
ant accepted and proven tact I hat broadcasting
has introduced musical appreciation and e5111cation to more people than any other single
:actor. .lust let I;nldm :fn's hand. .John Nit.l'orntick or any other popular orchestra or
artist fail to appear ill it scheduled bran J. :1St
and we would like to present the . \FI'. \l' a ilh
the sob of answering the letters ..f prete.I
anti inquiry Ihat literally blood the lorundrastiIg star ions )'rum all parts of the country- l:uge cities. towns. villages and isol:urd farm -.
lid we 1.1111 !lunge the ASt'. \1' to belittle soa,
the urchesnns and musicians in our g rood,
schools :11111 high schools!
I_. No one -:Ind .e ineitnle the I. t'nd. :I-twishes to lutvr our talented co.ipo.ers
N1/111.V1. 011 our hands, or even receive I..., tb:nl
fair compensation. 'nit. Nntfuunl .\s.o.i :.I sou
of Iiroadensiers lutherwise kttuwn ill bock el
the mike as "NAP. ") is quite aware of tie
fart that they need music -new, old. popular
and classical --to keep up the interest of .John
1'1tbltc in the ry r,pilon Of radio progrnnts.
.\lid it is natural that they would not do anything deliberately to hart our nntsical gCn!i.
Itut -the N. \It represents n group of serluns
minded bttslnss men who have to be con sittced that the composers and authors are
not receiving fair recompense for their work
before they will boost it to the extent deI

i'-

manded by

.

\Se. \1'.

\lino . \NI'. \1' cannot hold the broadcasters
responsible cut )rely for their depleted coffers
..ctryoue has suffered 111111 11011 losses in the
past few years and while broadcasting may
have been :I contributing factor, there are n
multitude of contributing causes for the reduction in the sales of sheet music.
I :',1
And we refute the statement that the
Inck of -gold mint +' hi return for musical
compositions or their renditions will "scam:'
talented young people front professional
music.
Talent will voice itself regardless of the
recompense.
lion' about the composers of
post years? Ninny of the lest that the svorid
has known have lived atol "produced" in extreme poverty. It did nut "cheapen" their
work as the .\$('.ti' claims it will.
\\ -ill, intelligent .\merit-ans would not wish
musicians a nil composers to receive less than
fair reeoutp..nsr for their efforts (we are 111114.
mid willing to support our talent) we tire the
Best to resent tiny misst:rtrntent of facts.
1. The .\ct'. \1' booklet states that radio is
responsible for the reduced reatmeratiun t.,
couq.osers due to the fact Hunt a new cony
po,itioti is played to death" In three months.
)I:IV. the .oniposers considered the fait that
quantity prall notion reduces cost ? In the days
ss bon 1.131;((10 copies of a composition were
sold. considerably fewer compositions were
published yea rly I
.

tra. Wrld
'Ringside' at Madison Square Garden... be
there for the big fights -on a Radio Tour!

Throw out old, worn -out radio tubes ... re -tube with
new Cunningham or Radiotrons -get in the game!
HERE'S a chance to get to on the greatest

game ever devised for radio set owners!
Don't confine yourself to five or six stations
... there are more than 650 to choose from
... Go on a Radio Tour! A turn of the dial
and you're touring North America! Drop in
on Miami, hear a
dance under a warm
tropic moon ... join
a barn dance out in

Indiana ...get the
thrill of the Mardi

Gras in New Orleans
. a "First Night"
in Hollywood...hear
chose powerful stations in Mexico . . .
From Maine to California, the game is
on -get in it!
Here's all you need
to start playing: A

for

JANUARY.

good radio set, with a good antenna systemPus a new set of Cunningham radio tubes or
RCA Radiotrons. Don't be held back by worn,
"stick -in- the -mud" tubes. Step out tonight
with the world's finest-the only tubes guaranteed by RCA ... built with 5 great new improvements undreamed of when most people
bought their tubes. To make it easy for you,
we'll send you a large 4 -color "Radio Tours"
map showing at a glance all the radio stations
in the United States, Canada and Mexico, with

...

call letters and kilocycles
And the remarkable new "Radio Set Performance Yardstick"
devised by RCA and the Cunningham engineers. It tells you whether your sec is in excellent, good, fair or poor operating condition.

Get this exciting booklet "Radio Tours"
with the new "Radio Set Performance
Yardstick" from your dealer or send 10e in
stamps to cover handling
and mailing to RCA Radio tron Co., Camden, N. J.

unninqham

Radiotron

1

RADIO -CRAFT

Ride your Radio to the Mardi Gras...get all
its glamour and color touring via Radio,

Please send your illustrated
folder "Radio Tours" with stationmapand "radioyardsrick ".
I am enclosing 10c in stamps
for postage and handling.

1934

Name
Ad ill-,tt
(Coup,oi ,ea

a/et,ni to RCA Radiotmn

Co., Camden, N. J.)
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RADIO-CRAFTS
INFORMATION

BUREAU

SPECIAL NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS: Ask as many questions as you like, but please observe these rules:
Furnish sufficient Information, and draw a careful diagram when
needed, to explain your meaning; use only one side of the paper.
List each question. Be SURE to sign your name AND address.

and the appearance of its answer here.
Replies, magazines, etc., cannot be sent C. 0. D.
Inquiries can be answered by mail only when accompanied by
25 cents (stamps) for each separate question; answers are subject
to subsequent publication, if considered of exceptional interest.
Other Inquiries must be marked "For Publication."

Those questions which are found to represent the greatest general
Interest will be published here, to the extent that space permits.
At least five weeks must elapse between the receipt of a question

DEPENDABLE TUBE TESTER
(A Correction)
(226) Mr. S. L. Putnam. Elizabeth, N. J.
(Q.) I have constructed the Dependable
Tube Tester described in the August, 1933
issue of RADIO-CRAFT, on page 86.
However, I have encountered some trouble
with the unit, and wish you would assist me.
There Is no connection provided for the con trol -grid cap for tubes which require this
connection ; and also, you will find that the
circuit connected with point 5 on section 1
of the multi -tap switch is not "live." In
other words if you check the latter circuit,
there is no possibility of getting current to
this contact and the corresponding connections on sections 2 and 3 of the tube selector
switch. What do you advise?
(A,) Upon checking the wiring diagram
of the unit, we lind that Mr. Putnam is correct -there are two errors in the diagram of
this test unit. To assist those who have constructed the unit, we are printing here a section of the diagram in which the errors are
found. See Fig. Q.226. This partial diagram
has been drawn in exactly the same proportions as the original.
Mr. Paul A. Jacque,

Springfield.

The October, 1933 issue of RADIO(Q.)
CRAFT contained an article which is very interesting to me. I refer to the "modernized"
version of the RADIO- CRAFT Universal Analyzer originally described In the September,
1:13.2 issue.
My intention is to build one of these. analyzers. however, the meter which I have is
a type 301 (Weston), 0 -2:5 ma, scale. In
order to use this meter, it will be necessary to
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TUBE -TYPE HEARING AIDS
Mr. I'. II. Hawkins, Los Angeles,

22s)

calif,

(Q.)

I am interested in building an am-

hearing.

This unit must naturally lie small
that it can be carried

plifier unit for use with a small mike and
phone for a customer who has difficulty in

around.

Can you supply me with a suitable diagram and circuit constants for constructing

a practical unit of this type?
(A.) The demand for better and cheaper
"hearing aids" has resulted in the development of several new vacuum tube circuits for
this purpose, of unusual power and sensitiv-

ity. Although the following data have been
prepared by II. G. Cisin, especially for use
with the products of Universal Microphone
Products Co., instruments of other makes
may be used provided the characteristics are
the sane- within practical limits. The battery circuit shown in Fig. Q,228A employs a
single- button microphone, 1: four phi jacks.
2, 3, 10, 11 ; one 4 -prong socket : one type 30
tube; one input transformer. 4 one 1.000
ohm phone, 12: one 400 ohm potentiometer,
6; and one 50 ohm rheostat, 7. Two small
flashlight batteries, 8, supply both microphone
current and the tube filament current, while
a small 22ó's C. "B" battery. 9. furnishes the
necessary plate voltage. The equipment for
this amplifier may be mounted in a ease
hardly larger than a Brownie camera. The
microphone may be mounted either in the case
;

--(

i

l
g_

-1

in size and light so

AN ANALYZER METER
(2271
Mass.

have other values than those called for: or to
change the shunt in the meter to correspond
with that in a 0
ma. meter.
The question is. which is the latter method
of procedure ; and what are the values of
shunts and multipliers to be used. or the
value of shunt to be put in the meter?
(A.) The meter that you have cannot be
used in any practical set tester. The fundamental unit in a 0-23 ma. meter is not sensitive enough to indicate 0-1 ma. Its other
words, for 0 -25 ma. the manufacturer can
construct a more rugged meter and use either
no shunt or a high-resistance shunt --and this
movement cannot be made to indicate very
small currents over the entire scale.
It will be necessary for you to obtain a
0 -1 ma. meter if you desire to build the
IIADIO- t'u.it°t' Universal Analyzer.

or may be used externally. being connected to
the cause by a long flexible lead.
Figure Q.22811 chows an A.C.-D.C. hearing
aid circuit. While this hearing aid is not
portable in the strict sense of the word. It
requires no batteries and may be plugged into
any light socket, either A.C. or D.C without
requiring any changes in tubes or connections- The following parts are used: one
single -button mike, 12: one input transformer,
11; two ;, -prong sockets, 3. 10 ; two type 37
tubes; one 400 ohm 511 W. adjustable resistor.
two 4 mf. electrolytic condensers, 4, 6
olle 30 hy. A.F. choke. 5; one 10.000 ohm
resistor. 7 one 25J110 ohm potentiometer, 8:
one 200 ohm resistor. 14 one 1,000 ohm
Phone, 1:1: and one 2 mf. condenser. 9.
The microphone used with either of these
hearing adds must he light in weight and sensitive- Some of the "lapel mikes' are particularly well suited for this purpose.
;

;

CRYSTAL A.V.C. UNITS?
(__)1 Mr. C. M. Aldred. Indianapolis, Md.
Why wouldn't it be possible to use
(Q.)
a crystal detector in place of the usual vacuum
tube for A.V.C. in superheta?
If you think the idea has possibilities, I
would appreciate receiving a sketch of an ex-

perimental circuit which I could construct
for use wills my S.-M. super. (This set uses

e+utbode bias control for manual adjustment.)
(A.) With reference to your inquiry, we
do not think it is advisable to replace the

A.C.C. tube in your sect with a crystal deter
tor. It is theoretically very sound, but practically it would never work out due to the
fact that the "back resistance" of most crystals is not sufficiently high and also because
most crystal detectors are not stable or will
not carry sufficient current for I.F. tube bias,

COIL RESISTANCE -MIKE OUTPUT
(230t Mr. Clarence It. Miller, Lebanon, Pa.
(Q.1) What is the "gain" of a tuned dir.
cuit using n coil 3 ins. in diameter having 80
turns of wire and a winding length of 1 1 /10
ins. operating at a frequency of 1.000 kc.?
See the article, `R.F. Coil Design," by C. W.
l'n lisser, Part I, in the December. 1031 issue
of It.wto- Ca.tF'r, and l'art II, March, 1932.
There is no rigid mathematical
t A.II
formula on which the resistance of coils may

-
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Fig. Q.226
The corrections are shown dotted.
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Fig. Q.225
an A.C. -D.C. unit, for aiding partially deaf persons.
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Service Engineers'
1934 REPLACEMENT TRANSFORMER
8 pages 81/2 x 11" -fits your price manual or ready reference file. The most
comprehensive catalog of replacement power supply units ever issued.
Any of the types illustrated for 4 to 12 tube
sets, 110-120 volts 5060 cycle, 115 volt 2540 cycle and 220-240
volt 60 cycle.

TYPE "P"

"U" FRAME

°MULTITAP
4

TYPE "H"
I'(TRADE MARK)

U N

I

TYPE "E"

V

E

R

T R A N S F O
UNITS FOR ANY OF 1377 MODELS

The Service Engineers' Emergency Stock ($23.25 list) for
promptly renewing original performance in case of transformer trouble in
any of over 90% of all radios.
physically and electrically
power transformer
EXACT DUPLICATE
replacements for 400 models of the popular sets.
Various Output, Interstage, Input Audios-shielded and unshielded single
and push pull transformers.
Microphone and filament transformers and chokes.
Auto radio set replacement parts, test tube and step -down transformers.

TYPE "F"

A L
M E R

S
R

S

I/

of radios.

-

-

GENERAL TRANSFORMER CORP.

-

South Throop Street
ILLINOIS
CHICAGO
502

The 1934 GENERAL catalog, listing mon
than 400 models of power supply replacement units -fully illustrated, giving code word, shipping
weight, dimensions, technical description and list price of
each unit.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAYI

r

GENERAL TRANSFORMER

Plea +e send nie your 1934 rataLog and address of
nearest distributor.

.1.kin-

SPEAKER CONNECTIONS
F. Nelsen, Baltimore, Md.
1231) Mr.
(Q.) 1 have obtained a Peerless 15 in.
110 V., D.C. dynamic speaker, but I am lacking directions for connecting it to the amplifier. Out of the side of the speaker project
4 wires, colored red, black, yellow and green.
llow are these to be connected into circuit?
in the lower back part of the speaker are
4 more posts, the two center ones being connected together.
The red and black wires of the
IA.)
speaker connect to the power supply in place
of one of the filter chokes. This winding is
designed to pass 40 ma. The yellow and
green wires are connected in the bias circuit
of the power tubes in place of the usual resistor (or in place of part of this resistor,
if a high bias resistance is required). A
high- resistance voltmeter or a milli.nmmeter
will tell when the power tubes are receiving
the correct bias.
The four terminals that you mention are
the output transformer connections to the

(continued from page 412)
on the calibration sheet a point is located,
determined by the line voltage and the diode
current rending. A straight line is drawn
from the origin, through this point, and extending as far as it is desired to run the
A.C. range (usually, 500 or 600 V. and the

I:.
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together) constitute the center-tap of the
primary winding and in push -pull circuits are
connected to the "B" supply for the power
tubes. The two other terminals connect to
the plates of the power tubes.
In the case of using a single power tube,
either the two outer terminals or one outer
post and the center-tap are used. depending
upon the output Impedance required for the
power tube.
You should try reversing the connections to
the two tleld coils (that is, those connected to
the "It" supply and the power tube bias to
obtain the best results and the least disi

tortion.

A DIODE TYPE
MULTIMETER

job is done.
This calibration is correct for voltages
above a value of about 5 V. Below this voltage. due to diode characteristics, It is inaccu-

rate.
(Voltages as high as 1000 V., A.C., have
been measured on a diode meter of this t3-pe.
But all 37 tubes won't stand this voltage;
some of them arc over in the tube base.)
When used as an output meter the leads are
connected to the primary of the speaker
transformer and not to the voice -coil leads.
The meter measures R.F. voltages and has
been used to neutralize the amplifier stages
in a transmitter; best neutralization being
obtained when minimum R.F. voltage appears
across the tank of the stage being neutral-

1934

Slat

City

receiver. The two center ones are connected
together. These two terminals (connected

Woo-CRAFT.

),,:r

Name

calculated with ease. Many of the
formulas used for such purposes (refer to
-Transient Phenomena." by Steinmetz) are
extremely unwieldy and are not generally
useful.
We might make a guess and state that the
resistance of your coil is in the neighborhood of 6 or 7 ohms. to more definite figure
cannot be given in view of the fact that you
do not state the size of wire with which the
coil is wound.) You may also assume that
the resistance of the coil increases directly
with frequency.
(Q.21
If be output of a microphone is
37.34 db. "down," what is the value in milllwbtts if the zero level is 0 milliwatts?
IA.2) The output power of your microphone which is 37.14 db. below zero level
would be .0011- milliwatt. See the item,
"Computation of Decibels." in the Information Bureau of the November, 1931 issue of
be

CORP.,

502 South Throop St., Chicago, Ill.

'zed, when that stage's plate voltage is removed.

Additional shunts may be added to give any
carrent range desired. The readings
are
accurate only if precision parts are used and
all joints properly soldered.
List of Parts
One paper condenser, 2 mt., 1000 V., Cl;

One mica condenser, .005 -mf., C2;
One resistor, 1. meg., 1 per cent tolerance, RI;
One fixed filament resistor, 10 ohms, R2;
One Westinghouse 0 to 500 microampere

meter

;

One type 37 tube, V1

tmc

;

prong s ,,-ket
One filament transformer supplying 5 to
:

Y.T.
Six binding posts:
Two switches, Sw.1 and Sw.2.

A

FREE

V.,

RADIO SERVICE
COURSE

Raab, Service Men and dealers In the metropolittui area will be interested in the anuouuvenumt of a new service school for the
lamelit of radio technicians. 'Phis school has
been started by the .1. P. Distributing Co. of
Brooklyn, N. Y. and National Union Radio Co.
.\ well -known instructor as been engaged
taut mauufaet nrers of radio parts have made
arrangements whereby their chief engineers
will address the classes nn flew developments.
Thor.. is no rust or obligation to those attending the classes,
Since the school was Il rst auneunccd privately to dealers and the New York area, the
response has been beyond exportations. Over
200 men actively engaged in service work
have requested enrollment.
'title classes will be held every Wednesday
evening at 9 1'.iti. 'l'ho sponsors of the course
believe that by setting this time, most men
will be able to attend without any confliction
with their working hours.
419

S HALLC ROS S
Non -Inductive, Wire Wound

RESISTORS
it

PRECISION ±

Made In any re, Ist alto e from l ohms to
10.000.000. On special order the accuracy
may be 1/2-%-1/10 of 1;2.

Get Genuine Shallcross
RESISTORS
from these distributors
Woodrow Radio Co.
Cambridge, Mass.
Sun Radio Company
New York City
Cameradio Co., Inc.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
The Radolek Company
Chicago, Illinois
Spokane Radio Co., Inc.
Spokane, Wash.
I. S. Cohen's Sons. Ltd.
San Francisco, Calif.
Leeds Radio Company

New York City

Send

for Bulletin

M. &

Il. Sporting

Goods Company

Philadelphia, Pa.
Radio Specialties Co.
Detroit, Michigan

Walter Ashe Radio Co.
St. Louis, Missouri.
Wedel Company
Seattle, Wash.
Radio Manufacturers
Supply Company
Los Angeles, Calif.

LATEST IN RADIO
(Continued from page 390)

will

do this himself by word of mouth, but

simply to hand his customers a circular at
the time of delivering n repaired radio set.
Such conversation as the Service Man may
have. may be In the nature of what one person or another thinks of his installation. It
must be remembered that all people are interested in health, beauty, the welfare of their
children, vitality etc. -all those things that
go to make for fullest enjoyment and appreciation in life.
In addition to movable or semi -permanent
Installations, permanent ultra -violet lamp installations are becoming more and more popular. Among places selected f.Ir such installations are: the living room, bedroom, nursery.
den, bathroom, kitchen, laundry playroom,
etc. Any radio Service Man Is able to make
a permanent installation in a very short time.
The ingenious Servio-e :Ian will discover an
endless number of types of installation anti
Places for instnllntiun, depending upon the
layout of the home or rooms.
The sockets on most bridge and table lamps.
as well its the sockets which form a part of
most cx tensi on curds are made wit In It Staudard Screw' thread to support the lamp shade.
'191e reflector will
screw to this standard
screw thread On the socket. 'l'he lamp will
fit In regular lump sockets. The transformer
must be plugged into the house line I10 -120
cults. 60 cycles, as the actual lump operates
on less than this voltage. The plug of the
lamp or extension cord Is theu plugged Into
the top of the transformer.

117P-describing

Shallcross Resistors and
Test Euipment

ISIf

Three essentials

-

A-porcelin
cement (No. 385)
13- retouching kit
(No. 386)

C-waterproof
cement (No. 387)

for holding small parts in place. doing away
with the usual nuts, screw's and metal solder.
and for lillin_ holes and cracks as a sealing
compound. The dipping cement is employed
for (.011 ling electrical resistors and radio coil
forms. as well as for general adhesive purposes.

Setting In a short time without the application of heat. liquid porcelain is proof against
ail, acids. gases and heat up to 2.000 deg. F.
It can be made waterproof. It Is an excellent
electrical insulator.
The box shama at B contains a complete
radio cabinet retouching kit. It contains tiller
for cracks. a finishing block for smoothing
and a touch -up fluid to refinish the "spots."
This kit is a useful addition to the Service
Man's kit.
The cement shown at C is strong, flexible.
very fast drying. waterproof, and is especially
adapted for repairing dynamic speaker cones
which are torn. rattle or are loose from the
.solder.
It can also be used for cementing
grid caps and loose bases on tubes, etc.

MfG. COMPANY
Electuiae l(aatutin9pInthurnen /1.
.and Accurate ifilof.

P.A. SYSTEM AND 70 W.
POWER STAGE

m

700

MAC OMAR 110tMAYAA0

COILING DALE, PA.

(Continued fco e, pave 3941

Important features distinguish this
recently announced 1'.A. system.
Taking up these features one by one, the
amplifier weighs only 21 lbs. completely
equipped anti ready to use. It is extremely
Six

Give SERVICE
..

. . with a Small Inventory
Here is the best Volume Control Proposi.
tion on the Market. Here are the reasons
why?
1. Over 400 "exact duplicate" controls
in the "X" series.
2. Yet with SIX controls in the original-AD - A - SWITCH - SERIES 477
sets can be serviced.
3. By combining controls in both
lines any requirement can be met
with minimum stock investment.
4. Clarostat with its two separate
lines offers the widest range of
controls to choose from.

Clarostat Controls are inseparable

5.

from Quality Service Work.
"X"

aerostat

line has over 400 controls to choose from
to electrical overall resistance. taper. hushing.
shaft length, and will fit Into exact space in set.
Clarostat AdA- Switch line comprises the maximum
utility with minimum stock investment. Serles W (Wire
Wound) obtainable from 0 to 50.000 ohms. Series C
(new composition element)
obtainable from 10.000 to
5.000.0oo ohms.
Both lines obtainable In all tanersinsulated shaft I%" long. Wide use is Indicated as fol.
%' -28 will
lows:
',mire 128 sets; C -28 will service 108
W -29, 77 sets; C-59. 66 sets; etc., etc.
a t.:

-exact

ea

NEW CONTROL
REPLACEMENT GUIDE
ON REQUEST

CLAROSTAT MFG. CO., INC.
287
North 6th Street. Brooklyn.
AD- A- Sw'i'l'r'I1 xa oriernatrd by

N.

Y.

Clarostat.

OFF T

Alpr
nlv
áMPFER /EPRE
and SHVEbsG'MVNEVSSMA/

1/
470

l

US YOUn
HEADQUARTERS for

Rp

1

COAST TO COAST RADIO CORP. s
ataN WEST a711 ST..
NEW TOAa,N.Y

small in sire, measuring 13
x Itli x 8?¢ ins.
Bence. it can be carried about readily
without strain, and because of lts compact ness it can be slowed out of the way during
teatisht.
Ample power is certain, due to the fact
that the amplifier consists of two well -designed A.F. stages employing a type 24 tube
in the input stage and two type 45 tubes in
posh -pull in the output stage. The rectifier
is a full -wave S0 -type tube. A power output
of 4.5 W. Is attained; the gain is 79 db.
Through unique circuit design, the usuel
deep.

The appearance

of the

re- vamped analyzer

(No. 384)

BLUEPRINTS FOR REWIRING
'fric tester Shown Is a rewired We,tolt 547
Set Analyzer: All meters. multipliers and
shunts are used. A circuit diagram lino been
designed using the three meters and all parts
mentioned. 'l'he only additional new parts are
the panel. cable and plug, rectifier. switches
and necessary multipliers to increase the

meter ranges.
The analyzer, when complete. tests .t.C. and
D.C. canges, direct current. and three ranges
of resistance. uni put tard capacity. l'oint -topolut testing by use of either resistance or
Potential Is conveniently arranged. .111 4 -,
, -.
6. and 7 -prong large and small base tubes
can be tested.
The circuit is also applicable to the Jewell
408 and 409. if one is willing to discard one
meter; and to the Weston 565. as welt as the
400 series of Supreme testers. if the oscillator
and tube checker features are discarded.
The blueprints and instructions are available to the dealer and Service .fan desiring to
make these changes.

SERVICE AIDS
The practical "liquid porcelain cement"
shown at .t is available In three consistencies:
n cement paste for application with trowel or
similar tool : n dipping cement suitable for
dipping. spraying or brushing: and a dry
powder ready to be mixed with water to the
desired consistency.
The cement paste is
widely employed in radio production assembly

push -pull

input transformer Is eliminated,
simplifying construction and also reducing

the weight of the amplifier.
It Is merely necessary to plug it into a
110 -120 V.. 60 cycle A.C. outlet, snap the
switch and talk. This permits it to be used
by salesmen, demonstrators, lecturers, teachers, political campaigners, ete. No technical
knowledge is required to operate It.
super output stage, the second unit
II Itlst ma tesi, W11 S recently placed on the market.
It supplies sufficient power to cover the
largest airport or stadium. In this amplifier.
a pair of type 845 transmitting tubes arranged in class A prime push -pull deliver
70 W. of undistorted power.
(')'his is suffis
(-lent to carry up to 50 large dynamic speakers

or units.)
In addition to the class :l, prime output
stage, this amplifier includes a high -voltage
rectifier, filter and power supply. Two halfwave type 806 rectifier tubes are arranged to
give full -wave rectification.
It Is designed
for use with any standard amplifier. An
output of 28 V. at 500 ohms is required from
the intermediate amplification stage in order
ta obtain the maximum output from the type

845 tubes,

The output stage may be used with any
110 -125 V.. 50 to 60 cycle A.C. power supply

source. Its power consumption is 320 W. It
has a gain level of 18.5 db. at 1000 cycles.
The

audible frequency
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the amplifier covers the entire useful spectrum.
The frequency response curve of this ampli lier is unusually flat, and shows a deviation
of less than 2 db. from :30 to 10,000 cycles.
The hum level, in db. below maximum output,
is 17
is used in this model, having an input
impedance of 500 ohms and output hoped These latter
of
anees
fl, 15 and 500 ohms.
are obtained through the use of two output
windings, a 15 ohm winding tapped at 3
ohms and a 500 ohm winding.
The mechanical construction is extremely

rugged. There are three front panels. The
top one is the output panel. An elbow shelf
attached to this panel contains the two
sockets for the type 845 tubes. There are four
phone lacks on this panel two for taking
plate current readings on the 845ís and two
fur testing grid current. The center panel
contains pilot light indicators and the control switches, including the main power
switch, the filament current switch and the
high voltage switch. 'l'he two sockets for
the type st;; tubes mount on a shelf attached to the lower panel. All three panels
are of heavy steel with a baked "telephone"
black enamel finish. I Unit covers are furnished for the sides and bark. The entire
unit is self -supporting, but the design is such
that it fits into n standard repeater rack.
The use of elbow shelves for mounting the
four sockets, makes the tubes readily accessible.
;

FIRE-SCREEN SPEAKER
f Yhr, t ill lll'If from till!If
395I
I

the accompanying schematic diagram. It can
be seen that this contains two rectifier tubes
with the necessary chokes, condensers and
resistors, to form a self- contained and complete unit.
A plug serves to connect the speaker to
the regular radio receiver and a separate
pourer switch applies the current to the
speaker field when desired.

THE

NX
Universal
Rectox
Instrument
MEASURES

Current

- Voltage - Resistance
Milliamps., d -c.
Milliamps., a -c.
Amperes, d -c.
Ohms

THIS Westinghouse instrument was

specially developed for the radio
service man, the home experimenter
and the amateur.
Fc,r panel mounting, this self -contained instrument covers the following
ranges:
0 -1
Milliamps,. d -c.
0 -1
Milliamps., a -c.
0-100
Millivolts, d -c.
0 -5
Volts, a -c.
To give additional ranges, we can
supply resistances for voltage measurements, combination shunts for current
measurements, and resistors for resistance measurements. With these accessories the following ranges can be
obtained:
Volts, d -c. 0-1-5-10-50-100 200 -500 -1000
0-10-50- 100-200Volts, a -c.
500 -1000

Westinghouse

0- 5 -10-50 -100-500
0- 5 -10 -50 -100
0- 1- 5 -10 -50
0- 1000 -10,000100,000

With these ranges, practically any
measurement of voltage, current or
resistance can be made for checking
receiving-set operation; for test bench
work; for laboratory experiments; or
for the adjustment and operation of
transmitting sets. The instrument with
its complete set of accessories mounted
on a panel or in a box, with the necessary switches, makes an ideal test set.
Catalog 43 -341 describes the construction features that result in the high
quality of the NX Universal Rectox
Instrument, lists the instrument and all
accessories, and includes connection
diagrams. Send the coupon or a post
card for your copy.
S
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E

F

O

R

C

A T A L O G

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.
Dept. 113, Room 2 -N -East Pittsburgh, Pa.
The circuit of the fire-screen speaker supply
unit. The two tubes and filter, supply field current.

SHOP HOT -PLATE
The heating plate illustrated here makes
it possible to rebuild radio filter blocks quicker
and
e efficiently than ever before.
Simply remove the metal -covered end of
the filter block and place on the hot plate.
Lay the block on one of its sides and after a
few minutes turn the filter block on the next
side until all four sides and the back have
been heated. Should the pitch not run freely
repeat the operation.

-.
9,
(7---

The electric hot -plate for use in melting the
compound in filter condenser blocks and
transformers (No. 388)
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Since 1888, manufacturers of highest
quality instruments, which are now
available at standard prices. There is
no longer any reason for accepting

lower standards.
Territory is still open for dealers.

Please send free copy of Catalog 43 -341 con.
seining complete description of the Universal
Rector Instrument.
Nan,r
Address

T 79809
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TURN TO PAGE 390
YOU have no doubt noticed
the new section that is appearing
in RADIO -CRAFT, called the
Radio Month in Review. In this
new section, important developments throughout the entire industry of radio are analyzed and
reviewed in a concise form that
includes only the "grain" -the
"chaff" is discarded.
How do you like this new section? Do you find it interesting?
We will appreciate your comments!
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details of Five -Day Free Trial and Information
our new high frequency theatre unit.
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Every Electrical
Subject C

RIG BOOKS

Here's great rows for anybody interested
in Electricity. BRAND NEW 1923 edi-

tion of Applied Electricity
brought right down to date with
every NEW electrical subject

FOR

BEGINNERS
and EXPERTS
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airplanes, machine shops- prarticall ever' industry depends on electricity and men
who know this subject make big
money.
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SOCIETY

TECHNICAL

Dept E126. Drexel at 58th St., Chicago

AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY,

Dept. E126. Drexel at 58th St., Chicago
Henil for 10 days' free use, illtANl) NEW 10 volume set
of Electrical Engineering.
In return for mailing this
coupon promptly, .send absolutely free certificate of membership In the American Technical Solely entitling me
to Free rots alt ing privilege for one year. I will Par the
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(Continued from page' 40!)
and mental equipment must be analyzed and
directed toward the branch of radio in which
they will be most likely to do well. Such an
analysis must be made not merely- before a
course bas been written, but must he a continuous process throughout the life of the
radio school.
The teaching methods employed must keep
pace with both the changes in industry and
changes in student requirements. Continual
development is the law of leadership. Abstractions and pure theory have little value
in a radio course which must be written from
the practical viewpoint. It must be concrete
and specific. rather than vague and theoretical. It must illustrate from experience.
and set forth practices and techniques which

can be grasped by men attracted to such a
course by personal and highly practical reasons, first among which is certainly the desire to earn a living.
Many- radio schools have sprung into existence and continued with varying degrees of
success for longer or shorter periods.
Any
which have weathered the changes in the
radio and economic worlds in recent years
have undoubtedly discovered and followed the
principles set forth in this article. One of
these schools -and it is not the purpose of
this article to claim that it is the only school
-offers n very interesting example of cooperation among a group of conscientious. capable radio instructors, their students and
graduates, and the industry they all serve.

Twenty Years Ago
Twenty years ago, in 1914 to he exact, an
Instructor in Applied Electricity and Strum
Engineering at the McKinley Technical High
School in Washington. D. C.. wns bessiged by
his students with demands for information
an the D'hl) and late of "wireless."
wireless
communication fired the imagination of so
many- young men that .lames E. Sit i th. who
was this instructor. realized the short course
in winless given as part of the high school
course, was not enough. The demands of out-

siders who wanted radio operators training
encouraged him to establish a small local
school for would -be "brass pounders.,,
The interest shown was so great that to the
surprise of Mr. Smith list much as of any one
else, the school had to be enlarged and the
course extended. Still the demand grew. A
second school was opened in Baltimore because of the demands from the Baltimore
area and its importance as a shipping center.
As interest in wireless and its possibilities
swept the country, the cry arose from manynot so fortunate as to be able to come to

Washington or Baltimore for their training.

The only alternative was to take the training
to those who wanted it, and Mr. Smith met
the situation when he pioneered the first home study wireless course, maintaining his residence school in Washington for local nn'n and
training all others by correspondence with the
cooperation of Uncle Sam's mailmen.
Wireless had never before been taught by
Class -room methods of presentation
mail.
would not work. Without the advantages of
student questions and a blackboard, it became
necessary to evolve a method which would
not require such aids. Some of the problems
involved in helping men to understand when
they were not within earshot. were most perplexing. It took patient study of the makeup of these men, their background, energy,
education, and native intelligence. to make it
possible to develop a method of training by
moll which would compare with residence
school methods.

The Advent of Broadcasting
In 1920, there came

-

instruction.

Many readers will
years of radio when
apparatus hail to do.
were satisfied if they

ork. rty
N. `'

IÑmv

Above is a set -up of apparatus for studying
the principle of generation and detection.
made by the student of radio. The three units
are assembled from the parts shown below.

IAt the left is a complete
layout of the apparatus
supplied to the student,
when he starts his course
in radio.
The
layout
'above, made from the
shown
on
the
left
parts
is used to illustrate the
principles of detection
and amplification. Many
demonstration layouts are
assembled throughout the
duration of the course.
By actually trying the
experiments as they are
explained the students
get a dependable base
upon
which to build
their knowledge of radio.
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Transmitting engineers

got almost any kind of

a

Inglewood, Calif., U.S.'

I'e

recall those first hectic
all kinds of make -shift

the

for descriptive Circular. 60 watt- battery
drain Ov. at 15 amps.
110 Volt Alternating List $36.00.
150
Current from 6 Volt watt -battery drain
Storage Batteries
12v. at 1S amps.
List $60.00 (Standawl Discounts).
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO., LTD.,
424 Warren Lane,

rodas

revolution in the

etn.inl pine oner to

UNIVERSAL BATTERY CONVERTERS
Maximum efficiency for amplifier and public
address work or most any device requiring
110 A.C. (except radio receivers). Send

I?

a

field of wireless. Modern bro ileatsting had its
humble beginning and the public began to
think and talk about "radial' Ia colloquial
reference to feat, acid uucgir transmission by
radio -Technical Editor). Since broadcasting
was based upon wireless ¡coder telegraphy, it
was still essential for the man wishing training to know "wireless." on top of this value
the urgent demand from every direction for
instruction on building hrondeast receivers
receivers which would bring in distant as well
as local stations.
These were the days of the crystal detector
find the one -tube regenerative receiver.
Broadcasting was assuming approximately 7,0
per cent of the importance of the entire field.
SO the training was modified to Iit the growSome people questioned why a
ing needs.
radio school should teach basic radio theory,
toned circuits. principles of iar1111111 tubes.
n n tenons.
t en nsni i t to rs. t en a sformers, rectifiers, and failed to see how all this applied to
practical sot building. Even though there
were cases where it was as difficult to persuade the st ndeut of the importance of these
subjects as it was to teach him, every essential feature was maintained as an integral
pact of the course and was compulsory for
graduation.
Men who had the ambition to study not
only what they thought important. but what
their instructor- already a veteran in the
game -knrir they needed. are today among
the lenders in the radio industry. They mastered enough fundamental, basic theory so that
their development came with the least amount
of effort. Basic training is. today. as It was
then. more important than any other type of

Fort Wayne, Indiana
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Moto waves Into space. Listeners were sadist
tied with any kind of receiver which would
bring magic sounds out of the air, little as
those sounds might resemble the human voice
or real music.
As radio got over its early growing pains
and the demand for good transmission. better
receivers, better tubes and circuits made
itself felt, the screwdriver. hammer, and soldering -iron radioman lost ground. Trained
men with an adequate background in radio
stepped out in front and the ruthless elimination of the unqualified made many a radioman thankful for his sound, basic training
and correct methods of instruction.

CIRCUITS MAY CHANCE

Model 663 VoltObmmeter

The "Boom Days" of Radio
From 1920 to 1930, radio steadily threw
Inferior equipment and facilities. Both transmission and reception had
developed methods which appeared. to all but
far -sighted engineers. to 1w the acme of perfection. Invention and science are powerful
aids to progress when able men are buildim_
an industry: and about 1:110 another revolotien took place in radio. without losing no
of the valuable ground gained, the indusu.
suddenly eapntaled with almost explosive force
into a hundred related fields, each with its
opportunities and problems to challenge the
trained radioman to new successes.
Everyone realizes, In some degree, what has
happened and many n qualified man has
profited by radio's vigorous expansion into
talking pictures, l'..1. systems, light control
devices, television aircraft radio. police radio,
short -wave radio, beam transmission. point to-point communication, and many other fields.
No school which hoped to train leaders for
the new industries dared overlook such far reaching changes. Mr. Smith, now n veteran
of two revolutions. had already incorporated
in his course many of the new developments.
Long before his student body realized the
need. he recognized the necessity of modifying the old "how to do IV' and '-why It works"
method even though it had stood the test of
time. A whole series of specialized (nurses
was developed, corresponding roughly with
the directions of the expansion in the industry, and including special training in receiver
servicing and merchandising, P. A. systems.
talking pictures. ninwa ft radin. broadens.
marine and paint -to -point radio telegraph.
and television. liven though television is. ,s,'u
at this writing. still in its infancy, there wen.
enough nu .11 interested in it. much earlier,
from the experimental standpoint and with
the desire to be prepared for developments.
so that their pioneering spirit appealed to the
pionering spirit of this school.
In immediate conjunction with these novel
and highly specialized courses. another step
was taken which required even more courage
and hindsight rather than foresight. With
the need for specialization. there Was the
temptation to overlook the more fundamental.
the controlling need for absolutely basic training. To fulfill this nerd. there was created a
fundamental training which included home
laboratory work and which every student. except the most experbroied and highly qualified,
was required to master before advancing to
Ms chosen specialty. Even when the wisdom
of this policy- teas quest loved by ambitions
land sometimes iml afient students. it was insistml upon -to be thankfully acknowledged
lafterwards. Every student has to discover
Not himself that the stronger and deeper his
'foundation, the bigger the building he can
'raise upon it.
The expansion of radio into allied fields and
applications in other industries quickly absorbed many good men from the parent industry. Once the important positions were
filled. new men desiring to enter had to undergo apprenticeship or its equivalent in
training. As it became clear that the best
positions had to be earned by the fndividt,
own growth in the industry, it also bet :e..
evident that a more definite division was being
made between the servicing and maintenance
of various types of home equipment on the
o.ue hand. and the cations forms of communication on the other hand. Neweomers to the
industry were drawn toward one side or the
other. but once the major choice was made.
they were faced with the very difficult problem of equipping themselves not for one
limited branch of the division, but for, (al a
whole group of possible opportunities and ac-
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Capacity Meter

THESE INSTRUMENTS

DO

rsr Weston Radin Instrument are measlier, of
fundamental quantities. They have no circuit limitations which nine early obsolescence.
The Model 663 measures in ohms and protides for
the measurement of all values of resistance as well
as all values of DC current and voltage encountered
in radio s
The Model cing.
664 measures in microfarads and pros ides
for the measurement of capacity salues, AC
soltages and output readings.

I

ESTON

[

CIC>1011.ff>71lJlPíliJ'

Mudd

lnut.zer

NOT BECOME OBSOLETE
The Model 665 measures primarily volts and milliamperes and makes all necessary volt age, current and
re
resistance readings iin any ekind of a radio r receiver.
Designed and built to high Feston standards,
s
these
instruments represent a lifetime ins estment. Each can
be mounted in
indisidual ease, or with others of
the Weston Standardized Sers ice Unite in a combination case. The coupon will bring you complete information Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation. 599

Frelinghuyeen Avenue. Newark, N. J.

I

WEiTON ELECTRICAL TNRTRI'MrNT CORPORATION
599

Frelinghuyeen Ave., Newark,

Send Bulletin RA
nn Weston Radio

N.J.

,
I

Nome_..
Address.

tInstrumente.

5 Service Tools in One!

I

JANUARY.

The NEW IRC Dual Resistance Indicator -the handiest tool for radio service, lab or amateur use.
Quickly tells the correct value for ANY resistor.
So moderately priced
Has many other uses besides.
you can't afford to be without one.
readings
from 100 to
TWO SCALES permit accurate
IM10.000 ohms and 10.000 to 100.000 ohms.
PROVED BALL BEARING CONTACT prevents damResistance rods are wound with heavy
age to wires.
wire and enclosed in sturdy metal case. Slider is
PERMANENTLY ATTACHED, insuring quick, easy
adjustment and leaving user's hands free. Indicator
range may be extended indefinitely by adding fixed
resistors. Built to last for years. Complete, easy
instructions Included.
You'll use it more than any other tool in your kit.
Order yours today!

$2.70
N.

t.,

trade
net
1

When ordering by

mail include Ise

postage and name
voter I RC jobber.

1

DUAL

RESISTANCE

INDICATOR.

2

CALIBRATED RHEOSTAT OR VARIABLE

3

CALIBRATED POTENTIOMETER OR VOLTAGE DIVIDER.

RESISTOR.

4

MEASURING
ANCES

RESIST-

BY SUBSTITU-

TION METHOD.

5

TEMPORARY STANDARD RESISTOR.

Where S% accuracy is satisfactory, may also be used in
place of expensive resistor
standards and decade boxes.
Descriptive folder free
on request.

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO.

2100 ARCH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
In Canada. 74 Wellington Street W., Toronto, Ont.
A NEW PRODUCT BY THE MAKERS OF FAMOUS IRC RESISTORS
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Iivlties connected with servicing and maintenance; or with, Ibn communications. as the
case happened to be.

Enter -the Trained Service Man
'l'h.' Service Man of tomorrow-which cleans
the Service ylut who is being trained today-must know a great dead more than standard
servicing pea étire. In addition to basic servicing training, techniques available. anti a
Tea wwAble insight into radio merchandising.
buying. set ling. and record keeping, he mast
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New -Type Set Analyzer Included
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Try
this FORMULA
WHEN
you design or huild that new Set Analyzer,
Decade Box, Bridge. Ohmmeter or High Renintoneo

Voltmeter why not try this FORMULA:
Q-1-A

+MI)

LC

-1'wwR

When ()equals QUALITY and .t metal,, ACCURACY
MD e.prah :MODERN
COAT DESIGN and IC canals IOW
t )RT and
ten W Wit is always PRECI-

LT
SION WIRE Wt)t'NIt RESISTORS.

RESISTANCE RANGE.. .25 Ohm to

TYPE

"F

1

Magohm

TYPE

Normal hat.

"D"

Normal Rat-

butt Watt.

ing th

watr

Maximum
Length I"
Maximum

Maximum
Length !
Maxi

Length of
Leads 14"
Furnished

Length of

Diameter

DiaEnoten

with No.

Leads 1,y
with No. IN

Furnished

111

Tinned

Tinned
Copper

Conner
lend+.

I

Free gook lee s

nd

ends.

Price List

PrecLion Custom Built Wire Wound
Resistors, Mfg. by

PRECISION RESISTOR CO.
334

Badger Ave.

Newark,

N.

J.

TRUMAN RADIOS
are
CUSTOM BUILT
Broadcast, Shortwave and
Auto Radios
Write for dealers prices

TRUMAN RADIO SHOP
7443
424

devices. Publie address
<c,tenls call for a sperm lIZed, although related kind of servicing knowledge. The untteninbl' it ragréas made by television in the
post throe years means that the fully tlunlibed Service \ I:nt must have aI good insight
into all angle. of this development.
.%nv training to prep'ire a nom for it field
like this must be highly apecinlized with lesport t Sere icing und mninten :our. . \t the
sonie 11nte, il must be g,u,rnli'zed lo iuchule
all these and other related .ert icing fields.
The educational staff of' n rndio ins! ilote. in
its e1111e!t cors to tl11111 the S,ry it vlan of tomorrow. must revise 111111 realign its training
to lit the major trend outlined above.
'rho needs of the radin man nftrauted
toward some branches of the cummotivations
field are changing -have changed-as radically- as those of the man in the sertiriug end
of rndio and a similar realignment of the
training for these slugs Las be,n accomplished.
First, of tour,''. the --indent of such a rousse
must be sure lie Will receive alti f7uvernlnentul
Ilvenar 1111111011.1111011S. 111111 this pusse of the
training includes bash theory of transmitting.
practical transmitters. trait. handling. laws
and regulations. The radio rude 111111 suittible
code training apparatus are included. A training which stops here, ignores the new dilateMoss and expansions of radio communications,
however. l'h.' edutationnl stuff of the school
with tvh ith the writer is associated has met
the situation by including. in addition to the
study of ad va aced phases of transformer.
dynamo- electric mnchhlery. storage batteries,
and power supply- sy'stent.s, nitwit information
of a highly practical natice on point -to -point
operation. mlllille and pellet. rndio. Many Inteesting developments lie ahead in the aircraft held and a complete. detailed study of
radin in Its applications to airuft which
must Ise a part of any ..nurse in tommmnications, is included also.

Stewart Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Radio Training in 1934

'l'it

e011 NO of hit! 1'll,tlull 111t1St 1»epnre al 111:111 to go Iola 'au or lilt' ufh,r of
these bra aches of radio at the ua,.l convenient
point, work up rapidly front th, bon tom and
move forward in the saute or s "m0 r,laled
ben Mill to the higher position which will alone

l934

satisfy his ambitlin. Instruction which leads
to this cannot stop with mere technical training. Instructors should aim to help the student become a man an
men. They must
encourage him to dvolop at 1.1151 nr.s -like attitude; show him how to lit into an organization: and if owning or operating Ilk own business is his ultimate gong. help hint to avoid
the pitfalls which wait for the iaexperteneed.
Legit ur.s on self- adjustment form a part of
the course.
.1s n matter of fart. non -technical problems
enmprls. n In age petteeut:tge of those which
an nnddtois stulut must sleet and overcome. The head of any whoop worthy of the
name must give his personal attention to
t:il% Smith does this persuch problems.
sonally. .1 small corps of highly I11111Pd assistants dovute their entire time to all the
non -technical matters which may affect a student's prarbSS.I
\I:nly- s,.Ill Io lun-e t11' ideal that good.
sound IIn !ring in a profitable field is available only Io 111011 who have financial harking.
I:xperionce.I absolvers point out that the most
suce.ss ill g
f n ruucsr like the one
deserib.d in this article are the ones who have
had the fewest adrantllglS to begin with,
some having had to It teral ly earn their way
through. This idea has been developed by
the special staff referred to nl.ove so that the
begi
with ambition and courage can earn
enough to pay for his training if he will apply himself. Ilire"t Instruction is given in
making spare -time money- through methods
which have been used successfully by other

Creation of adequate and successful radio
training is not an insignificant matter. Years
of experience years Of work. must go Into it.
It is lot one-man job. and the staff must be
composed of men who have been through the
mill themselves. men who can fare problems
and tcbo have the happy faculty of finding the
solar
for others.
Unceasing alertness
tuwa rd new trends and developments Is the
price of toeing up-to-date. livery- possible bit
of information bearing on any branch of radio
must be snared. read. studied, Weighed.
thought through to its effects, and then -hut
not until then- intro:hoetl into the proper
place in the course. Such Information must
dovetail Into what has gone before and into
what comes after and must be interestingly.
lucidly stated.
.\ school to du this must maintain a really
complete library of facts, not only the facts
which appear in books and magazines. but on
every item published in connection with every
phase of the subject. This information must
be collected. classified. crass- referenced and
filed for vurreot and lutttre use by the menlI:ers Of the staff.
To suns up. education In at field w-hicb
everywhere borders 1111 engineering must itself
be cng111 rrrrvt.
By 'cngineetitl g n course of
training" is meant developing and maintaining a course wlti,h with reasonable economies
of lime. money. and material will yet turn
out the finest possible product: the kind of
radioman most likely to be useful to the Industry end, therefore. most likely- to make n
personal success of himself.

SHORT -CUTS
1

(loot in iTd

fTOM pope

4t)

t

Tile circuit of this receiver employ's a typo
screen -grid tube in the IR.l% stage, followed
by a type
- detector, with two stages of
. \.I'.
angtliticnt i,nt. :1 24 tube, when used
instead of the L'S gives slightly better Per formente with decreased hum. Figure
show's the h"oklip of the first two tubes, together with tin clot ages. ¡The I'olydyne set
used the s:n to eirc 110.1
Realm., the Dolts which fasten coils LI and
I.3 to the chassis and separate them to a distance of in. hempen centers. bolting each
om serurly- 111 the chassis. NOV'. wind 2.1
tuus of No. 98 Onamoled wire 01er the secondary of the antenna coupler. Connect this
to the :11110111:1 aunt Gr.uund in place of the
original primary. which is not used. It may
be necessary to loosen the rotor of the C011denser which tunes the input of the
tulle. and slip it out of mesh a trifle, In order
to obtain a better response on the higher
frequencies. Readjust the regulating screw
oil the regeneration condenser
to obtain slight
r. ,, aeration at 000 kc., with the volume control at nia xiniunt. \\'here an antenna of l_
ft. or longer is used. at 00 nlmf. fixed condnse in series with the antenna post helps
to sharpen the tuning.
Resides improving selectivity. this arrangement adds a lot of pep on the lower (regoeneies, where it is needed most.
1

Transformer Repairs
When the secondary winding of a trans(orates. shorted" and it w'als impossible to
purchase the i-tirret size. we r0pa!ir,d the wire
by removing the wire. unkinkiug and stretching it, applying a coat of shellac, covering
the sheltered wire with a I In. spiral of paper
crepe and then applying D ''oat of shellac on

the paper-rot'erod

%sire

I

Pig.

11.

I.1

l'l'Ult'l'.

1 1

students.

Fig.

6

An easy way to cover wire.
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which case the things to look for are shorted
bypass condensers, shorted socket prongs. and
grounded wires.
All of this procedure may seem like a long
and tedious job, but actually the whole test
outlined can be performed in a few seconds.
The ohmmeter circuit is of the variable
shunt type. which, in the author's opinion.
is far superior to the series resistor and battery type. The sertes circuit ohmmeter z.'
adjustment needs a lot of juggling, when
shifting from one range to another. The shunt
type as used in this analyzer needs only one
adjustment of the zero setting, and repeats on
all manges, without any further change. until
the battery weakens.
Incidentally, the battery should give about
une year of service, under average operation
conditions.

ULTRA -MODERN
SET

ANALYZER

(Continued Jraw pay, 410)
The voltmeter range is .-, to 1.000 C. A.C.
or D.C.; and the current range is 1 to 500
ma.. A.C. or D.C.

Simplicity of Operation
One position -selector switch and one meter-

range selector switch turc the main controls.
There are no loose wires to plug in or out ;
no guesswork and no fumbling.
There are four sockets mounted on the
panel which take care of all tubes (without
using any adaptors, now available an the
American market. Each Socket is separate
und removable, and may be replaced with a
composite 4 -5.O prong sarke t, which would allow the installation of an s- or 0 -prong
socket, if und when tif ever) such tubes are
placed on the market.
The analyzer circuit itself is basic ; In fact,
the whole idea is ta get back ta fundamentals.
A very important advantage in this analyzer
is in the fact that n c
plate voltage :und
current test can be made at ..sers prong of
the socket under test. and by e.0 rely shutting
the set oit. every prong can be measured for
resistance front point ta paint within the
range of 1 ohm up to I mégohm.
This operation would instantly show the
nature of the trouble, that is, whether it is an
open circuit or shorted circuit.

To make this point clear, let us take one
example: let us assume that the analyzer
cable Is plugged Into one of the 1LF. stages.
using ta 24 type tube. Pb want to see if this
tube is getting plate voltage. so we set the
posit loti selector switch ou the l' -11 'plate 01'
heater) position. nad the meter range selector
switch can 4e set at any (aloe desired Illttnaly. from 6 to 1,01)0 V.I. of course, we know
that the 24 tube works with Poo to 250 V.
on the plate. so the 250 V. position should be
used.

Now. If there is no plate voltage indication,
It Is due to one of three reasons: (Il An
open circuit : '21 a shirt- circuit ; or, '::I a
large overload in some other part of the set.
l'he next step, then. is ta shut off the
switch on the set. bare th. nnnlyzer plug
where it was and the position switch set at
l'-II. Then. set the AC-ICES. -lie switch to
IC ES., after
which the no-ter range selector
.snitch is set to the desired resistane, range:
high for 1 meg.. medium for 0.1 -meg. and
low for 1,000 ohms.
If there is no reading whatsoever on the
ohmmeter, It would 'militate an open voltage
divider section, an open 110111 or litter choke.
or a broken wire som,w II n in the rimait,
thus proving that tile trouble is elsewhere
and not in the circuit under test.
The third indi,ation is where the ohmmeter reads dead short or practically so; in

ling Sp button is pressed.

rest

','here are both small-base and large -base 7prong tubes in use in modern sets, Roth types
tit equally well in the special socket on the
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YOUR JOBBER CAN
SUPPLY YOU

..

at the dealer's net price of $24.00.

See him today.

READRITE METER WORKS

Facts

READMITE METER WORKS
Avenue. Bluffton. Ohio

\ V
sWr

I#.

Bluffton. Ohio

92 College

¡

Fig. 2
The paael layout -some of the holes are drilled only in the under panel
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Gentlemen:
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Send tae catalog on
and complete lino of radio
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UNDER. PANEL ONLY.
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NEW TUBE

.

92 College Ave.
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SEE IT DOES

SELL

this for yourself.
This newer and better instrument
is used by both dealers and service
omen to check new and old tubes
, .
on the counter or out in the field. It
makes tube testing so simple. so easy,
so quick
that anyone can operate
it. Selling tubes is made easy! Has
only two selector switches-one for
heater volts and the other for the
filament type of tube. No confusion.
No multiplicity of operations.
A push button provides two plate
current readings for determining the
conductance and worth of a tube.
The correct tube filament voltages
applied are: 1 %. 2, 21/_., 3.3, 5, 6.3,
7,5, 12.6 and 25.
(Comes in Oak
case.)

u

a2

1

\

I

NO LONGER need you reassure
a skeptical customer as to the worth
of a tube. The position of the meter
needle on the shaded 2-color scale,
indicates to what degree a tube is
either poor or good. \\then you use
the Rea(lrite 419 Tester, you can see

,

120

20°

N4,:

VERY POOR

IS

2a,

45"

\ Ia
a

T-li9"

N

.

\

\

THIS TUBE

Control Designations
There are seven push- buttuu switches in a
row, along the bottons edge of the pnn'I.
They are lettered to match the current positions on the position swIt,'li. namely-: I'
Sc. (screen- grid). K I (-a tilt de 1, I:
I plate,.
Sp tsuppressur- grid,, CI: teontrolI gnid,.
gridI. The button in the center of the row is
marked RV treverseI and Is pressed only
when the meter reading is in reverse ta the
normal position.
Current nneasurements from 1 to :dPlI mus.
can be obtained on any une of the six elements of the tubes now in use. l'or instance,
if plate current on a 47 tube is to be Men surotl, the position svvitth is placed on l' and
the meter range switch is set on :,o mm. The
meter will not read until the I' button is
pushed down.
If the tube is drawing more than 50 usai..
you merely move Up to 100 uns. on the meter
range snitch. On the other hand, if the
plate current is lower, thnt meter range snitch
eon be shifted down to 25 ma.. 10 um. ou' even
lower.
'rile next current measurement on the 47
would lie the screen, which, in this case,
would correspond with K (cathode) on the
analyzer snitch. Pressing the K but tun would
show the screen current. The range. of course.
is front 1 mn. to SOU. The input grid on the
47 (-oiliest
Is to screen -grid on a 24 tube.
Therefore. to rend grid curent, the analyzer
position switch is placed on Se. and the Sc.
button is pressed for the current reading. Of
course, the current on the grid is very small.
unless the grid is being driven extremely positive. This is where the 1 non. range on the
meter is Mindy.
For testing It -prong tubes, the sanie procedure is followed.
The additional element
is; the suppressor -grid I Spi and voltage measurements may be made from Sp to hurt, ter.
(-n thalle and plate.
'i',, rend Sp current, the
position switch Is placed au Sp and the cor -

Test Procedure

;

THE TESTER SHOWS

Rcadrlte Tester No. 919
senieing Imtruanents.

Nanne

street .address
as

indicated.

State
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The extra element is wired
into the analyzer as G and has its own current position and button, besides 3 voltige
measurement positions, namely t; -II, G -K, and

List of Parts

analyzer panel.

RADIOfr1934
NO SERVICEMAN DEALER
OR SET BUILDER CAN AFFORD
TO BE

WITHOUT THIS BOOK

Send for the most
valuable book in
Radio.
Packed
with quality and
value. Lists the
most complete
line of radio replacement parts
for any service requirement.
Features latest type
set -building kits,
test instruments,
Long and Short
Wave Radios,
System,.
Sound
etc. Write for titi,
FREE Catalog today!
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The top cap on all tubes (except a few special tubes) is the control grid, marked CG on
the analyzer. This circuit ends at a tipJack on the panel and at a metal cap on the
side of the cable plug. el; current can be
read from the CG position by pressing the
CG button. Voltage measurements are from
CG to IL CG to K, and CG to 1'.
By means of a small copper -oxide rectifier.
A.C. measurements may be made. The main
thing to remember when taking A.C. voltage
readings is, that the readings are approximately 80 per cent of the true rending on
voltages above 100, and 70 per cent or a
little less on voltages below 100.
TABLE I
Plate Ma.
Type

Pl'

120

34

SO

4

1:t

6

17

6 A

10S)

5.5

l5

7
Is 7

6 F

'Mode

100
259
165

22

135

7

24 A
26

ISO

90

2
4
4

27

ISO

6

30

90
135
1:55

33
34
35
30

135

:t7

Stil,

City

AIiíed Radio

38
41
42
43
39 -44
45
46 Class
411

STEWART -WARNER
FACTORY C0- OPERATION

FOR SERVICE MEN

Service Department

STEWART -WARNER CORP.
Parkway

-

-

511

'A"

Class "B"

47
48
49 Class
49 Class

.\"

'91'

clss -. \"
class "It"

Service meetings will be held all over the
country by special factory radio field engineers.
Complete diagram talk on new as
well as old Stewart -Warner circuits will show
you the easy way to service Stewart Warner
radio sets. Service manuals on all new Home
and Auto Sets will be given free.
For time and place of meeting, write

Chicago

55 Triode
56
57
58

59 Pentode
7I -.\

Triode

77

78
79 Class `B"
85 'triode
S9 Pentode
91)

12 -A

20

SERVICEMEN!

THE MOST COMPLETE LINE OF CONDENSERS
AND RESISTORS FOR EVERY RADIO USE
write for our new 10 -page catalog roller tree of clots.

l

01 -A

10

180
250
135
135
100
125
250
95
90
250
250
400 111
250
95

12

22.:5

7

8
1:5

:)o
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4

(Continued from pape 407)
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to turn to page 438 of this issue and
get full particulars about the NEW 1933
OFFICIAL AUTO-RADIO SERVICE MANUAL
Be sure

which is now published.
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partment of the car where it will be invisible.

7

15

Final Operations

27

cable connection Is made from the
radio chassis to the motor-generator: one
cable runs from the radio chassis to the remote control Junction box and to the speaker;
another cable makes connection from the reMete control Junction box to the speaker and
remote eon trol Junction box to the ammeter
or 'A" battery connect inn. 'Fite condenser
control cable is brought from the remote control on the steering rod hack to the chassis
and a connection is made to the condenser
cable wheel as explained previously in the
text. The tone control. also shown in Fig.
22, is mounted to the instrument board: connection is made with a sable to the speaker.
When making the installation. be sure to securely fasten all the cables to the ear-and
especially. great care should be taken to make
a good ground connection on all the junctions
where the cables come together, and also to
ground all the cable shields connecting one
part to another. (Refer to Page 255 of the
November, 1933 issue of It.suto-Ca.ser for
further details concerning noise elimination
in auto radio installations.
xxoe. Editor)
'l'he nt -rittl installation is best made In the
top of the car by placing a copper screen in
the top and bringing a shielded cable down
to the chassis where a connection is made by
I,Ieans ei the plug. If you are not very well
acquainted with aerial installations I advise
you to check up on some of the informative
litratnre available on such work. IPor instance. the 04 page book. "Automobile Radio
and Servicing." and preceding issues of 11A9i0s'it.sx'IrrhnirvR Editor)
If you adhere to all the .m,eittrntlons as
given in this description when building and
installing This radio set you surely will have
no nod., radio which will give you the best of
results. considering select ivil y, sensitivity,
tone gmtlity, distance. and (rouble -free performance.

22

40
100
50
15
75
90
8
54

45

11)1)

I

:34

20
5

32
22
6

or,

2:d)

fi

250
250
230
250

120
40

14

14

It

211

'250

8
35
20

.1511

One

-

7.5

2

15

100
10(1

100
ISO
100

100
90
90

1

90
90
1

1.5
5.5
7.5

4

10

7.5
12
40
9
13
9

3
11
55

9¡)

3

90
425

3

7

30

60

(1) No signal.
The above tabulation of plate current values
may vary in admit practice. due to circuit
structure and circuit constants.

Construction
Building and wiring any analyzer

JUST OfFTHEPRErEfeS/

17

1st)

2511
1511

x 5%

8
10

5

i35

7

112.

5

15

1

one bakelite panel, 7 x 13 z
one Taurex rectifier with scale-adjusting resistor, Rect.:
one 1000 ohm rheostat. 1122;
one Nat -.\ Id analyzer cable with 4 adaptors.
type 907 WI.C.\;
Five resistors for ohmmeter, 50, 50, 3,600.
4,00 and 36.000 ohms, lt17 to R21:
'l'hree rolls of hookup wire, colored red, green
and black;
I ne
carrying case to tit completed analyzer
chassis;
one 4!_. V. battery,
one 40% \', special battery.

60

:a

20

Six tip-jacks;
One engraved panel, 7 x 13 x 3/16 -ins.;

1

9

too

2 A 6 Triode
8 A 4

31
32

Address ».___.__».»

Open

4U

8

Name

I

Grid.)

Mn.

250
250
250

2It7

Please send me FREE your New 1934
Radio Book.

I'M te

300

2

W. Jackson Blvd.

Volts

.\ 5
2 -\ 7

2 A 3

Chicago, Illinois.

1826 Diversey

)'late

Taube

ALLIED RADIO CORP.,
Dept. D,

:

G -P.

One Weston milliameter, model 301, 27 or 50
millivolts, 0 -1 ma. range;
Two Jewell 2 -deck, 24 -point switches, Sw.1
and Sw.2 ;
Two Jewell small bar handles;
one 4 -deck. 3 -point switch, Sw.3;
Six push -button switches, Sw.5, Sw.6, Sw.7,
Sw.S. Sw.9, Sw.10:
Eight meter shunts 2.5-5-10-25-50-100-250-500
ma., Itl to R8;
Eight voltage multipliers, 4,950- 5,000 -15.00025,000 50.000 ohms and .15- meg: 25 -meg:
.5 -meg., It9 to R16;
One O.I'.o.T. switch, Sw.4 ;
Four sockets 4-5-6-7 comb.;

is dis-

tinctly not a job to be tackled by a novice.
The orru raelt of the finished instrument dei, n(1x entirety on the tolerances of the parts
used. Since preclsitm multipliers and shunts
are rather expensive, n little judiet tus sabstilution may save the builder a few dollars.
The rotary switches and push-button switches
can be made by the builder.
The panel is made in Iwo parts. an inner
and an outer panel. The inner panel holds
the sockets, and all mounting screws. etc..
while the outer panel is neatly engraved and
gives the unit a professional appearance. This
also permits changes in the parts and In their
tang arrangement. without showing a ny
unsightly. unused screw holes, etc. ¡since the
outer panel bides them).

-.i

r.-

List of Parts
one chassis No.

111

No. 1;

gauge sheet steel. part

Une chassis box Ni., 16 gauge sheet steel. Part
No.

one chassis box rover No. 10 gauge sheet

steel, part No, 4:

One motor -generator box Nu. 16 gauge ',beet

steel, part No. 5;
Irene condenser brackets, part No.

RADIO -CRAFT

for

JANUARY,

6;

1934

Two chassis brackets, part No. 7
One chassis box packing -soft rubber, part
;

No.

NATIONAL UNION MEANS

8;

Two motor- generator box packing strips, part
No.

9;

Two motor- generator box packing strips, part
No. 10

;

One Junction box packing, part No. 11:
Seven tube cushion rings. part No. 12;
Five rubber grommets for 5 /16 -in. hole, part
No. 13;
Two rubber grommets for 7 /16 -in. hole, part

14;
resistor and condenser mounting brackets, part No. 15 ;
One 7 -prong socket, part No. 16;
One 7 -prong plug, part No. 17;
Une antenna coil with shield can, part No.
18;
One ILE. coil with shield can, part No. 10;
One composite 1.1', oscillator unit. part No.
20;
One I.E. coil unit. 175 ke.. part No. 21:
Four 5 -prong sockets, parts Nos. 22 and 23
Three 6 -prong sockets, parts Nos. 24 and 2 -,
Seven tube shields. parts 26, 27 and 28:
Une push -pull input transformer, part No.

MORE THAN RADIO TUBES

No.

TWO

29

:

One 350 mmf. 3- gang variable condenser, %

a % shaft. part No. 30:

One .002 mf. mien condenser, part No. 31 ;
One 250 mmf. mica condenser. part No. :3
Three .05 Inf. tubular condensers. 200 V., part
No. 33 ;
One 500 mmf. tubular condenser, 600 V., port
No. 34;
Two double 0.1 -mf. condensers, 200 V., part
No. 35 ;
one .02 -mf. condenser, 200 V., part No. °6;
one .5 -Inf. condenser, 290 V., part No. ::7:
One .5 -1,d. condenser. 200 V.. part No. 38;
One electrolytic condenser 10 mf., part No. 39;
One .15 -meg. resistor, part No. 40:
Two 1 meg. resistors, 1/3 -watt, part No. 41:
One .5 -meg. resistor, 1/3 -watt. part No. 42
One .5 -meg. resistor. 1/3 -watt. part No. 43;
One 500 ohm resistor. 1/3-watt, part No. 44;
one .1 -meg. resistor. 1/3 -watt. part No. 45;
One 20)0 ohm resistor. 1/3-watt, part No. 46;

Two 10.000 ohm resistors, 1/3-watt, part No.

Service Men! Dealers!
Act On These Points!

FREE! Although subject to withdrawal without
notice, the items listed below are given free
with National Union tube purchases. Small
deposit on some items. \\'hat do you need?

EQUIPMENT. Modern testing instruments,
service manuals and shop equipment are
given with National Union tube purchases. The
wide awake dealer realizes that when he obtains
his equipment in this way, he has both the
guarantee of the manufacturer and the backing
of National Union.

Supreme No. 333 Analyzer
Hickok Simplex Tester
Service Manuals -Auto Manual
Triplett Oscillator and Output Meter
Triplett Tube Tester

.

The ten cent higher list price of
National Union tubes enables the service
man to make the highest margin of profit on
his tube sales.
STANDARD PRICES National Union tubes
3 are sold everywhere at full list price so the
service man need not fear ill -will of customers
who might otherwise see the tubes in "cut
price" stores.
O PROFIT.

Strict adherence to closer manu4 QUALITY.
facturing limits is responsible for the consistent superiority of Nation Union tubes. They
are fully guaranteed. Continued customer satisfaction is assured.
AIDS. For more than three years
has specialized in service
These
valuable
aids available at no cost
aids.
cannot be duplicated from any other single

5 SERVICE
National Union

source. Every National Union service outlet can
testify to what this has meant to him in better
service work and more profit.

OTHERS SAY: ". . . Found National Union
tubes have stood up with all tests and requirements as advertised."
National Union Jobber Storks Are Complete.
National Unioff Tubes Are Sold by
More Servicemen Tban Any Other Make.

National Union Radio Corporation of N. Y.
RC -13
400 Madison Avenue
New York, N. Y.
Send nie details about your offer for:

Name

Street
City

State

47:

One 35,000 ohm resistors, 1/3 -watt, part No.

48:

One 30,000 ohm resistor, 1/3 -watt, part No.
49

TRUVOLT

:

One 400 ohm resistor, 1/3 -watt, part No. 50:
One 600 1,1111, resistor, 1/3 -watt, port No. 51
Rix sereen -grid eonneetos, part No. 52
One 6 or 8 in. speaker with 4 ohm field, part
No.

,

f/dn.nnP

Ilttlillllz"/,

/

53:

The Most

Six or eight spark plug suppressors, parts No.

54;

Adaptable

One distributor suppressor, part No. 55;
eue tone control knob, part No. 56;
one motor- generator. part No. 57 ;
One remote control unit, complete with June junction box. part No. SR;
Ten 8.32 flat -head screws, 3L-in. long, part
No.

R -32

% -in.

62:

No Other Resistor
Has These Features:
I
2
3
4

As needed : 6 -32 nuts and lock washers, part
No. 63;
One tone control bracket for instrument board
mounting. part No. 64 ;
One shielded cable. 2 No. 16 gauge wire, approx. 3 ft. long tif motor -generator is
mounted In rear), part No. 65 ;
One shielded cable (remote control to rndlo
set) 3 wires, No. 14 gauge, 8 ft. long, part
No. 66 ;
One shielded cable (ammeter ta remote control Junction box) No. 14 wire, 4 ft. long.
part No. 67

Larger wire and patented air -cooling mean long life.
Double spiral winding insures better electrical contact.
Sliding Clips permit accurate voltage adjustments.
1,000 volt insulation and fibre protective guard.
All Standard Sizes.

Write Dept. RC-1' for
Catalog and Vest-Pocket
Volunie Control Guide.

Most .ldaptable
1'('plu('erne t
,% O I. 1" M E
They

CONTROL

Standard covers instanth
interchangeable with power -switch

ft. long. part No. 71;

One type 37 tube;
Three type 39 tubes:
One type 85 tube ;
Two type 89 tubes.

RADIO -CRAFT

---

FREE

One shielded cable (remote control junction
box to speaker) 1- wire, No. 16 gauge, 4 ft.
long, part No. 68:
One shielded cable (radio set to speaker) 3
wires, 8 ft. long. part No. 70;
One tone control cable, 2 wires, No. 18 gauge,
3

RESISTOR

59:

round-head, self- tapping screws.
long, part No, GO;
Eight % thread, round -head screws. I % Ins.
long, complete with nuts and washers, for
box mounting, part No. 61 ;
As needed: 6-32 round -head screws, part No.

Eight
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assembly. Long, easily -cut ALUMINUM shafts. Only five types til1
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that the ends lap 4-in., then glue the ends

MAKING TRANSFORMERS
(('tilt in ucd front page 409)

SERVICEMEN...
HAS

O.M.P.
GOT

YOU?
Is Old Man Procrastination holding Ton hark? Are
WAITING for things to get better -or are
MAKING them better?
"Practical 3leehanirs of Radio Service" Is a NEW
sy st cut that will be of untold help to ANY s ntreman
who L. willing to hnest $10 and a little time eIn Insuring II1s Ft'Tl-11E. Prepared by F. L. Sprayberry.
prominent servire engineer. it is the MOST It E1.14,11.
You only

you hard at work

-a

lime -saving. money- saving post
plan oser offered
graduate digest for the active serviceman.
Every new development- .every mtalern method
and typo of senirl ng is detailed. Resides complete. easy descriptions of pra, orally sorry pod -

shtdp this and are annealed afterwards to retain a high degree of permeability. Such core material Is obtainable in
various sizes from a number of reliable
houses, and it can be purchased at very reasonable prices. 'These laminations can be
obtained in either the butt joint or the lap
joint type and for easy coast rust ion the lap
or interleaved joint is the most simple to
build up and mount. Inasmuch as it is of
paramount importance to have a high -grade
core material, it is not advisable to use old
cores unless t/rey are known to be of ldgla
quality.
Winding Considerations
Now we are ready to prepare the windings. If the unit is to carry D.C. through its
winding (this is not recommended except
when push -pull amplification is used where
the effects of the currents neutralize each
other) the wire must be large enough to carry
the current without heating. Allow approximately 1,::00 c,m. (circular mils) per ampere; the correct size can be ascertained by
looking up the wire size in a wire table. (See
references, below.-Technical
I$An1O -CRAFT
Editor). in windings where no D.C. flows the
wire can be very small -from No. 36 to No.
40 gauge. For practical construction It is
advisable to use single sections on both the
primay and secondary windings except where
the transformer works into a very high impedance, and in that case the high impedance
winding can be wound In two sections.
Double cotton covered (D.C.C.) wire should
be used on all windings except those designed
to work into very low impedances such as the
voice coil of dynamic speakers, in which case
plain enameled wire is satisfactory. Before
the windings can be made, the dimensions of
the core must be known.
Trim a soft wood block to the size of the
core upon which the windings are to be
placed and cut to a length such that it can
be mounted conveniently in a lathe or a winding jig. ')'hen wax the block with beeswax
or paraffin so that the finished winding can
be slid off without causing damage to the
windings. We are now ready to begin the
construction proper.
Cut a thin piece of cardboard to the correct winding width, allowing 1 /16 -in. clearance between the sides of the core and the
finished winding. Wrap the cardboard around
the winding block and cut to a length such
snit li

inmeans
and
)'rouble Shooting. there is a special
g
making- nolemizdon on tidies and another
Anabvz rs. At $10. It Is a
inng and using
.
plan WI ,.hit aaord ro
Parts Test-
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Write for details. Don't follow! Make
competition follow you!

F. L. SPRAYBERRY
132

Bryant St..

Washington, D. C.

N. W.

N.W.

F. L. SPRAYBERRY WASHINGTON.
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WANTED

Jobbers- -Mail

Order Houses and
in all Territories

!
Representatives

TWO FAST MOVERS

And -Field Coils for all
Dynamic Speakers
Coil Assemblies
We also Manufacture Various Types of
Magnetic Speakers
can
Supply
and
Remedy
Your Speaker Needs.
We

Free

Edge Cone and Voire

Speaker Mites. Since 1921

LEOTONE RADIO CO., 63 Dey St NewYork,N.Y.
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E
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MICROHUR_

SHURE BROTHERS COMPANY
MICR(! riE5
rrh., est
21S

WEST HURON ST.
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World -Wide TwoTubeShortW aveReceiver
12.500 Mlle reception teeTunes
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eetabllshd
from 15 to 200 Meters.
Gets foreign broaarssls,
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/olive

calls,

nI ItECTI
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/

ss77

X41

KIT

etc.

(no drilling)
with clear Instruction: to build this
remarkable 2 tube receiver
54,75
DIY cell or AC model.
Send $1,00. Ratan, C.O.D. Satisfac-

tion Guaranteed! NOT a toy!
A REAL. complete, all -wave receiver.
Radio Co Dept. 111, 142 Liberty St.. N. Y. C.
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winding. Wrap the cardboard with thin empire cloth or heavy waxed paper. This can
be held in place until the winding is started.
Cut a narrow strip of friction tape about
%-in. long and lay it lengthwise on the coil
form at the end where the winding Is to
start and in such a position that the first
turn conies in the center of the strip.
Wind two or three turns and then pull the
free end of the tape hack tightly over the
turns and continue winding over time tape.
This binds the first few turns and prevents
the windings from slipping. The same pro.
evince Is used at the end of each In yer of
the winding. In the event that the winding
has to be tapped, the turns -per -layer and the
total number of turns can be varied slightly
so that the taps will come from the outside
turns. When the primary is completed, it is
wrapped with two or three layers of waxed
paper and then the secondary can be wound
on it in the same manner as the primary.
When a static shield is desired, a strip of
the thinnest copper obtainable. cut to a width
slightly less than the width of the windings,
is used. It is cut to a length such that the
ends lap 14-in. !'lace a piece of empire cloth
or its equivalent bettecca the lapped ends 80
that tinder no condition will contact be shade
between the two cods (which would cause a
short -circuited turn). Before this shield is
put in place, a small wire or strip can be
soldered to it enabling it to be grounded to
the case. With the static shield in place,
wind about two more layers of waxed paper
around it to insulate the secondary winding
from the grounded shield. The winding operation can then be continued.
When the windings are completed they
should be well wrapped with tape to keep
them in place. The coil should now be impregnated to drive out n1l the moisture. This
, by boiling slowly for npproximatels
is d
15 minutes in beeswax with a small amount
of resin added.

Assembling the Transformer
The unit is now ready to be assembled.
Build up the core on the coil. using great
care not to cut Into the winding with the
sharp edges of the laminations- If the core
is to be bolted together, small brass bolts
should be used, Several methods of mounting
A.F. transformers are also shown. i A s or y
simple and effective method of mounting-not
illustrated
to place the unit in a metal
case and seal it with a hot resin compound.)
Inasmuch as the theory of transformer design has been covered in earlier Issues of
RADIO-CRAFT ("The Design of Power Trans
formers," by C. W. Palmer, Sept. 19:11, page
1ßß; "The Theory and Construction of Volume Controls, Line Filters and Matching
Transformers," by Ilenry Levy. l'art I, May
1932, page 660, and I'art II, .Tune 1932, page
727.-Technical Editor) it will be reviewed
only enough to recall the important factors.
The impedance ratio of windings cartes, as
the square of the number of turns; therefore,
If a transformer is to match two impedances,
the turns ratio of the unit will be the square root of the impedance ratio. Time impedance
of a winding varies directly with the cross
sectional core area. Now, knowing the ahoy,.

-is

-

-

TABLE II (Average Design Factors of a Series of Standard A.F. Transformers)
\ \ he
Primary
Secondary
lore Size
Impedance
' Turns

Turns

(X- Section)

Size

Single 2A3 to 10 ohms

2,500/1

1,580

100

1.25 sq. In.

No. 33 D.C.C.

P.-P. 2A3's to 10 Ohms
P.-P. 2A3's to 4.000 ohms
Single 250 to 10 ohms

5,000/1
5,000/4,000
4,350/10

2,236 C.T.
2,236 C.T.
2,085

100

1.25 sq. In.
1.25 sq. in.
1.25 sq. in.

No. 32 D.C.C.
No. 32 D.C-l'.
No. 32 D.C.C.

sq. In.

No. 36 D.C.C.
No. 34 D.C.C.
No. 34 D.C.C.

Purpose

airplanes, amateurs,

Complete

used in low -impedance circuits are "pl"
wound.
The reader would undoubtedly be interested
In the more practical transformer construction such as could be used in building up
special units to improve upon the quality of
amplifying equipment already at hand or to
repair burned out units. It is encouraging
to know that with reasonable care and with
the use of standard grades of core material,
transformers can be built with a response
curve essentially Bat from 30 to 8,000 cycles
(which response is as goad as many transmitting stations can boast of at the present
Bum).
First, it is ?very strongly recommended
that the reader not try to make his own core,
but purchase it from a reliable manufacturer.
Thin laminations should be specified, preferably No. 29 gauge. These are stamped out

of the lap to hold them in place. This not
only provides a substantial base for the winding but also prevents injury to the insulation
while the core is being built up within the

Ratio

Notes

I

P.-P. 250's to 10 ohms
P.-P. 250's to 500 ohms
P.-P. 45's to 10 ohms
P.-P. 45's to 4.000 ohms
200 ohms to 50,000 ohm
Grid
500 ohms to 500 ohms
200 ohms to 200 ohms
500 ohms to P.-P.15.000
ohm Grills
Type 56 to Grid
P.-P. 56's to P.-P. Grids

Parallel feed with

Sp -L:

.

choke

17,400/10
17,400,'500
19,400'10
13,4101!4,000

200'50,000
500'.500
200 /200

4,170 C.T.
4.170 C.T.
4,750 C.T.
4,750 C.T.
500
886
5110

796
500/60.000
25,000/100.000 5,600
75,000/100,000 9,750 C.T.

Wind pri. In two serties.,
Wind pri. in two sections.
Parallel feed with 40 -in.
choke.
1.25 sq. In. No. 32 D.C.C. Wind pri. In two section.
1.25 sq. In. No. 32 D.C.C. Wind pri. in two sections.
No, 33 IL('('. Wind pri. In two seetipns.
1 sq. in
No. 33 D.C.C. Wind pri. In two sectior. -.
1 sq. hi.

2,000
100

100
707

Ill

2,220

7,900
886
560
8,6.50

1

.8 sq. tn.

.8 sq. in.

C.T.

11,200
11,200 C.T.

1
1
1

q.

In.
eq. in.
sq. in.
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relationship, if we have a base to work from,
any type of unit can be easily designed. The
base from which to figure is as follows:
A unit designed to work into a 5,000 ohm
load and having a cross -sectional core area
of 1 sq. in. has 2,500 turns. By adopting this
as a base for good design when using a high
grade of steel we can easily calculate the
number of turns for other units.
For example, if a transformer is to match
the output of two 2A3's in push -pull to the
10 ohm voice coil of a dynamic speaker, and
if these two tubes are to work into an 9,000
ohm load, we know that the turns ratio of the
8,000
transformers must be
or 29.3. Now.
10
In order to have the proper number of turns,
we must interpolate from our base values.
8,000
The primary turns are
x 2,500 or
5,000
3,170 turns. Thus, the secondary should have
112 turns.
The core areas of transformers to be used
in low -level circuits with no D.C. in their
windings can employ a core area of from
Wa -sq. in. to 1 sq. in., while output units or
transformers having D.C. [towing in their
windings should range from 1 sq. in. to approximately 11/2 sq. in. cross -section. By

using care and discretion, transformers having very good frequency characteristics will
be produced.
The next article will cover class 11 and At
(A prime, or AAA) transformer construction.

INTERNATIONAL
RADIO REVIEW
(Continued from page 397)
to which the speaker is mounted. These two
pieces are "B" and "A" respectively.
From the second board cut, in a similar
manner, sections "D, E, and F." From the
third celotex board. cut "G, 11, and .1" and
from the fourth, cut sections "K, L, M, N,
P, Q and lt." The sizes of the rings to be
cut and the assembly will be obvious from
the illustration.
It is claimed that the results obtained with
this arrangement are noticeably superior to
the ordinary baffle, especially on low tones.

CAPACITY -COUPLED I.F. COILS
the experimenter, there is no more
convenient method of coupling the tubes of
an LI'. amplifier than the "top -end capacity"
system, states the author of a system described in a recent issue of WIRELESS WORLD.
London, England; we are reprinting the data
for our readers.
As compared with methods which require
adjustment of the positions of the coils, it
presents no mechanical difficulties, and is
therefore especially suitable for amateur construction. Practically speaking, the only difficulties that are likely to arise are those
brought about by imperfect shielding and
excessive minimum coupling. It is therefore
necessary to make sure that the coils used
are properly shielded in individual shield cans
and that the coupling condenser has a suitably low minimum capacity.
Although this system of coupling is used
in T.R.F. circuits, it is not generally realized
that It is equally applicable to coupling in the
I.F. circuits of superheterodyne receivers. As
compared with the usual method, the capacity
coupled method Is easier to adjust and is
certainly more suitable for experimenters who
like to "roll their own."
A capacity coupled filter is shown in Fig.
3. For the coupling condenser, C2, a semi variable unit of 50 mmf. will be large enough.
The remaining values depend upon the individual circuit requirements and will be found
quite normal.
FOIL

A PENTODE SERVICE OSCILLATOR
itre ENT is..ue of \ViuI:LESs \\'Oufa, London, England, contained the circuit data
for constructing a service oscillator using a
pentode tube as the source of oscillations.

The multi -electrode tube is particularly
useful as an oscillator. In this particular
unit, the output is modulated at a suitable
audio frequency by periodic charging and discharging of the grid condenser, and In this
respect it is comparable with the "squegger"
oscillator (described in, for instance, the
August, 1932 issue of ItADIo- CRAM-r, page 90.
-- Terluriraf Editor). but it is infinitely more
stable and certain in operation,
Almost any battery operated pentode will
oscillate with only three or four volts on the
plate and suppressor-grid; an ordinary "C"
battery or flashlight battery will servo as the
"It" supply. 'l'ire values of the parts are
shown ln Ille diagram, Fig. 4. but these
values may be changed to suit the individual
tube. ('hanging the value of the grid resistor
or condenser will change the frequency of the

modulations.

UNIFORM -IMPEDANCE DYNAMIC

SPEAKER
FOR really line quality and reproduction of
voice and musi.. it has been the general
practice, up to this time, to use several
speaker units, designed for particular frequency bands and to use band filter systems
to discriminate between the frequencies applied to individual speakers, By correct attenuation and accentuation of the currents

supplied to the various speakers, virtually
flat response over the entire audio spectrum
is possible.
In a recent issue of WIRELESS R'ot.o,
London, England, a system which will supply
equivalent results with a single speaker unit
was described.
The moving coil speaker of normal design
consists of a coil of wire moving in a strong
magnetic field and a cone diaphragm which
imparts the coil vibrations to the surrounding air. At low frequencies this coil moves
as a piston but at high frequencies the mechanical impedance is so huge that considerable power must be expended to move It. At
the same time, the electrical impedance of
the voice coil which is made up of inductance
and resistance, increases with frequency so
that above 1,000 cycles, the speaker load no
longer matches that of the power tube.
In order to achieve uniform mechanical
and electrical impedance over the audio rouge,
the speech coil in the new speaker is divided
into two sections as indicated in Fig. 5. The
two sections are coupled mechanically by a
"crimp" in the paper coil form. This crimp
functions as a compliance (or flexible
coupling
is the mechanical analogy of a
condenser
ssocinte Edifor1. The section
of the coil remote from the junction with
the diaphragm is shunted by a condenser. C,
which bypasses the current from this section
above 1,000 cycles. At the same time, the
compliance Is adjusted su that the shunted
section of the coil remains stationary at frequencies above 1,000 cycles. Thus only part
of the coil is in use, which reduces the impedance at high frequencies.
Laboratory tests have shown that the response is practically uniform to 10,000 cycles,
as compared with an average cut -of at 5,000
cycles In the average dynamic unit.
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PERMEABILITY TUNING

introduction of several types of iron rore ILE'. coils has created considerable increst among English set constructors. (See
he article, "Permeability Tuning," by R. D.
Washburne, in the November, 1931 issue of
tAtuo- ('tAi"r, page 271.-Technical Editor).
\ccording to a recent article in AAIATEUn
t. IrtELESS, London, England, there is available on the British market u new tuning coil
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eliminating the usual tuning condenser.
We have known for many years that as
soon as it piece of iron is placed inside the
magnetic field of a coil, the inductance rises.
However, it has only been recently that several new iron cores, for use In high -frequency circuits, have been developed. (Such
cores consist of finely divided particles of a
special grade of iron, all very carefully insulated from one another and molded to
form a solid core material.)
This means that we can now vary the
wavelength by means of an iron core moving
in and out of the tuning coil, without the
losses that previously prevented this system
being applied to high -frequency circuits.
The real advantage, apart from the practical eliminating of the tuning condenser, is
twofold: first, it becomes possible to reduce
the number of turns in the coil, and thus
cut down the high-frequency resistance; second, the coil has a constant efficiency at all
wavelengths in each wave -band.
A two -tube set, the circuit of which Is
shown in Fig. 6, was constructed to test this
new coil. experimentally: two types of coils
are shown as LI, 1,2. The loudspeaker connects at L.S. In order to cover both wavebands, some form of switching was needed.
The circuit shows a special switch, 8w,1,
Sw.2, for selecting the wavelength range;
and another Sw,3, for cutting out part of
the regeneration on long waves. The results
obtained with this set were superior to the
usual two tube set, both in sensitivity and
selectivity over the entire wave -band. (European sets are ordinarily made to cover two
wave -bands as some of their broadcasters
operate on wavelengths above the ordinary,
of 200- to 5.SO -meter broadcast band.
-l.iswiate Editor),

-

A RADIO "GROWLER"
(Continued from page 399)

Locating Concealed Wire or Pipe
Move the search coil about until the maximum volume point is found. The return circuit must not be near the conductor to be
located. The distance from conductor to
search coil is rather limited. (I'ig. 4 -15.)
Alternative for medium- or high -resistance
lines or circuits.vote resistance of the circuit must be high enough to prevent shorting
the buzzer. This method shown in Fig.
16, often gives more volume and greater distance than test No. 15.

4-
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Separate the wires of the cable and test
n time with the search coil. When the
search coil is close to the required conductor,
it buzz will be heard in the phone.
(Fig.
one at

4-17.)
Alternative.-Use the method illustrated In
Fig. 4 -18 for medium- or high -resistance cir-

cuits. If necessary use method No. 12 to
find the ends. When the search coil is close
to the conductors, a buzz will be heard in
the phone.
Altermativc.-Use the method shown in
Fig. 4 -19 and Fig. 4-20 when no ground return is available. If necessary, pick a pair
by method No. 13 or 14. Locate them at the
search point with the search coil and tag or
mark them.
Using these as return wires, locate other
wires with the search coil. Using one of the
other wires as the return lead, the pair may
be separated and each isolated. Single wires
are often distinguishable from pairs by a
louder buzz.
Locating Grounded Point on a Wire
Move the search coil along the conductor;
when the grounded point is passed. the buzz
stops. The test is not practical where the
return is through a metal sheath. Fig.

4-

21.)

Alternative. -Use this method (Fig.

4

-22)

for medium- or high-resistance circuits. When
passing the grounded point, the buzz stops.
This test is not practical where the return is
through a metal sheath.

Locating Short -Circuit
23 if a short is found to be
present by test No. 1. Separate the wires a
short distance and test with the search coil.
Use method

Upon passing the shorted point, the buzz
stops.
Alternative. -Use the method shown In
Fig. 4 -24 for medium- or high -resistance
shorts, found by No. 1 or 2. Separate the
wires a short distance and test with the
search coil. The buzz stops when the shorted
point is passed.

Radio- Frequency Generator
Try the "unilateral" connection of the buzzer to each side of the wavemeter, Cl, LI. as
shown in Fig. 4 -25. The tone is not the
mechanical sound of the buzzer, but has the
frequency of the spark at the contacts.
Alternative. -Use three to eight turns, L2,
close to wavemeter coil as shown in Fig.
26. Many arrangements using coils and condensers and connected to different terminals
on the buzzer arc possible,

4-

Signal System
Telegraph communication can be carried on
with the apparatus as shown in Fig. 4 -27.
A second wire may be used in place of the
ground connection, G ; if the buzzer (or buzzers) stops when both keys are closed, reverse
the line wires at one end.
Alternative. -When the buzzer will not
operate through the double line, or line and
ground, the method shown in Fig. 4 -28 will
work. A second wire may be used in plaice
of a "ground return."
In tests Nos. 27 and 28 use duplicate equipment at both ends of the line.
Special Considerations
In any of the tests described above where
connections are made to terminals 1 and 3
of the buzzer, as in tests 1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 11. etc.,
the resistance of the circuit must not be too
high, or the buzzer will not operate. The
critical value for this resistance varies with
different buzzers, the buzzer adjustment, and
the number of cells used to supply the power.
In any of the tests where terminals 1 and
3 are connected together. and power is taken
from terminals I and 2, as in tests 7, 12, 1.1,
16. 18, etc., the resistance of the circuit must
not be too loin, or the buzzer will be shorted;
this will either entirely stop its operation. or
shorten the life of the buzzer contacts and

batteries.
The search plates or magnetic collector are
suitable for tests 15, 16, and sometimes 21
and 22; and increase the pick -up distance. A
double head -set will also help. The buzzer
should either be located some distance away
from the operator, or wrapped up to silence
it. so that it will not interfere with listening.
Its range should be sufficient to locate wires
in average walls or ceilings. My set will do
considerably more, locating a wire several
inches beyond the "far side' of an ordinary
wall.
In all tests where the search coil is used,
the conductor cannot be in a pipe or BY
cable, since iron acts as a magnetic shield.
Often, however. the pipe or EX itself may be
used as a conductor. and located. The search
coil will also register on the return conducwith the other conductor, the magnetic fields
of each will balance out. giving no indicator. If the return is very close or twisted
Lions.

Addendum
(The author's article ends at this point, but
the following information is added by the editors to clarify points which might confuse
the less technical render who is interested in
constructing one of these units.
The buzzer which is mentioned throughout
the sequence of the tests was mounted on a
small bakelite disc (about 3 /16-in. thick) on
which were also mounted the three small
binding posts (made from the terminals of
No. 0 dry cells) marked 1, 2 and a in Fig. I
and in the tests illustrated in Fig. 4. This
disc, which may be made from rule insulating
material such as bakelite. bard rubber or
wood, is cut the same diameter (I 9/16 ins..
iu this particular unit) as the flashlight into
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which it la inserted. As explained before, a
notch about 3 -In. wide is cut in the edge of
this disc and the circumference of the flashlight ruse (at the "reflector end ") is sawed
to leave a flange of similar dimensions. This
flange and notch prevent the buzzer from
turning, so that the contacts will always be
In the correct position.
As shown in Fig. I, binding post No. 1
connects to the outside of the buzzer winding.
Contact No. 2 connects to the inside of the
buzzer winding and also to one of the vibrator contacts. The other vibrator contact Is
connected by a wire to a brass angle. mounted
on the insulated base of the buzzer, in such
a way that it makes contact with the central
(positive) terminal of one of the two flashlight cells.
Terminal No. 3 on the buzzer mounting
connects to a brass spring shown in Fig. C.
about is -in. long and 3 /10 -in. wide, which
extends along the side of the buzzer winding
and makes contact with the "switch spring"
in the fashlight. !'This "switch spring" normally contacts the metal reflector and lens retaining ring.; This is shown schematically
in Fig. I. The details of this roost runt inn. of
course. depend upon the buzzer used and it
only necessary to follow the wiring shown in
Fig. 1 in order to obtain the correct action.
In tests 17, to 24 inclusive Fig. 4) the
search coil 1s used. This coil is shown at the
right of Fig. B and details are illustrated in
Fig. 2. The action of these tests depends
upon the presence of n magnetic field around
any wire or conductor in which alternating
or fluctuating current is flowing. In the tests
mentioned above, the buzzer is connected
through the wiring system in question to
ground. and when It is used correctly. the
buzzer works continuously. This sets up the
magnetic field which is picked up in the
search coil and transmitted to the phone.
When the sea tch colt is brought close to the
who carrying the buzzer signal. the sound in
the phone increases in amplitude. This Is
the basis upon which all the tests with the
search coil depend. The iron search coil
plates described. and illustrated in Fig. 3,
merely increase the effective area of the
"poles" of the search coil to make the latter
unit more sensitive. When the search coil
unit (made as per Fig. 1) has been completely
taped and varnished it will Just "plunk"
snugly between the two, short. vertical wings
on the search coil plates: the coil cores should
butt onto the faces of the two plates.
In tests Nos. 21 to 24 inclusive in which
the search cell is used to locate a "ground"
or "short." the buzz stops when the search
coil approaches the grounded point; the
sound reuses because. at this point, the signals from the buzzer naturally are at ground
potential and for this reason they cannot be
picked up In the search coil and phone.-
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"PIANOTRON"
(Continued from papc 405)
Such an apparatus is described here.

The Circuit
The circuit is very simple and should cause

OTHER CIRCUITS (for the
no difficulty.
same number of notes and power output) ARE
511:Cil MORE EXPENSIVE TO BUILD. Referring to Figs. 1 and 2, we see that it employs
a 30 tube ils a variable Lb'. oscillator.

The tuned circuit for this oscillator consists
of an ordinary broadcast -type coil designed
for use with a 350 mmf. tuning condenser;
the capacities Cl, C2 and the 16 small eon.
densers (home made) each connected to its
own key, are used in our "radia piano." The
capacities Cl, C2, totalling .002-mf., tune this
R.F. oscillator to its base radio frequency of
about 230 kc. for zero -beat with the other
R.F. oscillator and each of the 16 small condensers each add enough capacity, when its
respective key is pressed, to change this frequency by some value which will produce an
audible change.
The second R.F. oscillator consists of the
fixed -tune circuit L2, L3, L4 and C6 coupled
to the oscillator section of the type lAG tube,
\-2. The plate of \'1 is coupled to the control -grid of the pentode section of this 1AG
tube. Due to the fact that this control -grid
and the oscillator grids are in the same electron stream this results in ideal coupling
between the two frequencies since there are
no capacities or inductances involved in the
process and no tendency for the two oscillators to "pull together' as they invariably
do when coupled by such devices.
The plate of the lAG is resistance -coupled
to a type 33 tube, \'3, used as an audio amplifier feeding the loudspeaker.
Bias voltage for the control -grids of the
1A6 and the 33 is obtained from the potentiometer 117 in the negative "B" supply line.
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HERE'S HOW TO MODERNIZE YOUR CHECKER

little

need be said regarding the actual

construction of the device, far the layout is
very clearly shown in the photographs and
picture diagram. The construction, once the
parts are all made, is straightforward and
simple. A "breadboard" layout was followed
in this design for the same reason that it
was used in previous "Beginner's" designs
to wit, simplicity of construction.
The first job to be tackled is the making of
the 16 keys of which a detail sketch is given
in Fig. 2. They had best be made of sumo
hard wood, sandpapered smooth and given a
coat of shellac or varnish for appearance.
The shelf on which the keys and tuning
condensers are mounted is next made by
strewing two 3 x 3 ins. end pieces on a
board 3 x 1221/2 lug. long. On top of this
shelf is mounted the common plate of the
piece of 1 /16 -in. metal
tuning condensers
21,1: x 12% ins. held in place by two rows of
nine strews (S spaces), one row along each
edge. Between the metal and wood shelf are
placed several thicknesses of heavy drawing
paper, preferably waxed.
Now mount the 16 keys on a % -in metal
roll long enough to extend through the end
pieces of the shelf. l'ut a washer between
each key and its neighbor. along the back
edge of the shelf, underneath. mount 16 small
screws so spaced that they will make contact
with the screw heads in the keys when the
latter are properly mounted. Under each
one of these screws fasten a pigtail lead having n free length of about 2 ins. from the
edge of the shelf when every other lead is
brought to the front of the shelf.
Mounting the bank of keys on the shelf is
simple enough but, if a nicely operating assembly is desired. rather tricky and requiring careful worknia [Ishii). The keys are
mounted by passing the rod on which they are
hung through it hole in each shelf end but
this hole must be very carefully located so
that when a key Is horizontal it does not
make contact between its screw- and the corresponding owe in the shelf, but so that by
pressing the outer end down about 3 /16 -in.,
After this position
a good contact is made.
is found (and heed the warning to work
slowly and surely heir for if the holes are

-
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Just

a

little

off they cannot be moved

small metal bracket to he screwed to the
underside of the shelf and having a hole of
the proper height to support the center of
the key shaft.
Now mount the rod, keys and bracket in
place and directly under the saw slots in the
keys mount another t'od about r4 -in. from
the bottom edge. Between each key and this
rod is stretched a rubber band to return the
key to the off position. Along the underside
of the shelf in front is mounted a piece of
wood just thick enough so that the keys stop
against it in a horizontal position. Solder
the pigtail lead from each key to this rod
(be careful not to burn the rubber bands in
this operation) and solder a ground lead to
this rod.

it
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The "Note Condensers"

Now make up 16 condenser plates of metal
about 1/64 x % x 1% ins. long. with one end
Dirtied up about 1 /16 -in. A detail of one of
the "note condensers" is Fig. 3. Solder this
turned up end to each of the 16 pigtail leads
brought out from the screws under the shelf
(by the way, make sure that these screws do
not come through the shelf or they will short
out the tuned roil and prevent operation of
the oscillator) and slip the long end between
the waxed paper and the shelf, placing on
"note plate" between each pair of screws holding down the common plate. Before placing
the "note plates" in position go over the
edges of these plates with a tine file or emery
cloth to remove any sharp points which might

cut the paper insulation.
On each end of the shelf supports mount
an angle bracket to permit the whole assembly to be screwed to the baseboard and the
trait is ready to mount in place when the
other apparatus is wired up.
In the approximate center of the front,
vertical baffle board cut a bole large enough
to take the speaker you intend to use, mount
the speaker and fasten the whole arrangement to the front edge of the baseboard
with a couple of small shelf brackets, as
shown.
Now proceed to mount the oscillator coils.
tube sockets and condensers in the positions
indicated by the photographs and picture dirt gram, and wire up these components. Then
mount the keyboard assembly and make n
connection as shown from the rod to ground
or negative filamenti and from the top plat'
to the grid side of coil Lu.

Operation
Place the tubes in their sockets and CODfleet up the "A" battery to the power plug.
Putting this in place should result in all
tube filaments lighting up with a dull red
glow. Then, just to be on the safe side.
take out all but the type 30 tube, V1 (that's
the cheapest one of the lot) and make a
quick, snappy connection to the "B" supply.
If nothing in particular happens we know, at
least, that the "B" is not shorted to the filaments. If, however, the tube should give a
beautiful, bright light for about a tenth of a
second you know that there is a short, and
it only cost you the price of one tube to find

it out!

Assuming that everything is O.K.. make
this "I1" connection permanent and put a mil
liammeter (25 ma. or larger) in the "B" cir
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Detail view of one of the "note" condensers.
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Saar. Shorting out the tuning coil L1 with a
screwdriver should result in a change in the
rending of this meter. If it doca not, the
tube circuit is not oscillating. Reverse the
connections to the plate coil and try again.
If it still shows no change, carefully check
over the entire circuit for the fault which
exists somewhere.
Remove the type 30 tube and put the type
1.\0 tube, V2, in the correct socket, first being sure that the slidr of It7 is in its most
negative position -to the right, on the schematic diagram, Fig. 1. The same change in
plate current will be noted for this tube
though much smaller in amount -when the
coil 1.2 is shorted out, if this tube circuit is
oscillating. Try- turning L3 (the normal
tickler coil: to all possible positions. if
circuit oselllnthm is not obtained reverse the
connections to L4 (the normal primary) and
try again. If the circuit still doesn't oscillate. check the circuit.
Ire rather careful with tube V2 as it is
somewhat delicate: under no circumstances
should the total "ii" current through the
tube be more than 9 ma.
if you have no milliammeter and can't borrow one for the occasion, we can use our old
standby -the broadcast receiver-to check for
oscillation (though, in this ease, as the tunof one oscillator is not variable and the
other one tint greatly so, it is rather a tedious method).
Use at regular tuning condenser -350 mmf.
or 300 mmf. -and connect it temporarily
across Ll and I.2 in turn. Then tune in a
station on the broadcast set and run a wire
from the control-grid connection of the 1.16
tube to the antenna post of the set. (The
control grid is the top cap.) This same connection holds for testing both tubes.
Now swing this temporary tuning condenser around the dial. If you are lucky you
will hear the squeal that indicates oscillation.
If not, you will simply have to try all possible combinations of Vu rl..us broadcast stations. positions of the tuning condenser and
eonuections for the coil until you do get results. Test one tube at a tine, as before.

-

Tuning
After
cillation
and put
stick of

you have checked both tubes for osunhook all temporary connections
all tubes in their sockets. With a
wood, sharpened to a screwdriver
edge. screw the adjustment of l'2 slowly up
and down. The slider of 117 should be about
three-quarters of the way toward the positive
end during this operation. At some position
of this screw you should hear a squeal going
down and then up the scale. Adjust C2 to a
point about In the range to which you wish to
tune the instrument and adjust the slider of
117 to the point of maximum response, then
leave It alone.
if you do not get this audio squeal there
are two possibilities (since we know that
both oscillators are working) (i) either the
circuits associa ed with V3 nee incorrect;
or, (2) our oscillators are not tunable to
identical fregueueies. The 111,:t point can be
luecked by connecting n phonograph pickup
across 112; the secomi 1p putting our temporary tuning condenser again across 1.1 and
Varying it. If we can get results this way it
means that C6 is 'way off Its correct value
and must be replaced.
Now, with everything in order, turn the
screw on ('2 until you get the squeal going
down the scale and tip again. then carefully
adttust it to dead beat
no sound -bet weer
these two. Pressing a key should now result
in an audible note and you are ready for the
:

l

-m

process of tuning.
If you have a good musical ear this can be
done by ear, otherwise you had better use a
piano as a standard. Adjust all the screws
in the common condenser plate until you can
Just slide the tuning-or
plates fn
and out. You can stilt your tuning in luny
..tune you desire: the further in the plates
are pushed the higher will be the pitch. If
you cannot reach a sufficiently low note to
start with. trim off some of the plate until
you can reach this note with the plate pushed
about three-quarters of the way in (so that
it will stay in place). Trimming the note
plates in the form of triangles will be found
best.
Having started the process it is simply a
case of cut and try until the entire keyboard
is tuned. 'l'nniu_ each key or oar completed

'not''-
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"Pianotron" to the full tones of the piano
will give a range of 2 octaves; tuning to the
half-tones (the black keys on the piano) will
give al t
octaves -store than the range
of the "average" voice.

That's about all there is to say. It unit'
remains to pick out your one -li ug.'r tunes, to
the plaudits (Y) of frionds and family. Of
emu use, if you are real ambitious you can
build mure keys-luny number you desire up
to the full piano range of SS notes.

Experiments
The range can be extended in another way
which, however, would require considerable
pan Mice to use expertly. Delirtssi u_ two or
more keys, by adding capacity, increases the
pitch above that of one aluue. It is quite
possible to find combinations of keys that will
increase the range at lust another mitt)...
half -tones also. caul Lr rratbed iu th, sa ale
way. Special music could be written l'or using the instrument thlaul: scale. are .sail
ahle at any music storei in which a tune is
represented out only by a single note but b
Iwo or more. each representing a key, tied te
the sane staff.
.1s the instrument is now laid out it pre
dures a fairly pure t
which can Ieruu
somewluut tiresome,
i tuwerer. the peut ill
tube. improperly operated in an tuapliti,l'
sense, Is n notorious producer of hnrweui
The production of these htuntuuics depeudthe load resistance (the loudspeaker), and tuL
control -grid and screen -grid voltages.
['slug another potentiometer of about 3111111
Mana placed between 117 and the negative side
of the line, nad bringing the grid return of
V:: to its slider will permit varying the bias
on this tube.
Incidentally. if the bias resistor meut limed
IS used it ..night
be necessary to add auother soellou of "II" battery to make up for
the drap aeruss It or else the lt.1-'. oscillators
may fail to function.
Finally, this particular set -tip is of a simple expehnenlal nature: as a musical insranntent it of course lentes much to be desired. However, there is In process of design
a much mure elaborate instrument in which
it will be passible to play several notes at
once and which will bare n greatly extended
range; and provisions far v'ary'ing the Inngis
produced, also power enough to corer a large
audience. Any composition written for piano
or organ min be played to its full beauty on
such an instrument. If sufficient interest is
mini fested it will be built and described.
\\'hat da you any if 1111 gant it you will
get It.
t

Parts List

One 2- circuit tuner, any standard broadcast

type, LI

;

One .:- rhruit tuner to match the above, L2,

1.4;
One R.F. choke, L5;
une mica condenser, .001:rntf., Cl ;
One mica condenser, .(10 ref., Cl;
One arien condenser, .001 -of., C4;
Three mica condensers. Sou mmf., C5
1.3,

C11;

(1,

Une mica condenser, .00.; -ref., ('R;
I ne NI. \'ariudeuser, t ;3, 300 mmf. nuts.. C2:
One paper condenser, .1 -nth 200 V., or autre,

1'

OW you can cam- a complete
and compact laboratory' with you and
solve any testing problem
without having to guess what the trouble
may be. This new Triplett portable
laboratory, No. 1170, consists of
Oscillator, 1125
three units
i 5O
Volt- Ohm- \lilliameter, and the 1166
Free Point Set Tester.
No. 1150 is a well designed, completely shielded oscillator. A switch
permits generating either a stabilized
modulated or unnuxlulated signal of
constant level. Extremely accurate
scale divisions cover fractional frequencies from 110 to 1600 K.C., on
the individually- hand -made chart.
No. 1125 contains a direct reading
Ohmmeter, Output meter, A.C. -D.C.
Voltmeter and Milliameter. Complete with 16 different scale readings.
All readings are controlled by a
selector switch. It lends itself admirably to point to point continuity
testing for set analysis and general
testing.
The Free -Point Set Tester, No.
1166, is universal, flexible and is designed to overcome obsolescence.
Four sockets take care of all present
day tubes. Designed to overcome
obsolescence.

...

:

C3;

One paper condenser, .5 -ref., 200 V. or mue.
CO;

ondenser, _ inf., 23 V.,
C10;
Two resistors, +a.q,. 50,000 ohms. Ill, 114;
Three resistors. t,_ -\V., .onitg., 112, 115, I10;
Una reslsl..r, ts. \ \'.. 2G Iao11 ohms, 113;
One wire -wound potentiometer, 1000 ohms,
One electrolytic.

117

... at

"Ii" batteries:
One lterin agit 2 V. storage cell;
Three 95

V.

Sixteen rubber bands for Lep returns;
Thin sheet stock for tuning plates;
/104n. stork for condenser plates:
54-111. I:tulnated wood stock for keys and hey
1

mountings;
.\noir taae kris. wir,' and harelta I,,
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YOUR JOBBER CAN
SUPPLY YOU
the dealer's net price of 534.67
See hunt today.

THE TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL
INSTRUMENT CO.

;

One midget magnetic loudspeaker;
One type ::0 tube, VI ;
Ono type 1.10 tube, V2;
One type :, :: tube. V::;
Two 4 -prong sockets;
One 3 -prong socket;
One 0 -prong socket:
One 4 -wire power table and plug:
One baseboard, I1 x 13 s %-i n. think;
One baille, 10t{, x 14 x t/.dn. thick;

ii chief

¡n

27 Main

Street

Bluffton, Ohio

Send Coupon for Facts

rTriplett Electrical

Instrument Co.,

27 Main Street, Bluffton, Ohio
Gentlemen:
-Z.....
Send me catalog on Triplett ''re-ter 1179 .
In.tn:rnent'.
ana nanpleie tune Lt radin sen It
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RADIO
SETS

Radio Construction

Library

Including Television, Short -Wave Receivers and Auto
Radios. 3 Volumes. 6x9-1177 pages. 561 illustrations.
This practical Library includes: PRACTICAL B.t11IO
mental principles of radio, presented in an
-The fundamental
Illustrated with working diaunderstandable manner.
l'11A(TLC.tL RAI80 CONSTRUCTION ANI)
grams.
REPAIR -Ml ethods of locating trouble and reception
faults and making workmanlike repairs. Ul sru.ase: modern Short -Wave Receivers and Installation of automobile
lIMItO RECEIVING TUBE-Principles
radios fully.
underlying the operation of sil vacuum tubes and their
use In reception, remote control and precision measure-

ment S.
The Library is up-to -the -minute In every respect and
is based on the very latest developments In the design
and manufacture of equipment.

Days' Free Examination
Easy Terms
McGRAW -HILL
FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
10

r

MCGRAW -HILL BOOK COMPANY, INC.,
330 W. 42nd SL, New York.
Gentlemen: -Send the the new RADIO CONSTRUCTION LIBRARY. all charges prepaid, for 10 dare
$1.50
Frye Exaunination. If sat lsfarlory I till send
in 10 data. and $2.011 a month until $7.50 hn been
paid. if not wanted 1 will return the books.

Name
Home Address
City and State

Position

(Continued from page 403)
The Amplifier Racks
There are three amplifier racks shown in
Fig. A, containing two complete amplifiers
plus auxiliary equipment. Each amplifier consists of live stages in cascade. For the sake
of convenience in shipping and repair, each
amplifier is divided into three separate amplifier "panels." which mount on those racks.
There are two of each type of amplifier
panels.
Beginning at the upper left of these racks,
just to the right of the lire extinguisher, there
is a switching panel: the function of which
in this particular installation the writer
doesn't know. Below that Is a bhank panel,
carrying no apparatus, installed ta a void
leaving blank space on the rack. Below that
are four amplifiers. The two Beil t'est the top
contain the first three stages of amplifleation.
The tubes are inside the square corer that
protrudes from the front of the amplifier.
underneath the meters. This cover slides off
and the tubes will be found moisi ted on rubber as a protection against mierophonie
noises. due to vibration of the floor. The dial
at the left of this nmplifier is the volume control. The dial at the right is the filament
rheostat. 'l'hese filaments are supplied by
means of a 12 C. storage battery. filtered rectifier or motor -generator. I'l'he same or another storage battery. rectifier ut' generator
would supply the speaker field current if the
horn cabinet previously described were not
used.) The two meters read filament and
plate current. The three buttons underneath
the meters function to connect the plate meter
into any one of the three plate circuits. The
plate current is supplied by the rectifier. built
into the amplifier, carrying the fourth stage
and mounted on the rack immediately below.
'these lower amplifiers. which contain the
fourth stage of amplItiention. nre shown at the
bottom of the left -hand rack. 'rimy carry. on
their Nee, four tubes (two rectifiers, two
push-pull amplifiers a meter. and a switch.
The meter reads plate current. The switch is
n "starting" switch, and has three positions,
IIroc is "ois," the next supplies current to filaments only, the third. after the filaments have
looted sittiitiently. supplies plate current also.
These filaments are lit by stepped -down A.C.
'l'lu two right -hand tubes are full -wave rectili.r, It hree-elenont tubes [vida plate and grid
sitor ted at the sockett the left-hand pair are
western lileetri type 41G'n working with very
conservative plate supply as Class A push pull amplifiers.
On the two racks to the right of these are
seen four amplifiers, all alike. which carry
large. long tubes. These contain the final, or
fifth stage of A.1'. amplification. Two of these
amplifying panels. wired in parallel, function
as part of the "regular' amplifier: the other
two, also In parallel. are part of the "emergency" set -up. Thus the fifth stage of amplification consists of four amplifying tubes
two push -pull stages connected in multiple.
The external arrangement of these amplifiers
is similar to that of the fourth stage just described. Each carries a starting switch with
"off." "fil:' and "plate' positions. Each carries a plate mill inmmeter. and four tubes on
rectifier pair on the right and an
its face
amplifier pair on the left. 'Plies° rectifying
tubes are ills° thrte-mlentent tubes. plate and
grid shorted at the socket. The rectangular
boxes underneath the tubes cover the filter
condensers.
The auxin:try equipment is seen above these
power sages, The top of the center rack
cli rrbs a is ari tehi ng panel. This is for input,
and connects this :amplifier to sound I.MUchrumixed with the picture t, to an anuouuciug
microphone, or to a nonSynchronous phone,.
graph. as desired. Bulls-eye signal lamps at
each side of the two snap-switches show
which type of input Is in use and help prevent delays arising out of any mistake in
switching. Directly- below this panel is the
speaker control panel. containing a tapped
auto -transformer for matching the output impedance of this amplifier to any desired n ber of loudspeakers. Tap switches wired to
the auto -transformer can be seen in two rows:
four in the top row. three in the bottom row.
Below each tap switch is a snap switch by
means of which an individual speaker MITI be
I
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removed from the circuit entirely. These
snap switches are used each morning before
starling the show. to test the stage speakers
one at a time and make sure all are working
properly. A snap switch under a guard, to
the right of the lower row of tap switches, is
a regular-emergency changeover. superseded in
this installation by the switching panel just
to the right of it, and therefore, no doubt,
short -circuited.
Immediately to the right of this horn
panel. and Just below the row of meter jacks,
is a double snap switch which cuts in either
the regular or the emergency amplifier. as desired. Commonly one will be used on even
days of the months and the other on odd
days. to make sure both are always working
perfectly. Tubes in both are kept lit and
ready at all times while the show is running.
Above this is a row of jacks by means of
which a milliammeter may at any time be introduced into ally of the speaker circuits.
This arrangement permits checking the individual speakers for defects in the course of
the show, without disturbing the audience.
The meter, with its plug. can be seen mounted
on the wall above. Just to the left of the
horn field control panel.

The Projection Equipment
The protection equipment, with the synchronized phonograph and photocell pick -up.
and the drive motor, are shown In Fig. B.
The three turn- tables behind each protector
are easily distinguished. The pickup, or re.
producer, can be seen just to the right of the
turntable. below the needle -case The disc
turns at 33 1/3 r.p.m., and the pedestal on
which it rests Is provided with an elaborate
spring- and -oil filter to insure steady rotation.
The motor that drives both turntable and
projector is seen just to the left. \Shen the
disc turntable is not in use, the rubber
cuuplhag between It and the motor is sometimes removed.
'l'o the left of the motor may be seen an
aluminum shaft leading upward to a polished
flywheel through which power is applied to
the projector. This flywheel is hollow, and
has a system of filter springs inside it, to insure steady motion.
Speed of rotation is governed in this installation by a "control cabinet" which stands
on the floor in front of the motor, but is not
This
easy to distinguish in the picture.
cabinet (there are several types, may contain three or four vacuum tubes. 4 small
alternator is coupled by a shaft to the drive
motor, tinder the same shell. The control
cabinet contains as frequency filter. When
the speed of the motor changes, the frequency
of the alternator output varies, and the tuned
filter circuit in the control cabinet acts
through the vacuum tubes to adjust the current supply of the drive motor. To describe
the circuit in detail would take more than all
the space allotted to this article. Several
useful descriptions can be found in current
books describing talking picture equipment.
Just ns it would he impossible to stop here to
tell the wiring and functional details of an
audio amplifier circuit. no it is-most unfortunately- impossible at this time to describe In detail another vacuum tube circuit.
different but fully as complicated, used for
controlling motor speed. The control is,
within [vide limits. independent of line voltage changes, and independent of the mechanical drag upon the motor.
'l'o the left of the flywheel may be seen the
casing which holds the photoelectric cell and
Ifs "private" amplifier. This amplifier serves
the photocell alone; the disc pickup and the
announcing microphone do not need any.
It may he well at this point to avoid confusion by saying Just is word or two about
the protection apparatus shown in Fig. B.
The large pipes leading up to the ceiling
are part of the ventilating arrangement ; they
carry off the carbon dust from the burning
arc lamps. The three motion picture projector lamp houses are in line to the left:
beyond them three other pipes leading up to
the ceiling show the location of the three
spot light or "effect" machines used with the
stage show.
The motors, knobs and switches at the back
of each lamp house control the arc light
within.
To the left of the first lamp house may be
seen it grille -work that covers the shutter

S
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ana protects careless fingers. The shutter
is a two- bladed fan that cuts off the light
whenever the film moves, admitting light again
during those instants when the Mm stands
perfectly still while one frame, or picture, is
projected on the screen. Then the shutter
closes off the light, the film moves, the next
frame slips into place and rests motionless,
and the shutter again permits light to tlow
through to the lenses. This cycle of events
takes place sixteen times in each second.
Just above and to the left of the shutter in
Fig. B Is the upper magazine from which the
film comes; it winds downward through the
projector head" just to the left of and below the shutter, in which the intermittent
motion is secured by a system of gears, and
winds up again on the lower magazine which
can be dimly seen to the right On front of
the drive motor). The lens with which the
picture is focussed on the screen is in the
tubular body just to the left of the projector
head.
One of the complications of sound equipment lies in the fact that the film must move
intermittently -stop and start, and stop and
start -to project a moving picture, while the
disc turntable must move with flawless steadiness. When a photoelectric cell is used, the
sound track must move past this cell with
the most perfect steadiness. Therefore the
gears allow for a loop in the film, which
loop expands and contracts to take up the
slack between the place where the gears drive
the film intermittently and the place where
they drive it with a steady motion. The
necessity for intermittent motion at one place
makes smooth motion at another point difficult to obtain, and is the reason for the
elaborate system of vibrating filters used in
the flywheel and under the disc turntable.
This system of gearing. the "threading up"
of the film, and the photo -cell with its exciting lamp and its "B" batteries are not shown
In these illustrations. but will be pictured in
a subsequent installment.
A most important part of the installation,
not as yet discussed, is shown in Fig. B, just
to the left of the second lamp -house exhaust
pipe. This is the "film -disc switching cabinet" and the fader. They are two small
boxes, mounted on the front wall. All three
projectors in this illustration are wired to
the film -disc cabinet. This cabinet contains
relays. Pushing a button selects between
photo -cell pickup and disc reproducer pickup.
Signal lamps on the film -disc cabinet show
which source of sound current is being used.
Just below this cabinet is the fader, which is
a combination of volume control and switch.
By means of the fader, pick -up from any one
of these three projectors is selected to be fed
to the main a ìplifler, and at the same time
volume is varied as desired. The fader output runs to the switching panel at the top of
the middle rack in Fig. A. By means of this
panel either the fader. announcing microphone, or a "non-synchronous" phonograph
not synchronous with the picture) pickup
can be connected to the amplifier below it.
The radio reader will perceive that this
sound system consists essentially of a five stage A.F. class A amplifier of high quality
and 24 W. output, with several sources of
sound supply and switches for selecting any
one of them ; with several loudspeakers and
switching arrangements for matching their
impedance; with more than one source of
power supply time voltage, storage batteries.
and "11" batteries for the photo -cell) ; with accurate line voltage control; with a special
vacuum tube circuit for controlling the speed
of the projector drive motor; with n sufficient
number of meters to insure accurate operation at all times: and with many of the more
important switches equipped with signal
lamps to prevent or to correct possible mistakes in operation.
The apparatus is not all built into one
cabinet, but is mounted about the walls in
various convenient locations. Storage batteries, supply rectifiers or motor -generators.
are commonly placed in another room. Sometimes the amplifier rack is also in another
room. The fader is almost always mounted
on the front wall. where the projectionist can
operate it while watching the screen. When
one reel is run out and the next must start
he switches the picture from one reel to another by means of a foot -switch, and at the
same time switches the sound by means of
the fader. Connection boxes and fuse boxes
are included in the wiring, including in many
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RCA VICTOR
Portable Public Address System
Type PG- 62 -B
complete Portable Public Address
System, including the famous Velocity Microphone,
a high grade Class B 20 watt amplifier and two
modern dynamic loudspeakers with extension
cords-all self-contained in two convenient carrying cases. Operates on 110 volts AC, and is designed to faithfully reenforce speech and music.
Has provision for electrical phonograph input.
Type PG -62 -B

Type PG -63 is a less expensive model, employing
one loudspeaker and carbon type microphone, and
is self-contained in one carrying case.
Write for descriptive folders
Portable electric phonograph units of
single and double turntable types available for either of the above equipments.

One of the two Lend-

meeker. supplied with
the P0-62 -B equipment.
POfi2-13 Amplifier
Carrying Gee, opened.

Centralized Sound Section

RCA VICTOR
Company, Inc., Camden, N. J.

se
Velocity
:Microphone
d Stand
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"RADIO HEADQUARTERS"
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Only in the Model 5400 Analyzer!!
Free Reference Point System of Analysis Plus

Automatic Selection

Why bother memorizing a complicated numbering
system? Why waste time plugging connector
into jacks? In the Model 5400 Analyzer all
.

l'rire complete. inswitching Is automatic pith selector switches. All
eluding test proies,
socket terminals and ein uits are clearly etched on
spring grips chas panel. This Improved method of analysis pro. ides
sis clamp and commaximum flexibility and al.o maximum speed and
plete set of adapwhere
efficiency. Ol,,olesrenre Is impossible.
Housed in
ters.
other testers require pages of Instruction to exleather.
handsome
plain complicated numbering systems, the Model
case.
ette
carrying
51111) analyzer needs no directions whatsoever since
all terminals and circuit. to be measured are
plainly readable.
The complete analysis Is made Instantly through
Net to dealers and
an analyzer cable and "Sure full Out" adapter,
servicemen
Dependable Analyzer-Model 5400
without removing the set from its cabinet. The
List $65.00
54011 possesses ever- other modern and desirable
Knock Down Kit (less batteries)
point-to-point
The complete
analyzer
with Complete Instruction..
feature.
measures resistance belueen any two points, also
current for all neceeary circuits. Selector switches are provided for voltage
and current readings. Mmuentary snitches protect the meter.
A single meter takes are of all A.C. and 11.1'. readings. Any scald Of
OK to dealers and servinoln.a.
roils- ohms -ml ihampen', Is automaticaly available to all circuits. All
LIST $49.00
scales and ranges are available for external measurements. D'Arsonralof
all
tests
shlfl
switches
protide
accurate
Grid
for
rapid
3iá" meter.
tubes. No external batteries required.
Selection. S -9 prong socket, 10 -wire analyzer cable and
Due to the use of she Free Reference Point system. Automatic
be up-to-date even though tube
switches with additional points for re,en a rapatiry, the 5400 Analyzer willon always
Model 5400 Analyzer, Super Test Unit,
elements undergo complete re- arrangement. Send for FREE DATA SHEETS
Instruments.
Muldlester. Dependable Tube Tester and other quality radio servicing
NEW YORK, N. Y.
48 WEST BROADWAY.
Dept. RC
RADIO CITY PRODUCTS CO.

$34.50

$26.00

Announcing Amazing

Typewriter Bargain
New Remington Portable only 10c

a

Day

10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER
01.1s 11' n day Lues this latest
rnodeÌ ß,.miuglun Portable!
Not a used typewriter. Not a rebuilt machine. It's a brand new,
regulation Remington typewriter.
Simple to operate, yet does the finMAIL
est work. Full set of keys with largo
and smell letters.
COUPON
Try this typewriter in your home
or office on our 10 -clay FREE TRIAL
for full facts about
OFFER. It at the end of 10 days
this astounding offer
you do not agree that this Remington is the finest portable at
Dept. RC -ii
REMINGTON RAND INC.,
any price, you can return it at
our expense. Don't delay. Don't
BUFFALO, NEW YORK.
put it off. Mail the coupon today. Please tell me bow I can buy a new
Or use postcard if you prefer.
Remington Portable Typewriter for
Write for our new catalogue
only 10e a day. Also enclose one of
showing the most complete
your new catalogues.
line of portable and desk
models euer offered.
FREE TOUCH

TYPEWRITING COURSE
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macs one central connection box in which
most of the circuits between apparatus can
be found wired to connection blocks.

SURPLUS RADIO
PRODUCTS
ORDER

E

FROM THIS ADVERTISE DO NOT ISSUE ANY CATALOG

DIRECT

MENT-WE

WE HAVE ON HAND

Sources of Information
If you, the radio reader, were trying to explain radio work to a talking picture sound
man, you night take one radio rerii ver all
apart, or at least show pictures of it. and explain what the different parts are. 'l'h(n you
might say '"Ehure are Many makes of "radios,"
hot they are all fundamentally the same
Ilii n_ and for individual differences, why,
Inn is it cyclopedia of circuits. and here it
:

173 Westinghouse Power

Generators
The special generator Illustrated is of the self-excited inductor type. The rotor serves two entirely distinct purposes: 1. It carries the inductors .or the A.C. generator.
2. It
which has stationary field and armature coils.
carries the U.C. armature. which corresponds to the extiter in other machine:.

:

of bulletins of ma nu fa ctnrer's data."
stnuul man trying to explain sound ap.1
paratus to radio technicians ran only say:
"}Yell. here's one math(' Syst('rll. It's pl'et ty
complete- unusually complete- chuseu as olle
that contains nearly everything that may he
found in almost any projection room, anal
more than you'll lind in most. \lost of the
others don't have double emergency amplifiers, or some of the other conlplient i. ris "i
this mie. Now for individual difference -..
There is no such thing as a cyclopedia( of
sound equipment containing all the circuits
of all manufacturers. But every piece of apparatus shown in these two pictures has a
blue -print of its wiring pasted up inside its
.

MANUFACTURED
FOR

U. S.

GOVERNMENT

$75.00 VALUE

front or bark cover. 'Chat is the general rune
In all sound equipment. Wiring he( wren pptlrates is sometimes drawn Inside the com-

There are two pair.;

of stator roles -too
North nd two South.
Around these four
are wound tiro
four field coils which.

when energized, produce poles of alternate polarity. Each
of these poles 1s provided with four slots Into which are
fitted the A.C. windings. The rotor is a 12 -tooth inductor that carries the D.C. armature coils which supply
the D.C. exciter current required by the alternator; a
built -in commutator takes off the generated D.C. Three
leads extend through :he rating to permit a 1% V. flashlight -type battery to he switched into circuit for starting.
and to nmtrol the A.C. output of the generator. Rotated
at its normal sped of 4.500 e.o.m.. the output is 200 W.,
at 115 to 125 V. (on open circuit). 900 cycles.
Manufactured by- Westinghouse for the It. S. Signal
Corps. the sturdy ronsoructinn of this instrument recommends it to the technician. The rotor turns in ball bearings. Shaft length Idrhing end). 2 ins.: diameter, 9/16 At the
in.' the end Is threaded for a distance of 96-In.
-fn. Case
end opposite from the drive the shaft extends
dimensions, exclusive of the shaft. 11:6% In. in diameter.
worth
$75.00, but while
Guaranteed new and perfect.
they last. only $4.95. plus shipping charges. Shipping
weight 13 Ibs. Send check or money order.

Sale of 217
King -Silvertone
POWER PACKS
A replacement unit for the popular King and Silvertone sets. consist: of Power Transformer and
Choke for Silvertone 1928 and 1929
Models. and for King Models H and
1.
S

2

Measure 89.2 s 514 x 25á ". wt.,
lbs.
Supplies 4 -226.
-227.
and
-280. Specifications:
V. at I'S amps.; 25¢ V. at 1%

-71A

It_

1

1

5 V. at
4 amp.; 5 V. at
amp..: 000 V. C.T. at 60 odls.

amps.;

PRICE

2

$173

long as
supply lasts
as

Each

REMIT BY CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR
FULL AMOUNT OF EACH ITEM -SHIPPED
EXPRESS COLLECT, NO C. O. D. ORDER
ACCEPTED -MONEY REFUNDED IF NOT
SATISFIED.
Wellworth Trading Company

III

West Lake Street, Chicago.

RC -131

Ill.

Enclosed you trill find my remittance of
which please send nie:
(

connection box, Sometimes the wires
are tagged. Sometimes circuits between one
piece of apparatus and another have to be
".rung" (or '.buzzed "l out.
mon

poles

) Power Generator,

( ) King- Sllvertone

$4.95 each
Power Peek,

for

Shooting Trouble
'l'hc size of the equipment does not make
trouble shooting maw(' tiitticul t
makes it
cosier. The trouble must be lu one ',limestone
piece of equipment. The ifst thing
to do is to find whirl) panel is at fault. 'l'he
meters anal signal lamps that lure so plentifully used are an enormous help in this. and
once the guilty panel is found trouble is run
down inside it In just the same way that
t 1oí b it is run down inside u radio receiver
by ordinary electrical rules that every radio
Service 'Man knows. Meanwhile, an emergency exist, and If Were is any way to rig
up a haywire arrangement that can put the
-.how back temporarily. that is the first thing
do, for the show arsr go on. It is espeis lly in devising such imergeacy arrange,cuts -once he has become familiar with the
..quipnunt -that the training and rrsourers
of the radio tnln enable him to render rnorutntls and most taluahlr help, lint more will
be said of this latter.
Details of the eq n i pnlent will be given further attention ill future articles but one
word of advice that may not be out of order
here, is this If you are at row petrol radio
Service Matt. able to lix tiny urdin ey Irouble
in any ordinary' "cndio." anal to use common
sense, don't be seared by the mere (irate hulk
of this stuff. Parts are heavier and sturdier.
equipment is Seilli qe,M anoint more--very
much as If in an ordinary superheterodyne
'ecelver the I.P. were In one box, the mscil la for
n another, the first- deteetor in another, and
the second -detector and audio In others- -loudspeaker and rectifier and titter pack all in
boxes of (heir own. all wired together asking n
twain, Supelhetq'ud }rues once were built that
way. and sound equipment is going through the
same evolution as radio, becoming more compact, But essentially- electrically-the apparatus shown in Figs. ,t and Il is not a bit
more difficult to get along with than any highquality Tu nic' in soe
some ways- in the help
given by meter and signal lamps, for example --notch easier. .usi it is precisely the
scattered arrangement that provhies your
best opportunity to sell the theatre auxiliary
parts. For one example, many- theatres still
don't have those line voltage controls, but need

-it

-

t

0

each
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to be serviced. Many need immediate repairs which can be made
quickly, with little expense -and which
you can repair with the aid of this authoritative Refrigeration Service Manual. Make many extra dollars, together

with other repair work. Electric refrig-

eration servicing is a well -paying business -start in your spare time-before
long you will devote full time to it. One
or two jobs pays the small cost of the
OFFICIAL REFRIGERATION SERVICE MANUAL.

96 Pages of New Data
Have Been Added to the

OFFICIAL REFRIGERATION
SERVICE MANUAL
To bring this useful service manual right
up -to -date. Mr, L. K. Wright, the editor of
the OFFICIAL REFRIGERATION SERVICE MANUAL, has added a wealth of material on new electric refrigerators, and
older models as well. As usual every refrigerator has been accurately described
from the viewpoint of servicing-diagrams
to illustrate the essential parts, so simplified that repairs can easily be made. The
addition of these new pages will not increase the cost of the book to those who
order their copy now.
Here Are Some of The

Important Chapters:

Introduction to the Refrigeration servicing Rusinecs
111--top of Refrigeration
l'undanmentnl of Refrigeration
Drarr i ptlon of All Known Types of Refrigeration
Motor.
Trouble Shoaling
Colt l'arts. Valves and Automatic Equipment
Makes
of Units
5anfactureo

of

ai

Cabinets

Refrigerants and Automatic
Other Important Chapters

Equipment

and

Many

Over 1,200 Diagrams
450 Pages

Flexible Looseleaf Binder
Complete Service Data

-

R'ynn's I u_- :ncaiI
hruadc;lst chain
which recently started operations with headquarters In New York. listed exactly :f days af'ter which its world-famous pre-:bloom offered
his resignation: and now' if is bankrupt'
The stations connected with this would -be
chain are continuing to broadcast individually-.
l'eh.

Adirata

dozens of electric refrigerators

1

.

hem.

$1.73

rrgeilatois.

rIn your community there are

I

Mail Coupon Today!
GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS. Inc.
RC-154
Park Place, New York. N. Y.
I erclose her.with my rendttanre for $5.00 (check.
stamps or
y Order aeveptedl for which Yoh
art- to
potage prepaid. one ropy of the
OFFICIAI, REt'RIGEit.tTION SERVICE MANUAL. together with the extra 96 pages al new material at no extra cost.
96 -98

Niort
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Here's a book every Radio
Man will refer to dozens
of times every day-

.4 I aluable RADIO BOOK!
one radio book that answers every
HERE
conceivable question on interference.
It
is

contains 76 pages, 8%x11 inches, chock full
with wiring diagrams, drawings and photographs showing where interference originates
-how it is distributed, and how to eliminate
it. This is a wealth of information needed by
every radio listener, dealer and Service Man.
Sand fifty cents in stamps or check for this book.

RADIO -CRAFT MAGAZINE

96 -98

Park Place

New York, N. Y

MAILING

LISTS

Pave the way to more sales with actual
names and addresses of Live pro.peets.
Get them from the original compilers
of basic list information -up to date
accurate-guaranteed.

-

Tell

us about your

butine,,. We'll help
No ob.

you find the prospects.

ligation for consultation service.

'ttt

F

60 page Reference
Gives counts and prices on

8.000 lines of business.

Shows you how to get special lists by territories and line of business. Auto lists of

all kinds.
Shows you how to use the mails to sell
your products and services. Write today.

R. L. POLK & CO.
Polk

Bldg.- Detroit, Mich.

Branches in Principal Cities
World's Largest City Directory Publishers
Mailing List Compilera. Business Statistics. Producers of Direct Mail Advertising.

HOW
COMPLETE IS YOUR RADIO
SERVICING FILE?
Every Service Man and Dealer must, without
any question, have his servicing material right
up- to- the -minute, and most assuredly, it must
be complete In every respect.
In the CONSOLIDATED
OFFICIAL
RADIO
SERVICE
MANUAL, the only complete One -Volume book
on radio servicing, will be found over 2300
pages, over 5,500 diagrams, charts and photos.
Full details will be found on page 442.

SUPER P.A. SYSTEM
(Continued front pape 400)
down as low as R cycles per second!
'l'he single -stage pre -amplifier unit which
was located between the microphone and the
mixer circuits is shown in Fig. 2. This
amplifier contains a single tube and ta coupled
at the input and output by transformers.
'l'he amplification in this singlrstt ge preamplifier is approximately 24 db. The input
1s fed from the microphones through n 30
ohm impedance line to the primary of the
input transformer. The output of the preamplifier is adjusted to 200 ohms which
matches the mixer impedance.
From there the signals are fed into the
2 -stage pr- amplifier, Fig. 3, which is also
transformer coupled at input and output. This
amplifier has an approximate gain of 39 db.
Both the input and output impedance of the
coupling transformers are adjusted to 200
ohms and the output is fed to the master gain
control where the volume of the entire system
is adjusted to the instantaneous level required.
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The Voltage Amplifier
The voltage amplifier follows the gain control and in this amplifier will be found several
unique features. In the first place. it Is a
double -resistance -coupled amplifier, similar in
appearance to resistance- coupled push -pull
amplifiers. Each stage contains two tubes

working exactly 180 degrees out of phase.
The output of the second stage of this
amplifier is divided into three distinct sections illustrated in block form in Fig. 1
(shown in fart It. Each of these three sections covers one part of the audible frequency
spectrum ; that is, the bass register, middle
register, and high -frequency register. Each
of these sections contains a voltage amplifier
of the "double resistance' type mentioned
above, and a power amplifier feeding into the
speaker units.
To select the frequency response desired,
the capacity of condensers C23 and C24
shown in Fig. 4 are varied. For the high
frequencies, small condensers are used for
this coupling; for the middle register, larger
capacities are used ; and, for the buss frequencies, a combination of condensers and
A.F. chokes is used. This combination of
capacity and inductance represents a band
filter with a cut-off above 206 cycles. The
circuit diagram of the power amplifier units
is shown in Fig. 5. The size of the tubes
the output
used in this stage depends tit
required. For the bass register, this output
is approximately 46 W. for each amplifier;
for the middle register about 12W.; and,
for the high frequencies,
W. 7'hese out put ratings allot- only Igo second -harmonic
content, and will, of course, be Increased
about 1/3, if the usual .1% harmonic distortion is permitted. The gain in the voltage
and power amplifiers is about 76 db., maxi -

'i'

mum.
The frequency response of the entire P.A.
system is shown in the graph in Fig. 6. This
chart shows the output of the low- frequency,
middle-frequency, and high-frequency" units, as
well as the frequency characteristic of the
complete system.
In Figs. (i and II, respectively, are shown
In this
the amplifier and rectifier panels.
instaIlautIII there are two distinct amplifiers
which may be operated either individually or

in unison.)

The above general description will give an
idea of some of the difficulties which may be
countered in designing P.A. systems for large
auditoriums, where true fidelity of reproduction Is a necessity. We have not mentioned
anything about the balancing of the individual amplifiers ; impedance adjusting;
acoustic feedback, or any of the other difficulties which the installation engineer invariably enrmmters. However, any Service
Man who has attempted, to install a P.A.
system is familiar, at least in part, with
these difficulties.
(Courtesy is extended to Mr. T. F. Bludworth, I'iesiclent. and W. C. ßlalsell. Chief
Engineer, Bludworth, Inc., who gave the
writer every possible assistance in the preparation of this article. Note that all available
data armours in the nrticle and accompanying
f
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Lefts and rights in the
shape of heat, vibration,
excess voltage
. mean
nothing to a Centralab
Fixed Resistor. .
Baked at 2700 degrees it takes every
abuse .ton the chin" and comes up
smiling.
That's why we say . . . insist on
Centralabs.

CENTRAL RADIO

MILWAUKEE

LABORATORIES
WISCONSIN

PRACTICAL
RADIO ENGINEERING
An ppo unity for RADIO
MEN to enlarge their scope

of training.

Whether elementary radio
principles or advanced subjects, sound applieat ions or
practical radio engineering, RCA
Institutes is prepared to give you
the instruction you need.
RESIDENT SCHOOLS NEW YORK AND CHICAGO
with modern .iandard e lui enant
EXTENSION COURSES FOR HOME STUDY

obligation plan.
Illustrated Catalog
ao
on Request

under convenient

R C A

INSTITUTES. INC.
Dept. RT -1

73 Varick Street, New

York

1154 Merchandise Mart, Chicago

Improve

-your

radio construction work by following the technical data in the new
Hammarlund Catalog.
For FREE COPY, write Dept. RC-I.
Ask also for information on COMET
"PRO " -Superheterodyne with Crystal
Filter and Automatic Volume Control.

HAMMARLUND MFG. CO.
424 W. 33rd Street
New York, N. Y.

3oL 3zttNL Rndjn

ámmarlund
PRODUCTS
'37

READERS' DEPARTMENT
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(Continued front page 903)

of These

Popu/arShort WareBools
livHere's money put right into your pocket- here's
You get absolute'?
ing you never gave a thought to.
and 50e short
FREE any one or moro of the regular 25eSHORT
RAVE
wave books with a year's subscription to
A one
CRAFT, the Radio Experimenter's Magazine.
two
year's subscription brings you one fifty cent book or
brings
twenty -five cent books; a two -rear subscription
cent
twenty-five
one
any
books
and
cent
fifty
two
you
to
Decide NOW what books are most necessary
book.
return mall.
send
mediatey.
be ssentuto yosubscription
Thue books

b

250

The Copy

Now it is going to be tough waiting for the
balance of Mr. Nadell's series, but while we
wait allow me to mention the articles which
I like best in RADIO-CRAFT.
First : new simple test equipment, such as
point to point systems (lets hare snore on

this).

Second: Service Data sheets; never miss
one of these.
Third: Operating Notes.
Fourth: Readers' Department; eery good.
I would like to see a service department

conducted by Frank L. Sprayberry; an auto radio service department; and a department
devoted to servicing theater equipment (of
course this is what I would like to see). I
wonder how many more agree with me or
disagree?
In conclusion, how about an article on a
tube tester utilizing an oscillator anti an output meter: one that won't go stale on us for
a while at least?
S.

422:1

4 -Geier Cover
9" x 12" In Size
Over 200 Illustrations

Notirioni!
cLIVCRS

Na

Na I
50e

2

50c

Na 4

No. 8
25e

250

popular short-ways magazine Interests the great
tjsHls
army of "hams," broadcast listeners, and general
radio students who are interested in experimental as
well as srientiac angles of short wave development and
application- In each monthly issue appears the largest
and most correct short -wave station call list, and important construction articles on receivers and transmitters. including "plcturized" diagram easily understood
by anyone, a bog feature "originated" by SHORT WAVE
CRAFT. You'll also find the latest news about shortwave physics, micro- and ultra -short waves and other
applications of this newest branch of radio.

Many Short Wave Sets to Build
is with complete construcMany excellent short-wave
tion details with "picture" diagrams, are found In every
Issue -these sets vary from simple one- and two -tube
sets to those of more advance,! design, Ove and eight
tubes.

Big Silver Trophy FREE!
Recently lnnugurated by Mr, Hugo Gemshack, Editor.
To the Shortwas the "Short Wave Scout Contest."
Wave "fan" whn has logged and obtained verification of
the largest number of short -wave stations from all over
the world, during one month. will he awarded a magnificent slier Short Ware Scout Trophy.

Mail This Coupon Today!
SNORT WAVE CRAFT. Dept. RC -134
96.96 Park Place, New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Enclosed you will find my remittance for a
subscription to SHORT WAVE CRAFT for
One Year P. $2.50 (Canadian and foreign $3.00)
[ 1 Two Years (a 25.00 (Canadian and foreign 26.00)
Send me FREE books which are circled below.

[

1

2

6

4

Name
Address

City

State

(Send remittance in check or m mey order. Register letif It contains cash or unused U. S. Postage Stamps.)
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YOUR

Increase
SERVICING

25%

scnicing auto radios, then you're
,55 a grc:rt deal of business. The auto -radio busthad its greatest boom this past summer and thousold: of sets were sold. By this time many of these
samo sets require servicing and with hundreds of them
good
tight in your own community, you can build up
auto -radio senicing business, In a short time you Can
easily add 55% or more to your regular servicing busiI:

a

are overlooking

ness.

M. LOCKWOOD,

\,

Pnufina Et..
Chicago, Ill.

THE "PHANTOM" DEFECT
Editor, ILtD10-CRAFT:
I note the question submitted by Mr. l'aul
V. Brown in the June issue of RADIO -CRAFT:
I had a similar problem over a year ago. My
set, a l'hilce model 70 A.C. set, acted similar
to Mr. Browns, This receiver was sent to
the state distributors on two different occasions (about 0 months apart I. The receiver
was returned as O. K. each time, but after
operating it for a few days it did the same
thing, first fading and then blocking, and by
snapping the switch off and on again it
worked O. K. for it while. It did this for
about t) months. In all this time I had tested
the receiver a dozen times for every possible
defect.
One day I took it out, turned it upside
down and set it going, and taking a neon
lamp tester went over the set completely as
I had dune several times. however. this time
When it faded I happened to touch one of the
balancing units and, presto, it came back to
normal operation. In this model the balancing condenser and also a small fixed condenser
are in one unit. I resoldered all the connections but It did not remedy the matter, replacing the unit cured the trouble and the
receiver worked O. K. Ali tests showed this
unit O. S. when cold but went wrong after it
got warmed up, I thought at first it was a
loose connection but it was not : It was in
the balancing condenser. I trust this will
help you.
Il. J. PRESIIINIIEn,
Radio Electric Shop.
Geraldine, .t/rtnt,

P.A. IN A FARMING TOWN
Editor,

BUSINESS

RADIO- CRAFT:

The following account of bow we made use
of a P.A. system may be of interest.

To understand the purpose of this system's
use here one should understand something
about our town. Lenox is a small village of
1.200 population in a community entirely
agricultural. Naturally, a town of this size
does not boast of a large business section!
Lenox does most of Its business on one block.
plus one -half block each way from one end
of the main block. The farmers drive in for
most of their buying on Wednesday and Saturday nights. tonally, more business is done
from 7 to 11:30 P.M. on Saturday night
than during all the other days of the week
combined !
The object of the P.A. system was to furnish entertainment and to stimulate business.
Two of us, with only a slight knowledge of
the workings of a P.A. system. burrowed the
money and started out. We purchased an amplifier. two dynamic speakers, mike. turntable,
We started last
pickup and control box.

year, in September, and worked every Wednesday and Saturday night until October
17th, This Spring we bad our opening program on May 7th and discontinued on October 15th. We have had lots of fun, given en-

Service Manual

-.

Complete Directory
of alt

Automobile Radio Receivers

.

Full Installation and
Trouble Shooting Guide

52.50

Copy

Every man connected in any way with the booming auto.
radio business will want a copy of this book immediately.
It is devoted exclusively to auto -radio service 'dope" in
complete. understandable form.
Tice OFFICIAL AUTO RADIO SER\7CE MANUAL. contains sehrtnatir diachassis layouts, mounting
Instnactlons, and
grams,
trouble shooting hints on all 1933 and many older model
autoradlo receivers. This Manual contains a "gold-

mine" of information,

List of Sets Covered in the Manual
Atwater Kent Mfg. Co.
Autocrat Radio Company
Carter Genemutor Corp.
Chevrolet Motor Company
Crosley Radio Coro.
Delco Appliance Corp.
Emerson Electric Mfg. Co.
Federated Purchaser, Inv.
Fada Radio & Elec. Corp.
Ford -Majestic
Franklin Radio Corp.
Galvin Mfg. Corn.
General Electric Co.
General Motors Corp.
Grigsby-Orunow Co.

Homlwin Company
Montgomery ward & Co.
National Co.. Inc.
l'hllco Radio & Tel. Corp.
Fierce -Afro. Inc.
Chas.

Premier Electric Co.
RCA -Victor Co., Inc.
Sentinel Radio Corp.
Sparks- \Vithington Corp.
Stewart Radio & Tel. Corp.
United Amer. Bosch Corp.
United Motors Service
U. S. Radio & Tel. Corp.
lvelts- C.irdner Company
Zenith Radio Corp.

Over 200 Pages
Over 500 Illustrations
9x12 Inches
Flexible, Loose -Leaf Cover
Mail This Coupon Today!
It( '-1.1-1
GEItNstt.%CE PCRLICATIOX.s. [ne,
90 -98 Park !'lace, New York. N. Y.
Enclosed you will find my remittance of $2.50 for which
Please send me One Copy of the 1993 OFFICIAL AUTO(Send remittance in
RADIO SERVICE 3LtN1iAL.
Register letter R it contains
check or money order.
cash of currency.
WE PAY POSTAGE.
Name
Address

City
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tertainment to many people, boosted for our
town, and paid for the outfit.
This year we extended our outfit so as to
give complete coverage on the main business
block with less output and better quality.
Our "studio" was in the front end of a
restaurant where people on the street could
look In and see as well as hear. (The street
would often be crowded so that autos would
be unable to get through.)
We had the usual grief with packed but-

tons and broken down filter condensers, but
enjoyed it all Two days following our first
"broadcast" last year, we amplified I :overuor
Turner's talk at a small town "home Coming Festival" and got away with it amazingly
well. We found out later that only one button of the mike bad been properly hooked!
Thls year we have used six small magnetic
units and two dynamic cone speakers, in second -story windows ; and on the roofs of one -tory buildings.
Last winter we tried out dunces using
recordings. These dances were not a success
as the dancers seem to want an orchestra in
sight
do not understand the psychology
of it.
Just before primary elections last June we
had several of the county candidates give
five- minute talks. Due to the depression we
did not try for any engagements outside of
town.
Our charge to the merchants for their ads.
was held to a minimum as we did not go
into it as a money- making proposition. However, it could he made to pay good money if
properly handled. Anyone who can sell advertisements to small town merchants twice
each week during this depression (and most
of the time write the ads. as well) should be
able to sell anything to anyone.
Any further information desired about the
workings of a P.A. system in a rural community will be gladly given on request.

-I

article stated that they get 28 W. undistorted
output-uncanny, what these new amplifiers
will do!
According to the distortion curve in ELEC.
TRONICS magazine, the per cent of distortion
rises sharply when the power is increased
over 10 W. and they also state that the tubes,
(59's in class B) are capable of 20 W. undistorted output, so I would like to be let
in on the secret of how they get the 28 W.maybe its due to the 3.2 per cent they use!
t GIBSON

Bit INDLEY,

Midi() Service Shop,
1101% Hamilton Ace.,
Trenton, N. J.
EDITOR, RADIOCRAFT

:

We wish to acknowledge the letter cd Mr.
glbson Brindley.
The writer is sure that If Mr. Rrindley will
once again refer to the curves that he mentions, he will find that the type 59 tubes in
class B are capable of higher than 20 W.
undistorted Output, depending entirely upon
the 'driver" of these tubes! The secret of
how we get 28 W. Is due solely to the forni
of driver we employ, as well as good quality
input and output transformers.
Under actual measurement, the 28 W. class
B amplifier saturates at 38- and -a- fraction
watts output, this being measured across the
500 ohm line output circuit of the amplifier.
We are sure, therefore, that it is agreed, with
us, that in rating our amplifier at 28 W. output, we are being very mtnservative. The distortion percentage is below 10 per cent at
2s W. output which is exceptionally good for
Mass B amplification. This 10 per cent is
not noticeable to the average ear.
F. LESTER,
Wholesale Radio Service Co.,

Neto York, N. Y.

D. L. ItAul:.

Editor. RADIO- CRAFT
I have a problem that I would like you to
think about. Some of the cheap sets that are
being put out now set up interference in
other receivers. A case has been brought to
my attention, of an apartment house where
there are two of the Majestic model 310.1
sets and due to the fact that they have an
unshielded oscillator coil, they broadcast a
signal 175 ke. below the station tuned In,
and thus bother all other radio receivers in
the vicinity. The owners have spent good
money for these sets Mill don't care to junk
them, but the neighbors are also entitled to
good reception.
I have tried shielding the chassis and have
written to the manufacturer without result.
Must I conclude that there is no solution to
this problem? I have noticed the same condition in sets of other manufacturers, the
manufacturer mentioned above is not the only
offender!
I wish that you would publish this letter
to "razz' the nia nu in .t a revs for putting out
such sets In this day of eaueested conditions.
Norton, Kansas.

(This condition is indeed deplorable. With
the sensitive sets of today, "bloopers" are
unforgivable. And the worst of the sit mat inn
is that there Is no practical solution to the
;,dd em. As long as nia un fa ettir.rs continue

to make such sets. the condition will remain.
To cure an individual case. the oscillator
coil era n be shielded and a filter inserted between the set and the power supply lines: or
a single stage of untuned R. I.% connected as
n block hut' circuit.
After the set has liven
realigned. rndlatlon is usually eliminated it
reduced a great deal.
However, it is virtually impossible to du
this to every radio sort that "blimps:' even if
the owners were willing to pay to have the
.

ha ages made.

-,t rsociate

Editor)

"FOUR NEW AMPLIFIERS " --PRO
AND CON

Editor,

Dtod'aAr r
I am sending a verbal "scallion" to Mr.
F. Lester who wrote the article "Four New
Amplifiers" In the October, 1933 issue. This
IRA
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SHURE TECHNICAL BULLETIN and
the numerous requests for back issues . . .
the following back issues are available
now at

6
No.

I

f 'on t

in a cd /ronu

pape

.113)

Line voltage regulation is provided by a
va ria Ile resistor in the A.C. line. fly a single pole single -throw push button switch, the
neon tube is hooked across the 230 V. winding. Placing the "English reading" shunt resistor at point No. 12, which is approximately
10,000 ohms resistance, changes the characteristics of the neon tube in such a manner
as to permit it to be adjusted to a point on
the scale indicated by a red line (about in the
center of the "flood" sect Ion I. When the
Iieon beam is adjusted to this line the voltage
on the primary is approximately 100 V.

Instructions
Set Sw..: (knob No, 1) on the off position. Insert the tube in the socket hulicated on 'fable I. Set knob Nu. 1 tu posit iun
1, 2, 3 of 4, as shown. caution: Ise sure to
have the correct setting to avoid applying the
wrong voltage to the filament.
The No. 1 switch at the side left of the
panel should be set at position 1 or 2 according to the chart. The toggle switch Sw-.2 at
the right of the panel should be thrown to
-Control (:rid" for all tubes with a grid cap
on top -all others. to "regular (:rid." Set
knob No. 2 111 at 12. press the red button.
adjust the line voltage control (located in upper right hand corner of the cabinet) turn
right or left until the neon light column is
even with the red line. Set control knob No. 2
according to the chart. Press button Sw:l
'Press to Read "; if the tube is good, the
light will rise to the good" section. If
the tube is burned out, or weak, the light
will show. or rise only to the - Renew" section of the scale.
Shorted tubes will cause the indicator tube
to burn very bright, and light will spill over
the top of the anode.
To test for a short between cathode and
filament, press button "Press to Read" and
the white button at the same tinte, If the

per copy.

1

Condenser vs. Two -Button Mi.
crophones.

No. 2

Field Problems in Microphone
BroadcastPlacement. Part
ing.

No. 3

Field Problems in Microphone
Placement. Part
Public Address Systems.

No. d
No. 5

Mixing Circuit Design Data.

1-

2-

The Microphone -An Electric
Ear.
Noise Measurements
Binaural Transmission.

-

Field Problems in Microphone
Placement. Part 3
Multiple
Microphone Systems.

G

NEON -TYPE CHECKER

:

O. W. LAWRENCE,

Because of the widespread interest in the

No.

Lcao.r, loon.

THE MODERN BLOOPER

Get Your
Copies of the
SHURE
TECHNICAL
BULLETIN

TECHNICAL BULLETIN
monthly publication of the Shure
Brothers Company, 215 W. Huron St.,
Chicago, microphone makers
. contains
AUTHORITATIVE AND USEFUL INFORMATION on microphones, microThe SHURE
a

phone placement, design data on associated
speech -input circuits, new applications of
microphones for industrial and research
purposes, and similar technical phases of
broadcast and sound engineering.

of the SHURE TECHNICAL
BULLETIN may be had without charge by
broadcasting, public -address and recording
engineers simply by sending in your request on your company's letterhead.
Copies

Subscriptions accepted from amateurs, radio
service men, and others at the nominal fee
of 50c per year.

To be sure of having these valuable
issues send for them now. Use the
coupon below.

I

neon light Imatn

shorted.

doesnt disappear. the tube is

This applies only to beater typo
tubes.
To test one plate of a full -wave rectifier,
test in the usual way. To test second plate,
press button "Press to Read" and button No.
wt sw.7 at the saune time.
I

1934

SHURE BROTHERS COMPANY
215 W. Huron Street, Chicago, Ill.
Please send me postpaid the following
back issues of the SHURE TECHNICAL BULLETIN:
No.

No. 4

1

No. 2

-.

No.

5

No 6
No. 3
e
I am enclosing
(in stamps) (in cash).
Please enter my subscription for ono
year. I am enclosing 50e
in stamps
in cash
in money order.

Name

-

Address

--_.

City and State

RC134

M
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Classified Advertisements
Advertisements in this section are inserted at the
insertionfor
count as
name, Initials and
Cash should accompany all classified advertisements
unless played by a recognized advertising agency. No
name.of

Advertising for
ten words are accepted.
the February' 17:19 issue should be received not later
than December 91h.

less thus

CABINETS WANTED

RCA -106 Cabinets -less speakers. Will pay cash.
Write Reese Electric Company, North Syracuse,
New York.
MUSICAL

Complete course $3.00.
PLAT' Piano by car.
Joe Boucher, Box 12.11,
Formerly $15.00).
Ottawa, Canada.
POWER SUPPLIES

(Formerly $15.00). Joe Boucher, Box 12.11,
A.C. POWER, less than $5.00. Build a 300 -watt,
110 -volt, 60- cycle, public address or light generator.

Complete plans $1.00.

Box 382, 'Vincennes, Indiana.

A.C. Power.

P. O.

RADIO

RADIO PARTS -WE CARRY EVERYTHING
for receiving and transmitting. Wedel Company,
Inc., Wholesale, Seattle, \Vashington.
SONGWRITERS

SONGWRITERS! Poems, melodies.
opportunity. Hibbeler, D153, 2104

Amazing
Keystone

Chicago.

$1 PAYS FOR 3000
LIFE PROTECTION
Even If You Are Past 55
The National Security Assn., 204 S. Hamilton
Dr., Dept. 76 -W, Beverly Hills, Calif., is offering
to men, women and children, between the ages
of 30 and 75, a new Life Protection Membership
Certificate without medical examination for $1,
which pays $1000 for death from any cause;
$2000 to $3000 for accidental death. SEND
Just your name, age, name of
NO MONEY.
beneficiary-, and a Life Certificate, fully made out
in your name, will be sent to you for 10 Day's
Free Inspection. NO AGENT WILL CALL. If
you decide to keep It, send only $1 to put your
protection in force for about 45 days -then about
Sc a day.
If not, you owe nothing. OFFER
LIMITED. So write today.

001°cr
THE MAGAZINE OF SEX SCIENCE
SEXOLOGY, foremost educational sex magazine. Is
written in simple language and can be read by
It is instructive, enevery member of the family.
lightening -tot a risque book- contains no Jargon.
Devoted to Science of Health Hygiene.

Contains 25 Important articles on Sex Science. 6$
Here are a
pages, with attraclite two -color cover.
few of the more important articles: The Male Reproductive Organs (lllustrate,n : The Cycle of alenstruatlon (Illustrated?: Three l'nmual Types of Pregnancy (Illustrated); Nspnlemi s Sexual Transformation: Red -Wetting and Sex weakness- Sex -Life
During Pregnancy; Is Sexual Abstinence Harmfult
A Reply; Can We Control Sex of Offspring?; Masturbation-The Truth About It: Are Douches Neces-

-

sary?: A Stan Becomes a Woman.
Get a copy of SEXOLOGY on any newsstand, or.
It your dealer cannot supply you. send 25e In stamps
ropy of the current Issue.
for
SEXOLOGY 25R West Broadway New York. N. V.

ONE CENT A DAY PAYS
UP TO $100 A MONTH

The Postal Life & Casualty Insurance Co., 102 Postal Life Building,
Kansas City, Mo., is offering a new
accident policy that pays up to $100
a month for 24 months for disability
and $1,000.00 for deaths -costs lc a
day -$3.65 a year. Covers all accidents including those of occupation.
Men, women and children eligible.
Send no money. Simply send name,
address, age, beneficiary's name and
relationship and they will send this
policy on 10 days' FREE inspection.
No examination is required. This of
fer is limited, so write the company
today.
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(Six possible settings for Rl (knob 21 are
shown in Fig.
actually, Rl is continuously

1-

va Liable.)

List of Parts
Two NaAld 4 prong sockets. Si, S2;
One Nnald 5 prong socket, S3;
Three NiAld 6 prong sockets. S4, 55, S6;
One NaAld 7 prong socket (large). 87:
One NaAld 7 prong socket (small), SS;
One Clnrostat wire -around variable resistor,
15,000 ohms, R1;
One ('larostat wire- wot,tul variable resistor.
2.000 ohms, Its;
One Clnrostat wire -wound variable resistor,
5.000 ohms, R3
One Electrad wire -wound fixed resistor. 1.3un
ohms, R2:
One Electrad wire -wound fixed resistor. :;.utui
ohms, R4;
Two Hart & Hegeman switches. double -pn'e
double -throw, Sw1, Sw2:
One Carter switch, 6- position, Sw:i ;
One Hart & Hegeman switch, single -pole
;

single-throw, Sw6;
One Acme switch. push -button type. Sw4:
One Acme switch, push-button type. Sw5
One Acme switch push vins tien type. Sw7:
One power transformer. primary 110 \-.. secondary 230 Y.. filament 23 V. tapped at
1.5, 2.5, 6, and 12 V.;
;

One Acme panel;
One Acute glow discharge neon tube;
One Tetley tip -jack.
TABLE I
Soc- K.

Ts-pc
No.

ket
1
1
1

1

KRI
2A3
2A5
2A7

5

7
7

2117

5Z3

2

6A1'

7

6B7
6C6
6D6

7

61)7

7
7

6
6

6E7

2

1

5
5
5
5

2

2
2
2
2
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

01A
10
12
12A

1
1

15
19

3
4

1

20

1

K1120

4

22
KR22
24
24A
25

1

2
2
2
3

257.3

26
27
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

1

1

3

3
3
1

14
15
9
14
15
11
11
11
11
1R

18
11
11
20
14
12
20
20

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1

2
2

Type
No.

:i

:;

1

2
2
2
4

2

7F1

6

2
2
2

4

3
3
3

1

1

18

3

2
2

18
14
19
10
18
14
16
17
14
12
11
14
18
s

2

1

3

1

1

1

3

39

40

1

41

5

2
3
3
3
3
3
3

2
2
2
1

2
2

2

3

1

4

2
2

11

3
3

2

11

1

11
11
9

2
2

10

2

2
2

PZ

3
3

2

S

2

3
A 4
4

2
2
3
3

20
20
20

2

5

2

3
3
2
2
2

5
5

2
2

10

2

5

2

10

2

LA

PZII
Wund.
\Vend.
Wund.
452A

482ß

2

483
484A
485
486

2

4
4

82
83
84
85
89

2
2

2

11
11

2

1

2

3

1

1

2
2

2

6

5

1

8

1

1

R

4

1

6

8
14
12
17
12
1S
11
11

20

2

2

6

1

3

81

4
1

3

2
2

5
10

3

79
80

4

4

2

2

2

5

3

3
3
2
2
2
2

2

2

2

2

3

1

R

1

R

2

2

3

1

4

10
8
14

20
20

15
15
14

3

2

:i

5
3

K. Sw.

1

5
3

3
3

3
4

6

1
1

1

3

3
3
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MAJESTIC MODEL 52
you see the complaint. "Majestic
32-doesn't work:" on one of your calls.
check the second -detector plate voltage. If
there just isn't any, you can be sure it Is
the 23.000 ohm resistor enclosed in the can
holding the sockets of the two
and the
80. This resistor is accessible by removing
one screw and taking off the back plate. Another common failure in this nunlel is the
VVHEN

4s

-meg. grid resistor in the oscillator circuit,
1This resistor is directly at the oscillator
socket.)

Poe- IC.
ket

the particular set sounds exceptionally noisy.
switch the range control to a minimum position. (This control is located in the back
of the two type 45 sockets-looking from the
rear. )
Plaice 47
either the 44 or 36 tubes
short from filament to cathode the result will
be fading and intermittent reception. Also,
the pilot light will burn with reduced bril-

.1

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
52
51
55
56
57
58
59
69
70
71
75
77

20

4

3
3
3
3

38

K. Str.

1

3
3

PHILCO SETS
C111A
ACOMMON
trouble in the Philco 111 and
models is an open circuit in the
oscillator coil due to the heat expanding the
coil form which breaks the wire. In the
higher serial numbers this coil was changed
to a honeycomb wound arrangement which
eliminated this fault. A word of warning
may also be said about the range control. If

3
3
3
3
3

2

5

1

12
8
10

2
2

5
5

1
1
1

2
2

OPERATING NOTES
(Continued from page 416)
This damper is made of sponge rubber
thick, and is % x 9 /16 -in. long.

% -In.

Low volume on phono. can also be traced
to a poor contact in a radio -phono. switch.
On the same model the filter block breaks
down. It the customer wants a cheap repair
or has been given a lower estimate, and you
want to cut your own, disconnect the lead
from terminal three on the filter block and
put this lead on the positive side of a 2 mf.
electrolytic condenser. The negative lead of
the electrolytic condenser goes to terminal 4
on the filter block. A temporary repair can
be affected by just disconnecting this lead from

terminal 3, and taping the end: the receiver
will then function with but a slight increase
in the hum.

BRUNSWICK SETS
a Brunswick model 14 or 21 has a rather
high hum level, a few changes in the wiring can greatly reduce It. The purple, .1meg. grid resistor located in the power unit
directly above the 27 tube must be changed
to a .25 -nteg. resistor. The bypass for the
detector screen -grid should be changed from
.1 -tuf. to .3 -of.
(This condenser is located
along the side of the detector socket and is
tubular in shape.)
Brunswick models 14, 21, flush 81. both A.C.
and D,C., (the D.C. circuit le shown In Fig.

IF

hn ve a fault which was mentioned in a
previous article. namely. the burning out of
the primary of the push -pull input t ans former. The Service Man's cost on an origlunl replacement is $3.23. Add to this your
labor charge and you have a fancy charge.
After losing a few jobs, a scheme was doped
out whereby the estimate can be lower and
the profit greater. The total cost is now 36c.
(See Fig. 3.) Resistors Rl and 112 are placed
across the now defunct primary. In this
way we get the voltage by the plate of the
preceding tube. 112 is only to impress a signal voltage on the remaining output tube or
tubes through t'2. The values of this set -up
are Rl and 112, 25.000 ohms; Cl and C2.
.02- to .1 -mf.
In the Brunswick models 13 and 22, the
most common complaint is oscillation. This
is due to open It. E. bypass condensers. which
are located between the tube sockets. The
casings are of black bakelite: to check, move
the connecting lugs on each condenser in
turn ; if there is a click, and the oscillation
ceases. you have found the faulty one. In
this same model we have found a weak signal, accompanied by distortion. to be due to
an open coupling condenser between the detector and first A.F. This condenser Is located under the bakelite sub -panel at the
right hand corner of the set.
The Brunswick models 15 and 22 D.C. will
motorboat if the 4% Y. "C" battery is at
all weak. (The voltage of the 22r., V. battery is not at all critical.) This is the model
using the types 71., 39 and 3.2 tubes.

2.1

A.

K. MODEL 61

THE Atwater Feat model 61 gets very
noisy after about 2.000 hours of service.
This is due to the three filament resistors
overheating and, bunting away the insulating
material between the wire and the iron stria
on whirls they are wound, causing a short.
If the center strip burns out. the first two
22 type tubes will not light.
A slipping dial is caused by the rubber
friction drive being worn nut. For a temporary repair, take out the screw on the dial
knob and tear a strip, about l4 -In. wide from
a length of tape and wind the strip tightly
:round the grooved portion of the rubber.
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RCA VICTOR
O\ the RCA SH

retie

reception or
intermittent rt. ept itto is usually due to
poor contact on the rotor contact strips of
the condenser.
I17. no

H. WEILER,
514 E. 1:tStß Bt.,
:Yew roa, N. Y.

MAJESTIC SETS
\Lt.1f :s'i'll' Iu.n LI To the Service Man
will often lied that the first .l. F tube
type 26) is getting no plate voltage. It
is usual to suspect the primary of the input
transformer. However. mast of the time we
I

STEWART- WARNER
Stewart-Warner
the it.l'. bypass
(condenser value is very critical. On a set
which is weak in volume and sensitivity try
different capacities.
When the right condenser is placed in the circuit, the set will
"jump at you." These are liber inclosed condensers (fire cracker type t. If tt metal cased
condenser is used, it must be well taped or
insulated.
N

I

O. A. ta'LLEDt: E,

(Box 11S3),

McFarland Furniture, Inc.,

N

Campbell :t made,
Vero Beach, Fla.

a

find the trouble is due to an open 1.400 ohm
resistor, mounted back of the sub-panel In-

side the set.

It is very easy to make a repair here without removing the chassis at all. and it is a
good idea to try the following trick first.
Remove the hum -control knob and place
a \Ia,iest is 1,4100 ohm resistor from the hum eontrol shaft to the chassis frame (ground),
as shown in Fig. 4. If musie conies in O.K.
ream out one end of the resistor to tit the
shaft. place it on shaft. and place the other
end of resistor between the back of the chassis and the bottom of the chassis. .\ good
tight lit rant be had by striking the flange
of the bottom with a hammer. This is not
it temporary job but can be made a permanent
one by ordinary care.
This -stunt" saves a world of time and taking the set out to tie shop. (.. study of the
hookup will show telly this scheme wo rks.l
In leceivtrs of the model 1::0 series of
Majestic. n very lead noise will sometimes be
encountered to bung-ll -do.p noise) when the
tuning dial is moved. .\ little graphite or
vaseline under the prongs which ground the
rotors of the condenser gang will remedy this
osCil tat tun.

1'pon innking a call in connection with the
model 52 Majestic, always shellac the dial
light when putting in a new one (a well known "j,,I, to any one who has bad it to

do). A little shelter. or wax melted in the
right place will save 45 minutes labor a little
later nn (its a job you can't charge much for

anyway,

_t speaker which reproduces high notes
badly Irsprcia fly the Majestic model 70 series
reeei vers may not always be due to a bad
cone -many times the field coil is loose in
"the pot." .\ little packing with pasteboard
on the bark end will correct the condition
after tverythibg else has failed.
An open tied coil cant be repaired (vino
times out of r.u if you will take off the
end plates of saute. You will usually find
several small green spots (corrosion) on each
end of the coil.
Break these and solder. One of them is
to blame.
Nearly Ilvays the -open" Is upon one end
and %n.). '-,9doea "inside" the coil. ('l'he air
of con r.' g.Is to the outside easier.)
When uo grid voll:t ge is found upon any
of the R.P. to tes. first test every tube for
"shorts" as one shorted tube kills grid voltage
on all R.P. tubes.
Many- times the i-adiotrit-inn will find low
voltages due to the winding of the voltage
regulator being wound with the wrong size
resistance wire.
It Is well known by all real radiotricians
that this is important. .l Ti) Majestic and
a PO, also nearly all other sets use different
values of resistance, depending upon the current drain. etc.
Where low voltage is encountered in the
set with a normal line voltage -look at the
i

I

:

regulator.
Voltage can be raised or lowered at will by
a little intelligent work with the voltage
regulator. This is a simple matter which is
overlooked by most Service Men.
When aligning a model 70 Majestic you will
notice aligning condensers upon the side of
each R.1% condenser as well as between each
tube.
First align each of these side condensers
before using your dummy tube and

'ta'

aligning the others "out."
In other words, align each of these side condensers for maximum output and then use
your balancing tube to align the Other condensers (between the tubes) to minimum.
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Do you know anyone who
has ever had to replace

y::

LYRIC MODEL D
ATE\IPO1L\111- repair for Lyric model D
receivers, when the push-pull transformer
Letv'te the 27 audio tube and the two 45's
-west,- is shown in Fig. 5, An ordinary
audio transformer is connected with its primary between the plate and "It" supply of the
27 tube and its secondary between the two
grids of the 45')L :t 201,0 ohm resistor is
connected from one 45 tube grid to the

RESISTORS

1

'

I
Lynch Metallized Resistors are
delivering complete satisfaction In
all parts of the world under
every kind of climatic handicap.
The NATIONAL COMPANY. in
supplying the Communication Re
eeivers for the BYRD EXPEDITION. employs LYNCH Resistors
exclusively. because all risk of
breakdown or unsatisfactory per
formante must be eliminated.

chassis,

While the action resulting from this wiring
the original circuit, due to
the tact that push -pull action is not obtained,
the results are very satisfactory, for a temis not equal to

porary repair.

P:nwnan J. RaoCKweY,
iVildtcood, N. J.

Lynch Power Wire Wound Rests
tors have been specified by the
United Slates Navy. alter most
rigid tests. for replacement in
the Echo Sounding Systems of
more than 100 If Uncle Sams
naval vessels of all types. such as
submarines.
sub
chasers,
light
cruisers. battleships. supply vessels: also navy yards and sub-

BOOK REVIEW
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TESTED METHODS FOR MAKING
EXTRA MONEY. Published by National Radio Institute, Washington.
D. C. First edition. Size, 5% x 8% ins.;
56 pages, 82 illustrations, paper cover.
Price, 50c.

The mutin who is earning his living by servicing radio receivers will find this little volume both interesting and valuable. Its main
purpose is to ptdut out how the radio technician can increase his income by wi,Itn ing
his scope of activities. \Vide -awake nnn will
no doubt, profit by the suggestions and hints.
The 2H methods are as follows: II) flow
to Erect an Outside Antenna. (21 \1 -here in
)'lace the Receiver. ( :t) How to Install Line
Filters to I'revent Noisy Radio Iteceptimt.
Installing a Noise -Reducing Antenna Sysieu 1.
(51 flow to Erect a Noise -Reducing Antenna
to Accommodate Up to Your Receivers. (01
How to Install an Aerial Between House and
Garage: or house and Tree. (71 flow to
\Ink and Erect a Good Aerial \Ili st. (H)
How to Install an Indoor Aerial or Aerial
Device.
¡tit How to Instill a Permanent
Lend -in and Lightning Arrestor Derive. (lot
How to Install n Noiseless S11o11- \\'tire Antenna. 111 How to Stdrel aiud )replace 'Pubes
it it 1Lceiver. 12 flow to Start a Spareor Full= 1'itne Radio Rosiness. (13) How to
Install ')'our controls. 1141 flow to Add n
Second Reproducer to a Radio Receiver. (15)
Him- to \tike and Install a Wave ')'rap to liedime Station Interference. (10) glow to Install a Police and Short-Wave Adapter. (17
Dow to Increase or I lee rs-a se the A.C. Power
Supply Line Voltage. (ISO IIOww to Install
an Automatic Line Voltage Regulator. (19ß
How to Operate 2 i Cycle Apparatus am rip
Cycle ('urrent. (201 flow to Operate 110 V.
A.C. Receivers on D.C. Lines. 4211 How to
Operate Any Battery Set on a 32 V. Farm
Lighting System.
(22) Restoring Marred
Radio Cabinets. (231 How to Install n Sim
pie Radio Circuit to Amplify l'hone Co Vera.
lion Without IListurlrhag Wiring of Telephone
Company. (24) flow to Install Duplex Con
venience Telephones. (25) Ilow to Install an
Antenna for an Automobile Receiver. t2.;
How to Install an Auto Radio Itecelyrr.
27.
Replacing "II" Batteries with n Standard "It"
Eliminator in Automobile Receivers. (25)
How to Install a Charger for .\utnmobile
Storage Batteries.
This hook, which has been prepared by the
instructors 111 one ttf the largest radio Schott Is
in this country, cover; the above stubjetts in
a concise and easy -to -rend manner. It should
be serviceable to all practical men.

marine bases.

Free Descriptive Folder Upon Request
Thanks for the 'minute!

LYNCH MANUFACTURING CO., inc.,
51 Vevey Street. New York, N. Y.
Makers of the Lynch Noise- Redurine
Antenna Systems
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SEND FOR THIS

FREE
CATALOG!
IT'S CHOCK -FULL

of BARGAINS FOR YOU
Radio Dealers and Servicemen

can't afford to be without this
book. It offers marvelous buy'in Radio Sets, Long and Short
Wave Apparatus, Servicemen's
Repair and Replacement Parts.
Electrical Goods, Sporting
Goods.

Just

Off The Press!

lie among the first to bave the pick of
...relit bargains. Mail this coupon nove:
it

IMO CIRCULAR
a \.trick Street

CO., INC.

Dept. RC -l31
Please send me free of charge and without obligation, your latest catalog.
New York, N. Y.

Name

Address
'it v

Stale
441

This

Radio's GREATEST
Servicing Book
The Most Complete Directory
of Radio Circuit Diagrams

published!

In ONE VOLUME of over 2,300 Pages
Extra Heavy Cover-Looseleaf Bound
Buy this Bid; Volume on our Mery

DEFERRED PAYMENT PLAN
Here are two of the most surprising announcements that we have ever made to the radio trade
and we know that it is such good news that
every radio man will be greatly enthused.
FIRST -that the three editions of the OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUALS have
now been combined into one big volume of
over 2.300 pages.
SECOND -that this new single volume of consolidated radio circuit diagrams and complete
radio servicing course can be bought on a deferred payment plan -and at a big saving.
It is needless to say how valuable the OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUALS have been
to members in every branch of the Radio Industry, and how many thousands of each edition have been sold to manufacturers, jobbers,
But
dealers. Service Men and experimenters.
we must emphasize this one fact: Service Men
now realize that they are tremendously handicapped without the full set of Gernsback Manuals. So much so, that those who have purchased only one or two volumes, are NOW ORDERING THE MISSING BOOKS. They want
their files to be complete.
The complete book gives you a volume of over
2,300 pages with over 5.500 diagrams, charts
and photos. There are absolutely no pages or
illustrations or diagrams duplicated. There is
no radio book published today which is so mod-

OVER

ern, up-to -the- minute, and which contains so
much useful information as is to be found in
this single volume. It is a book that will outlast
any other radio book in print. Look carefully
at the illustration of the complete edition on
the top of page. It measures 9" wide. 12"
long. 4141" thick.
Included in this volume is a complete radio
servicing course. This course covers every step
needed to learn the servicing business
from
starting in business . . . materials needed . .
and how to go about servicing receivers and repairing other radio equipment. This course in
itself, is actually worth the price of the entire

Now you can get the
1931 OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL,
with Supplements,
1932 OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL,
with Supplements,
and the 1933 OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE
MANUAL Complete
at a big saving,
THE SPECIAL NEW PRICE FOR ALL THREE
MANUALS. WITH SUPPLEMENTS. IN ONE
VOLUME. WITH HEAVY BINDER IS ONLY

$14.00
-

book.

Our new plan now enables every radio man to
get this single volume
Complete Directory of
all Circuit Diagrams, of over 2,300 pages. on
deferred payments. You can order this book
immediately -get it in a few days, and use it
while you are doing servicing work. You can
make the first few calls pay for the entire cost
of the book.
For you to get this book is quite simple and it
is sent to you as soon as your order is received.
You pay for it in small monthly amounts which
can be taken from your earnings. If you were
to buy the three volumes separately, the total
cost would be $17.00. including the supplements.

-a

2,300 Pages
5,500 Illustrations

-

You buy this book this way
Send $3.00 with order
Pay $5.00 to Express Company upon receipt of
book.
Send $3.00 thirty days after receipt of book.
Send $3.00 sixty days after receipt of book.

Total $14.00.
IF THE ENTIRE AMOUNT IS SENT WITH
YOUR ORDER. WE WILL ALLOW YOU A
10% DISCOUNT. THIS CAN BE DEDUCTED
FROM YOUR REMITTANCE.

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

Mail Coupon Today!
Ì
GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS. Ins.,
96.99 Park Plane, New York. N. Y.
Gent lone.
In tict o d'a ty
n till your Spite'
ri al Offer, 1 ern
heron. lit 33.110
ttr-t payment to.,,,rd tb.,. Ile
Volume Itadlo ]lanu:d.
Please ...
t
prompt ly.
Upon receipt of the I,
express eniapa,ìv Ar.u0.
Thirty
'_der
end 'nu $3.011. and s ISO day after r edit
honk. I shall send you my lad payment of $3.00.
Ir you want to lake advanl a tie of the Special PI
count of t0'i rem It only $12.00 with this roupo,.

.rd

'.

I
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TIIIS IS TIIE GREATEST SINGLE
VOLUME RADIO BOOK IN PRINT TODAY
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Name
Address

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
96 -98 Park Place

I

New York, N. Y.

city
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DIX ANNÉES DE T. S. F. (Ten Years
of Radio). Published by Etienne
Chiron, Paris, France. First edition.
Size, 6% x 10 ins.; 180 pages, 70 illustrations, paper covers. Price 15 francs

-$1.00.

This interesting volume which is a timely
memoir to General Fern e. has been written
by ten men well known in their respective
fields, in France. The book is written in
French and is non -technical in Its scope.
The first part reviews the last ten years as
recorded by "The Society of Friends of
Radio" in Tire ELECTRICAL WAVE. The second chapter concerns Spark Transmitters,
Arcs and Alternators for long -wave transmission; it tells how these metluuis have become
practically obsolete within the last ten years.
The third chapter describes the advances
made in Vacuum Tube design. The fourth tells
about short wares and how great distances
are covered on the high frequencies. In this
section is mentioned Multiplex radio transmission for secret telephony. The sixth chapter covers transmission on various frequencies
and the uses for each frequency spectrum.
The seventh is a history of the past ten years
in radio broadcasting; and the last three
cover Receivers. Radio in Aviation and The
Stabilization of Frequencies. respectively.
This book is a fitting memoir to that famous
scientist and pioneer in radio. General 1''errié,
whose untimely death brought to an end a
brilliant career.

LES REDRESSEURS DE COURANT
(Current Rectifiers), by R. de Bag neux. Published by Etienne Chiron,
Paris, France. First edition. Size,
5% x 9 ins.; 128 pages, 53 illustrations,
paper cover. Price 10 francs -$0.70.

This book contains a semi -technical description of the types of rectifiers and rectifying
systems used for converting low -frequency alternating currents to pulsating direct current.
Included in th, explanations are the following types of rectifiers: non -synchronous motors with dynamos, synchronous motors with
dynamos, commutator type rectifiers, vibrator
rectifiers, electrolytic rectifiers, metal oxide
rectifiers, vacuum tube rectifiers. mercury arc
rectifiers. hot -cathode mercury vapor rectifiers.
thyratrons, pressure -type metal rectifiers, and
selenium rectifiers.
The description for each type includes a
simplified theoretical discussion, an outline of
the ordinary uses of the particular type and
a semi -technical consideration of the charac-

teristics.
Radio fans and Service Men who are acquainted with French will find this book an
interesting addition to their library of reference books.

LA SURDITÉ ET L'ACOUSTIQUE
MODERN (Hearing Aids and Modern
Acoustics), by P. Hemardinquer. Published by Etienne Chiron, Paris,
France. First edition. Size, 51,E x 9
ins.; 112 pages, 65 illustrations, paper

Price, 10 francs-$0.70.

1

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS AT HIGH VOLTAGES
WILLIAM MASON BAILEY*
I E
economical capacity inherent to the
electrolytic condenser may be applied to
the rectifying end of the amateur and even
the professional transmitter provided due precautions are observed. In fact, for the past
two years electrolytic condensers have found
a place In amateur radio work. and splendid
results have been obtained by users fully acquainted not only with electrolytic condenser
technique but also with the operating voltages
dealt with, Hence a few notes at this time
may prove well worth while.
First of all, there are in general use only
five voltages employed in amateur transmitting practice, namely. 000, 1,0()11. 1,500 and
:!.A00 4-., as delivered to the load.
A condenser in order to be suitable for such applications should be capable of withstanding
tin ,e operating voltages without any sputtering or similar troublesome phenomena. Since
for the present the available radio electrolytic condensers are limited to a working voltage of 500. It is obvious that two or more
units must be wired in series to obtain the
necessary working voltage. Also, in merles operation the effective capacity is represented
by the capacity of a single unit divided by
the number of units in series. Thus with
three 1011 V. units wired in series to operate
in a 1,500 V. rectifier circuit. the effective capacity will be one -third of 15 mf. or 5 mf.
The difficulty usually experienced with condensers of any type when employed by amateurs may be traced to lack of knowledge regarding actual working conditions as well as
the limitations of the condensers. For this
reason the user should make sure that he
knows definitely the peak or surge voltages
that obtain in the circuit, and that these
extreme voltages are fully matched by the
working voltages specified by the makers of
the condensers employed, Unfortunately. the
voltmeter inserted In the rectifier circuit does
not always Indicate the correct operating voltage, due to circuit peculiarities. The actual
peak voltage may be considerably higher,
placing a severe strain on the condensers.
There are two classes of rectifying circuits
in common use, shown in the accompanying
diagrams. Fig. IA Illustrates the circuit most
commonly used by amateurs. since this type
of circuit will deliver a somewhat higher voltage for the same load and transformer voltage. 'l'he use of such a circuit especially with
the now universally used mercury -vapor rectifiers places an enormous overload on the
rectifiers and condensers. The untrained constructor usually biomes both tube and condenser manufacturers, not realizing that the
condensers may be operating at a voltage
much higher than the meter usually associated
with such equipment would indicate.
The circuit shown in Fig. lit will increase
the life of the apparatus enormously and. at
the same time, provide a much better regulation. The only drawbacks to this circuit are
the slightly higher transformer voltages required as well as the additional choke.

This book. written in French, covers that
very interesting subject of overcoming deafness by mechanical and electrical devices. The
author is well known for his researches in
the sound and acoustic fields and is well fitted
to write on this subject,
The hook starts with a general discussion
of the peculiarities of deafness and tells
which varieties of the malady can he helped
by mechanical devises. Following this is a
resnmé of the numerous types of equipment
available for alleviating deaf conditions, including the Ossophone invented by Virgo
Gernsback,
This volume gives n complete summary of
the subject. without being too technical. and
should be of interest to the technician and
experimenter.
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AMPLIFIERS

This

I

5-WATT

-STAGE MODEL

3
Dealer's Price
Less Tubes
ONLY

PUSH-PULL 2A3s

$32.4°

IMPROVED CLASS A PRIME

30 WATT SPEAKER FIELD SUPPLY
One of the retest 1:. W.iiu Amplifiers ever produced
-yet lower in price than previous Amplifiers far
less efficient and well made. Most Power per dollar, with matchless Tone.
For use with Mien
phone, Phonograph or Radio. Drives 3 large Dynamic Speakers, 8 small Dynamic Speakers, 3 Dynamic Horns, 130 Magentic Speakers, or 2,000
Headsets; or any combination of these. Furnishes
30 watts for Dynamic Speaker Field supply. No
external chokes required. lias output impedance
tapped at :3, 6, 9, 15, and 500 ohms. Gain at
1,000 cycles, 77DB. Frequency characteristic within 3Db, 50 to 8.000 cycles. Tubes used: 1 -56,
1 -57, 2 -2A3s, 1.5Z3.
Overall sire axl nx' inches,
YOI-R PRICE CUMI'I.F.TE
WITH Cl"NNINeaI.\yl 1't'I3ES

$39.67

GET OUR BIG CATALOG
Radio Dealers and Serviceman: The new Radolek Profit
Guide Is now ready:
Don't delay sending for your
FREE ropy. It Is the inost complete guide to Radio
merchandise ever publhhed. Lists over 6,000 various
Items- Replacement Parts. Tools and Materials, Testing
Equipment, Money -making Specialties, Public Address
Equipment and Radio Sets. Also contains many handy
charts, hookups, table:. and diagrams that you will
base w fur mem
,,rki ne day.

Fill Out and Mail the Coupon Today!
RADOLEK CO.,

133

Canal Station, Chicago

I am a Dealer [ [ Serviceman [ J
i operate from Shop or Store [ 1: from Home [
i cuva the following Teat Equipment
My training and experience is

J

Name
Address

State

City

DIAMOND TUBES

at BARGAIN PRICES

All tubes are IL C. A. Licensed and are Guaranteed for
90 days. Dealen and semi e men let us show you how
you can Increase your profit on tubes sales. Our tubes

will improve the quality and tone of any set..y
Price T234 Price TypS Polis
P
2O1Á
125
226
.27
22236
.50
59
.55
401
1.10
227
.27
237
.40
75
.65
403 1.25
245
238
.45
.26
77
.60
4R5
.50
.50
17IA
.26
239
7R
.60
182
.55
41
280
.26
.50
79
.75
183
.65
224A
.45
42
.50
281
1.10
210 1.2S
.45
43
.75
235
82
.40
2.50
1.10
.45
44
.50
251
83
.45
2.47
.75
46
.50
247
.45
84
.65 2137
.115
112A
.40
48 1.75
85
.50
fiA7
.75
.65
230
.50
49
.55
89
607
.05
231
55
.50 X99
.45 25Z5
.50
.65
.35
M
V99
.45
232
.65
2A5
.65
.45
233
.65
57
222
.65

t5
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NEW LINE OF
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Chief Engineer. Dublller Condenser Corporation.

Build the Beginner's Short -Wave
Set
to be described in the
forthcoming issue of Radio-Craft.

RADOLEK'S

led for less than $3 00. 0 der from this
All pnc-s F. O. 11. factory. 20% deposit with all

No order arc,

air.
Fig. 1
The
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circuit at

B is

preferable to A.

orden.

Radio Tuba Exchange of America

160 Washington St.,

New York, N. Y.
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RIGHT NOW

is the time of the year when millions of subscriptions to favorite magazines expire.
RIGHT NOW is the time to renew your subscription when prices, for a limited time only, have been sensationally
reduced. Ordering at this time will mean a saving of several dollars for you.
In assembling these many combination subscription offers we have made it possible that our readers obtain standard,
popular magazines at the lowest prices obtainable. Only by special arrangement with a group of famous publishers
has this great combination of magazines been made available at the unusually low cost. NOW you should order
at money- saving prices. It is most appropriate at this time of the year to send your friend his favorite magazine.
Read over the various combination offers, and see how we bring you double values for only half the price. Then
order your magazines today. Prices are going up -this is your protection for one year. RIGHT NOW sit down
and send us the list. If books are to be sent to individual people, mention specifically the name of the magazine
and to whom and where it should be sent. Don't miss this wonderful opportunity. All prices quoted are for subscriptions in U. S. A. only. Canadian and Foreign subscriptions require additional postage.
OFFER NO. 1
OFFER NO. 8
OFFER NO. 15
Radio Craft
$2.50
Radio Craft
52 SC
$2.50
Radio Craft
í- CE

-

Radio

News

Regular

2.50

Price

$5.00

OFFER NO.
Radio Craft

$2.50
2.50

Regular Price

$5.00

Radio Craft
Regular

Price

$3.75

3
)Uk RICE

2.50

55.00

$3.75

Popular Mechanics
Regular Price

$2.50
2.50
$5.00

OFFER NO.
Radio Craft
Popular

Science

Regular

OUR PRICE

$3.85

5

$2.50

C?UR

RiCE

1.50

Price

$3.35

$4.00

Life or Judge (Only One)
Price

$2.50

Modern Mechanix
Regular

Price

$4.00

OFFER NO.
Radio Craft
Christian Herald
Regular Price

$3.35

1.50

$4.00

Delineator
Regular

1.00

Price

Radio Craft
Pathfinder

$3.50

OUR PRICE

$3.25

Regular Price

$3.50

OFFER NO. 12
Radio Craft
52.50
American Boy

2.00

Regular Price

$4.50

Radio Craft
Motion Picture
Regular

$4.00

k

rEOCE

$3.00
JR

.r.!

$3.50

$3.50

$2.50

College Humor

1.50

Regular

Price

$4.00

Silver Screen

CUR

1.00

Regular Price

PU

$3.00

$3.50

Book

3.00

Regular Price

$4.25

$5.50

OFFER NO. 18
Radio Craft
$2.50
Review of Reviews

3.00

Regular Price

$4.25

55.50

OFFER NO. 19
£2.57
Radio Craft
Nature

C

3.00

Regular

Price

-;

$4.25

$5.53

Scribner's

£3.25
CUR PRICE

$3.25

Regular

4.0E

Price

$5.25

SE. SC

OFFER NO. 21
$2.50
Radio Craft
Physical

Culture

CUR PRICE

2.50

Regular Price

$3.25

$5.00

OFFER NO. 22
$2.50
Radio Craft
C'i.

es an Ideal
if t forAnyone

Boys'

Life

1.00

Regular Price

Perhaps there is some friend out of town, or right
near you, to whom you wish to carry your remembrance throughout the year. Then here is a good
idea. Send him his favorite magazine, or one you
know he will thoroughly enjoy. (You can even send
a magazine subscription to your best lady friend.)
A subscription to a magazine is always appreciated,
and certainly brings remembrances. A courtesy
card advising your friend of the kind donor will be
sent to him or her bearing your name. Send one or
more popular magazines to your friends or relatives.
444

$3.25

54.00

OFFER NO. 20
x2.50
Radio Craft

OFFER NO. 14
Radio Craft

Price

OFFER NO. 16
$2.50
Radio Craft

Golden

$3.00

$2.50
1.50

Price

Regular

OFFER NO. 17
$2.50
Radio Craft

11

$2.50
1.00

7

$2.50
2.00
$4.50

9

$2.50

OFFER NO. 13
,R CE

1.50

$3.85

OFFER NO. 10
Radio Craft
52.50

OFFER NO. 6
Radio Craft

$5.00

Radio Craft
Regular

Scrcenla nd

2.50

Price

OFFER NO.

OFFER NO. 4
Radio Craft

Regular

OFFER NO.
OUR PRICE

$2.50

Everyday Science and
Mechanics

Photoplay

2

Short Wave Craft

OFFER NO.

$3.75

$3.00

S3.50

OFFER NO. 23
52.52
Radio Craft
Pictorial Review
Regular Price

FRIC:

C.

02

$3.00

$3.50

OFFER NO. 24
Radio Craft

$2.50

Wonder Stories
Regular

Price

2.5C

$3.75

55.00

All Subscriptions Will

Be

Mailed to

You Without Delay -Use the Coupon
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When Ordering

ir,r

JANUARY,

1934
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The BIG

FPQft1

"4" Offer

Grouped below are many of the outstanding magazines which can be taken in
combination with RADIO CRAFT. The individual groups represent a substantial
saving over the regular newsstand rate of all the books. ORDER TODAY.

OFFER NO.

Radio Craft

ear

I

Modern Mechanic
Wonder Stories
Christian Herald

I
'

year
year

ALL FOUR
ONLY $6.00

YOU SAVE

ALL FOUR
ONLY $4.50

YOU SAVE

1
OFFER NO. 26
1

Radio Craft

I

Popular Science
Delineator
Pathfinder

I

year
year
year
dr
ye

OFFER NO.

Radio Craft

I

American Boy
Motion Picture
College Humor

,
I
I

year
year
year
ye ar

lj-

,

Screenland
Silver Screen
Life or Judge (Only One)

I

year
year

ALL FOUR
ONLY $5.00

OFFER NO.

Radio Craft

ear

Golden Book
Review of Reviews
Nature

I

I
1

year
r

1

1

I

Scribner's
Nature
Pathfinder

ear
)

I

year i

$2.50
YOU SAVE

ALL FOUR
ONLY $7.00
ALL FOUR
ONLY $6.50

Physical Culture
Life or Judge (Only One)
Boys' Life

yyeAf
ear

I

YOU SAVE

$4.50

year

1

year I

'

I

OFFER NO.

Radio Craft

year

I

Modern Mechanic
Pictorial Review
Nature

I

year',
yeas

J

YOU SAVE

$4.00

31

ALL FOUR
ONLY $ 5.00

YOU SAVE

$1.50

32

ALL FOUR
ONLY $5.60

Your Choice of One or More
of These Popular Magazines

$1.75

29

OFFER NO.

Radio Craft

TO YOU

YOU SAVE

OFFER NO. 30

Radio Craft

THEIR OWN OFF/;

$1.50

28

ALL FOUR
ONLY $4.75

Year

$2.50

27

OFFER NO.

Radio Craft

THE
PUBLISHERS
WILL /NAIL
'THE fl46AZ/NE
DIRECT PROM

25

YOU SAVE

$2.40

The BIC "Popular" Offer

Everyday Science
and Mechanics

Boys' Life

Radio Craft

Woman's Home
Companion

Short Wave Craft

American Boy

Wonder Stories

Golden Book

Popular Mechanics

Screen land

Radio News

Silver Screen

Popular Science

Photoplay

Modern Mechanic

Motion Picture

Christian Herald

Pathfinder

Life

College Humor

Judge

Pictorial Review

Delineator

McCall's

Review of Reviews

Physical Culture

Nature

Scribner's

--------------- ----

RADIO CRAFT for One Year and your choice of a subscription to any two of the publications listed below, each for
one year, at the special combination rate of

Motion Picture
College Humor

Physical

Culture
Life
Pathfinder

3

FOR

$4.15

McCall's
l's
Delineator
Pictorial Review
Woman's Home Companion

Boys'

Screenland
Silver Screen

ALL

Take Advantage of These Big
Subscription Saving OfersORDER TODAY!
I,i...rrum f the coupon if n
rir im .. be sent I.
'Heed.
Ini .\I'l' IIF:TA('NoFRllst
OTHER HALF
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RADIO CRAFT,

Hi' 131
Place, New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Enclosed you will find my remittance of S
for which please send
me Combination Offer No. ....
which consists of RADIO CRAFT and the following

96 -98 Park

a'rF

Magazines:

Name

_..

,....fe..,,,,.e)

Address

City
(For Canadian or Foreign

RADIO -CRAFT

..

.....State

Subscription rates on any combination offer, write for cost of
additional postage.)

for

JANUARY,

1934
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ATTENTION SERVICE MEN!
The Ideal Spraying Outfit for all Kinds
of Commercial and Professional Work

Index to Advertisers
A
426
432

Aerovox Corporation
Alden Mfg. Co
Allied Radio Corp
American Technical Society
Arco Tube Company

42U

422
434

B

S

245

o

E

I ormerlg Sold
for $68.50

F
G

2x2

21/x2

175 lbs.

1x27,/8

Speed
600
600

600
500

Motor

H.P.
1/4 H.P.
1/3 H.P.
1/3 H.P.
!

H
Harrison Radio Company
llygrade-Sylvania Corp.

I

J
Jordan Radio Mfg.

L

Mc

McGraw-hill Book Company

Midwest Radio Corp.

8.50
10.50
12.50

Back Cover

N

Insert
440

National Radio Institute
National Security Association
National Union Radio Corp.

427

P
l'embletott Laborstories
Polk & Co., R. L
Popular Book Corp
Postal Life & Casualty Insoraw.e t', nnpany_.
Postal Radio Corp
Resistor Co.._.

422
437

438
440
422
424

441
435
448
424
443
443
437
417
435
425
435

S

Our price $12.95
No Catalog -Order From This Page

430
440
Sexology
4 211
Shallcroes Mfg. Company
.. 42S, 439
Shure Brothers Company
Inside Enna Cover
Silver, Inc., McMurdo
428
Sprayberry, F. I
-. 426
Stewart- Wanter Corp.
.. 434
Sut Radio Company
Supreme Instruments Coq,......... Inside hick Cover
O. S.

Corp

T
Triplett Elec. Instruments

Enclose bank
No. C.O.D.'s.
RC-1

Cu

Truman Radio Shop
Try-Mo Radio Corp

433
424

430

U
Universal Microphone Company

42"

w
for which please send me the following by Express collect:

Name

rlty

446

M

.

WELLWORTH TRADING CO.
111 West Lake Street, Chicago, III,
$

..

434

Radio City Products Clamp :u.y
Radio Trading Company
Radio Training association of America
Radio Tube Exchange of America
Radolek Company
RCA Institutes Inc.
RCA Rad intrmt Co., Ina. _.
RCA -Victor Co., Inv
itvadrite Meter Works
Remington Rand, Inc

!

enclose

432
42S
431
441

Leed's Radin Company
Leotone Radio Company
Linvaln Radio Corporation
Lpueh Mfg. Company

R

Heavy Duty %" Drill -110 Volt Universal Motor
An unusual Bargain Regular price $22.50

I

431

Co

Radio Circular Company.

Price
$ 6.50

sure to state shipping point if express or freight is not in your town.
draft, cashier's check, post office money order or personal certified check.

423

International Resistance Company

Precision

IIEAYY DUTY DRILLS

Be

437
428
429

Hammarlund Mfg. Company

S.

We Have

419
447

Company

General Transformer
Grenpark Company

Nationally known for their exceptionally high quality. We
offer four different sizes at prices that represent the buying
opportunity of a lifetime. All Compressors furnished with
"V" pulleys.
75 lbs.
100 lbs.
125 lbs.

430

Fordson Radio Mtg. Co

Kellogg Air- Cooled Compressors
at less than half price!
Maximum Pressure

431

Equipment Design Company

This is the ideal outfit for all around spraying work wherever current is available.
With this electric sprayer you can spray paint, varnish, duco, enamel, lacquer,
insecticides, etc., with the speed of five men. You can move it from one room tai
another with ease. Simply insert plug into electric socket and this marvelou'
machine is ready to do a man -size job -and do it efficiently. This electric portable
sprayer saves its cost over and over again on your own work. It will make money
for you doing jobs for others.
This outfit comes completely
equipped, nothing else to buy. It
includes the following equipment: GV full -liquid pressure
Non type adjustable gun.
clogging nozzle. Fan and round
spray tips. 10" spread. t/4 H.P.,
110 volt, 60 cycle AC motor.
Air filter tank. Kellogg Air Cooled Compressor, size 1s/4 x
1%. Connectors and 15 ft. hose,
plug, cord and five spray jars.
$24.50
Price of complete outfit with gun
19.50
Price of outfit without motor
3.95
Price of spray gun only with five jars
(This spray gun alone is valued at $20.00)

Size

427

Electrad, Inc.

pounds.

1J/x1%

437
420
440
420, 426, 428
385

Central Radio Laboratories
Clarostat Mfg. Co
Classified Section
Coast -to -Coast Radio Corp
Coyne Electrical School

COMPLETE

Mounted on hase with three
ball bearing rollers. Shipping
weight of complete outfit, 55

421
430

Bud Speaker Company
Budstein -Applebee Company

State

Well worth Trading Company
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Company
Weston Electrical Instrument Corp

436, 446
421
423

(while every precaution is taken to insure accuracy-, we cannot guarantee against the possibility
of an occasional change or omission in the prepara.
tion of this index.)

RADIO -CRAFT

for

JANUARY,

1934

$50,000 SPEAKER CLEARANCE

SALE!
S/'F,I'/_1L- %_1LE- FE,ITURE

FARRAND INDUCTOR DYNAMIC
Absolutely Genuine Farrand:
Compact in Size:
Brings in the Very Weak Short Wave
Stations:

The Ideal Short Wave Receiver Speaker:
Eliminates Hum and Line Noise:
Draws Less Current:

Do not confuse this model with the various similar types on the market,
posing as Farrands. This is the true Farrand Inductor Dynamic. Its adapdon to Short Wave Radio Receivers has proven a popular step. The most
inaudible stations are brought in with remarkable clearness without the customary noise and
hum of regular dynamic speakers. Has two magnets parallel to each other with a bracket
placed between them to facilitate mounting. Overall 9".

S3.95

BOSCH

SPEAKER CABINET
o"'m
todate an,
magnetic or
dynamic
chassis u0 to 10" in
diameter.
A beautiful
walnut cabinet artistically and expensively
finished.
It was built
by one of the toreuto4
manufacturera of cabinets. (:rill contains a
gold bronze cloth for

Will

aci

contrasting
s

high,

I)inlen-b.
Price

12"

wide, 10"

DYNAMIC
"pe'aker

ln

many homes, as well as
on public address systems.
Will handle an
enormous
amount
of
volume without distorting or rattling. Equipped

This chassis is the identical
one used in the B.C.A. 100AI00B and 103 Speakers which

list for as high as $35.00. Note
built -in output transformer

Model D- 7,A.C.

Z,-="2111111r

with

a

280

R C A
A.
CHASSIS

$1./5

ddti"nal

12 "r MODEL

MAGNETIC

deep.

JENSEN
IIII

GENUINE

'color

berne.

FARR AND

Limited Quantity!

rectifier

which permits use of 4511
Volts without distortion, rab
tling or blasting.
Genemus oversized magnet.
The thick armature is accurately centered, the
sturdy metal frame is lined with a special selfbaffling fabric, rrnatly improving amnistie properties of this sensational speaker.
Note the corrugated surface of the cone, an exclusive feature
uhauees perfectiorutl reproduction quelili.-iderably; most compactly made; 9"
rager, 4I,_" deep overall.

-

$2.75

Pr

tube.
he speaker mea
eures 1214" high.
wide, and 7 7/32" deep
supplied completo
Baffle opening rei, tired. 10 ".

11"

A.C. Model
ich who.

.

$S. 957

>mdel

$6.95

PEERLESS
and

A.C.
D.C.
DYNAMIC
SPEAKER

CHASSIS
for
the
Adapt able
most powerful amplifier.
Equally suited
for use with any receiver employing the
average type of audio

amid location
system
acing as low as 90 sols "It" current. D.C. model
ha. a 1,000 ohm field ami a puhpull output transformer; A. C. model u :rid a dry rectifier system with
a hula condenser for 'minimum A.C. hum.
Dimensions -12" high, 8" deep.
A.C. Model. t'riee.$8.951i.C. Model. price.
G
Volt.
Prico
$7.95

só.95

All orders are F. O, B. New York, and
subject to prior sale.
Torme: A deposit
ery cader.
of 20% is required svilii
Balance may be I.
'
Deduct
1% if full al,
order.
o

DO NOT SEND FOR CATALOG

RADIO-CRAF-

fo-

JANU4^Y

/'rice Going lip. Buy NON' !

Stromberg= Carlso

PICKUP
drt.-

mil m,i At

.Idle ad-

The

model: have two
standing upright,
bracket on the bottom to ease mounting. Di-

it-

:

Only.

.... _.._

_.

122"

magnets

with

a

mensions of the 12" model:
12" high and
" deep.

(12" Model!

Our

6!

Price

OXFORD

A.C. and D.C.

CONCERT
il'a" concert model.

Three
point suspension
balanced cone type:. A.C.
uses

rectifier.

280

D.C.

modela paye a field
of
resistanee
2,500
ohms.
Output transformer may be had
for single or push
Dull output tubes.

A.C.
1/

17

a9
155.75
$4.50

with Tube
yodel

OXFORD

is

Fur perfect tonal
quality and service insist on a genuine STROM.
BERG -CARLSON PICKUP.
Little has to be said
about
Stromberg- Carlson quality' is known the
world over.
Price ineludes a Si mml erv- Carlson
Read, Ann. Matching Transformer, Pickup Plug
and 2O -F-oot Insulated Extension Cord.
BUY NOW!
This Low Print For a Shirt Time
here.

Price Complete

DYNAMIC

A.C. or D.C.
Auditorium
DYNAMIC

MAGNETIC

'fly

INDUCTOR

$5.50

"

am il

nm

gauge

wire

1m.4.:

l' ikes
a. hagle
.,ml.
a
1254"
,,pening. Oversize
frames with ex-

tra

ht the field roil,
which gives the

speaker higher field s trength and per'
energizatlon.
D.C. model has a 4. itou
which can he energized (ruin the Ismrr
amplifiers or from 110 volt D.C. lino.

A.C. with 200 Tube
I, r. Model

greater
field
parka of
I.0

a
$9.95
V.P5

GRENPARK COMPANY
Dept.
New

245 Greenwich St.
93:

RC

York, N.

Y.
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RTC's Big January SPECIALS
EYeDS MOM h WC list on this page a
few STAR* items which are not listed
in our catalog. These are all specials
on which the quantities on hand are
not sufficient to catalog them. Once
sold out, no more can be had. ORDER
NOW-TODAY.

*
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RADIO SERVICE MAN and CUSTOM SET BUILDER
HERE IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY

-

" renter root."'" to your fled tt,xrr and it tedinteln' You
You a able in do title ins nti.e the idea o1
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will find special prices from time to
time. in this magazine. Get our big FREE
catalog for the greatest Radio Bargains.
Should you wish goods shipped by parcel post, be sure to include sufficient extra remittance
for eame. Any excess will be refunded.

Radio Trading Company
449

aF

lions

WRITE TODAY. Enclose I
Treatise
cents for postage.
.rent by return mail.

WE ARE A WHOLESALE HOUSE AND CAN NOT ACCEPT ORDERS FOR LESS THAN ease
desired.
remit 20% remitIc C.O.D.
accompany all educts.
orders.
must saniepony
tones.
ash
uem pool es order, deduct 2 °n discount (except
I/ full cash
rn fleadrite 710 Analyrer).
Send money order -certified
heck
S. Stamps.

$494

AND 7 PRONG TUBES

NINE METER SCALES AVAILABLE

i"'ti4la,ll''

-U.

Button Mike

"1,.
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CONTENTS

RADIOTRICIAN;
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I,e.nr.

lot tO)

Ship weight 2% Ihs.
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IVORK. Stret eked cushioned diaphram
of duraliu nl with pure gold renter
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Standard 200 ohms per button. Finished
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despite its hielt degree of accuracy. Is extremely simple to operate. (loth
plates of the 80-82 03 anti other rectifier tubes are
readily tested ail haut the use of a "seams' plate"
button.
The instrument employs a high- grade, Tr Alt SON VAL TYPE, MO'INO -COIL METER. insuring
thereby extreme accuracy.
Tiia blot coastal sv ill
,peek more than 120 different tubes and even those
tt hid] have not
as yet been pinrrd on the market.
The tube tester la amply gnanied .against nth,.
-shorts." which condition is bulb tiled by the flashing of a small pilot lght. All rempotent parts are
mounted on a beautifully etched panel and the entire instrument placed In
erunlilyuslmeted. teal herche -, IIVCred. carrying is
For ouvrai inn ml 10.12:, volts. 5n an
codes. A .C.
This Instrument N available either in kit form or rnmpl,tely wired and
canut. ready in use.
Shipping weight s lbs.
NO. 303 "New Dependable' Tube Tester.
NO. 303 A "Nee Dependable" Tube Tester
completely Wired and
in kit form.
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No One in Radio

Colonial Remote Control Attachment
COMPLETE

STOP SHOPPING -the lowest prices
are right on this page. No one undersells us. We meet any price on any
new merchandise. Order direct from
this page and save money. 100% satisfaction on every transaction. Take advantage today of these special offers.

You

102 Park Place
RADIO -CRAFT

New York, N. Y.
fer

JANUARY,

19''

Jhe
Flexibility
of the

Telephone

Switchboard
Telephone subscribers are constantly changing. But no matter how many new subscribers, the switchboard has the flexibility to enable the operator to promptly plug
in each call -each connection. That same amazing flexibility is built into Supreme
Instruments. Observe how much like a switchboard are the panel and connections
of these instruments. See how instantly the Supreme Free Reference Point System
And
of Analysis directly plugs in any test on the Model 444 or the Model 333 .
the smooth facility with which connections for all tests are dialed on the Master
Diagnometer and the Model 91. Use your Instruments year after year and enjoy
today's flexibility that so readily adapts each Instrument to tomorrow's radio construction. Flexibility that makes Supreme a long -time investment -safe from the obsolescence of short -sighted engineering.

...

A G/AI N

Model 444

FIVE UNIT
RADIO TESTER

straight -forwardness of the Supreme Free Reference
Point System of Analysis of the Model 444 Five -Unit
Radio Tester and of the Model 333 Analyzer is comparable to that of the telephone switchboard. The operator actually sees the connections as they are made with
No mental confusion as
test leads or connectors
to what is happening! For the utmost in straight- forward
procedure, practical utility, and time -saving simplicity,
you must have one of these testers.
The

Model 333

SUPREME
ANALYZER

Supreme Free Reference Point System of Analysis
adds the flexibility of switchboard connections to the advantages of plate current measurements, resistance and
potential measurements through an analyzing cable . . .
The Free Reference conAn unbeatable combination!
nections are accomplished in the Master Diagnometer
and in the Model 91 Analyzer by means of a unique
dialing system- external test leads or connectors are not
required. You dial your circuits like you dial a telephone.
The

With Supreme testing equipment bought at today's prices, you can forestall the higher markets that the
rising costs of material and production are bringing closer and closer. There is no substitute for Supreme standards in instrument construction or in your daily service calls. Ask your Jobber for a demonstration. Meanwhjle, inform yourself in detail of the latest progress in the science of radio servicing
by sending for the FREE 1934 Catalog.

SUPREME INSTRUMENTS CORPORATION
481 Supreme Bldg.

Greenwood, Mississippi
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Yes, and it
gives you

.9mergii/tq 'Mew-SUPER

WORLD-WIDE
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30
DAYS
FREE
TRIAL

EFORE you buy any radio,

write for
FREE Midwest catalog...
this
B printed
in four
It has helped
big new

colors.
thousands of satisfied customers save from
by buying direct
s to ? á on their radios
from the Midwest Laboratories. You, too
can make a positive saving of 30% to 50 D
by buying a Midwest 10-tube de luxe AL
WAVE radio at sensationally low directfrom- laboratory prices. You'll be amazed
and delighted with its super performance! Broadcasts from stations 10,000
miles and more away are brought in
"clear as locals ". You get complete wave
length coverage of 9 to 2,000 meters (33
megocycles to 150 KC). Now, you can enjoy
the new DX -ing hobby... and secure verifications from world's most distant stations.

...

...

40

NEW

These bigger, better, more
powerful, clearer -toned, super selective radios have FIVE distinc
wave bands: ultra- short, short, medium,
broadcast and long
putting the w11,40
world of radio at your finger tips. I' ..
listen in on all U. S. programs
Cal. dian, police, amateur, commercial, airpla
and ship broadcasts
and programs f ru;::
the four corners of the earth. Thrill to
the chimes of Big Ben from GSB, at
Daventry, England -tune in on the
"Marseillaise" from FYA, Pointoise,
France -hear sparkling music from EAQ,
Madrid, Spain -listen to the call of the Kookaburra bird f rom VK2ME, Sydney, Australia -etc. Never before so much radio for so
little money! Write for FREE catalog.

1934

U. S.. Can -1

Cthan, Mrxtran,

tana. d ila_

aiien stations. Abo

ypobce.ai port and'buni'stationa
from Ilovcrt beconntry. Have
ogged England, France, Ger.,
any, Madrid. lout, on 15:30
meter band. South A nu clean
tat ions include Venezuela.'
C,!ombia. Brazil, Yucatan.-

Llt.\lostt.ea,7o3

N.SouthSt..
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with
De/uxe4uditorium Type
New

SPEAKER

FEATURES

Try this Midwest radio... in your own home...for thirty days before you decide. Sec for
yourself the 40 new 1934 features that insure amazing erformance. Other features include: Automatic Select -O-Band, Amplified Automatic Volume Control, 16 New Type
Tubes, Balanced Unit Superheterodyne Circuit, Velvety Action Tuning, Super-Power
' Class "A" Amplifier, 29 Tuned Circuits, New Duplex- DiodeAMAZING
Iligh Mu Pentode Tubes, No-Image Heterodynes, Full Rubber
FOREIGN RECEPTION
Floated Chassis, Variable Tone Blender, Centralized Tuning, 7
Aseos. 0.10My Mtidwext.
KC Selectivity, New Thermionic Rectifier, Automatic Tone
16 is a real goCompensation, Auditorium Type Speaker, etc. These feag etter for diaReceived
tae.
tures are usually found only in sets selling from 8100 to 8150.
205 stations Odi
regular wave

WORLD'S GREATEST

DEAL DIRECT WITH LABORATORIES

Increasing costs are sure to result in higher radio
prices soon. Huy before t lie bigadvance...NOW,
while you can take advantage of Midwest's
amazingly low prices. No middlemen's profits
to pay! You save from 30¡o to 50% when you
buy direct from Midwest Laboratories...you
get 30 days FREE trial -as little as 35.00 down
puts a Midwest radio in your home .Satisfaction
guaranteed or your money back! FREE catalog
shows sensational radio values. Write TODAY !

E

sop
!'

NEW STYLE CONSOLES
Write quickly for your FREE copy of the
It picturesa
plete line of beautiful. artistic de usecomamsoles aud chassis ,,,In four Colors! seenational low priees gave you 30ç to 50 ó.
DONIN Alone!!owa performance curves that prove
Midwest radios out -perform most Of the
3150 gets. You can order your Midwest radio
rom this Catalog with as much certainly of Batts action as if you were to select it personally at
out great radio laboratories. Write TODAY
AS LOIMAS new Midwest Catalog.

1

1100

MAIL COUPON TODAY! FOR.'
AMAZING

30 -DAY FREE TRIAL

OFFER AND NEW 1934 CATALOG
MIDWEST RADIO CORP.
Dept. 350

AGENTS!

Cincinnati. Ohio.
Without obligation on my part send me
your new l R EI: 1931 catalog. and eum,l to details of your liberal 30 -day
i it LE trial Inc.
e
This is NOT an order
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